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• Co-ordinator’s Welcome 
 

And so your TY adventure begins! I am delighted to welcome you all on 
this adventure, Transition Year 2021-2022.  
 
Although restrictions are currently in place, the light is shining brightly 
at the end of a very long pandemic tunnel, one which has detoured in unimaginable ways to 
impact your lives for the past two academic years. It is my sincerest hope that your Transition Year 
will make up in a multitude of ways for the experiences and adventures you have missed.   
 
You will embark on new academic adventures, sampling new subjects, deepening your 
understanding of others, and engaging in new ways of learning.  For your academic adventure, you 
need to prepare an open mind and enthusiasm to learn new things in new ways. We are here to 
guide you on your learning adventure.  
 
Your new adventure will bring new friendships. All you need to embark on this adventure is a 
positive attitude and an open heart. Speak to classmates you have not spoken to before, respect 
their differences, marvel at their similarities, appreciate their uniqueness. Reach out to those who 
stumble on their adventure, offering support with a smile. 
 
For many of you, work experience will be your first venture into the world of work. This adventure 
can be a daunting yet exciting and hugely beneficial. You are also lucky to be the first Transition 
Year group to engage in a week of voluntary work and you will learn and appreciate just how much 
you can gain by giving.  
 
The highlight of your TY adventure will undoubtedly be the trips, outings, events and activities that 
we are planning for you. An optional school tour abroad is even on the cards! The fun, laughter 
and enjoyment you will experience on these adventures will feed the stories for years to come and 
create life-long memories.  
 
The TY coordinators Miss Culleton, Miss Smyth and I, along with the entire staff will do our utmost 
to make your TY adventure as enjoyable and enriching as possible. Your input and contributions 
are important on this adventure for yourself, your peers, the school and the wider community.  
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank your parents and guardians for supporting you on 
your exciting TY journey.  I also want to say a huge thank you to your teachers who go the extra 
mile to ensure that your adventure will be a remarkable one. 
 
I wish you all a wonderful adventure. 
Kind regards, 
U. Zimmermann 
(Transition Year Co-ordinator) 
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1. Introduction 
 
Transition Year is one-year programme of study for students who have completed their Junior 
Cycle education. In 2007 Transition Year became a compulsory year of study in Loreto Wexford.  
 

Our programme offers the potential for the holistic development of students as flexible learners, 
active citizens, and future workers. It is an interdisciplinary programme with an emphasis on 
personal development, social awareness and increased social competence.  
 

The Transition Year programme is constantly evolving to meet the needs of young people.  It is 
planned through the consultation of all partners in the school community - students, parents, 
teachers, the Transition Year co-ordination team, management and external agencies. Regular 
evaluation of the programme is carried by students, parents, and teachers to build and improve 
on out Transition Year programme. 
 

In Transition Year we build on the learning in Junior Cycle in core subjects. We offer a diverse 
range of new exciting courses in rotational 6-week modules and elective all-year courses. Students 
will also follow the Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) programme to obtain a widely recognised 
qualification in computer skills.  We offer a range of activities and trips; our students achieve the 
Gaisce Bronze medal and we welcome speakers on a range of topics.  
 

In Transition Year, students are free to enjoy learning without the pressure of state examinations. 
Assessment is more formative than summative. Students will keep a digital portfolio of their work 
and reflect on their learning and experiences. They will receive Christmas reports and an end of 
year Record of Achievement. Parents will also receive formative feedback at Parent-Teacher 
meeting.  
 

A central part of our programme is work experience. While the current climate is uncertain, it is 
envisaged that students will experience the world of work, by engaging in a 2-week work 
experience or work shadowing programme.  Students will keep a reflective journal of their 
experiences.  
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• Rationale of Transition Year  
 

Transition Year is designed to act as a bridge between Junior Cycle and Senior Cycle by facilitating 
the smooth transition from the more dependent learning of Junior Cycle to the more independent 
self-directed learning required for Senior Cycle. This one-year educational programme offers the 
potential for the holistic development of young people as flexible learners, active citizens, and 
future workers. It is an interdisciplinary programme with an emphasis on personal development, 
social awareness and increased social competence. Students are given the chance to follow our 
course of study without the pressure of state examinations. The rationale of Transition Year is: 
 

➢ To provide a learning structure which promotes maturation. 
➢ To develop a wide range of cognitive and emotional processes. 
➢ To be learning-led rather than exam-led. 
➢ To provide breadth and balance in the curriculum. 
➢ To provide experiential learning. 
➢ To learn through networking with other schools and social agencies. 
➢ To encourage variety in teaching and learning styles. 
➢ To encourage life skills. 
➢ To lead the student to the point where self-regulated learning takes place. 
➢ To support the overall ethos and mission of the school and to honour the values – Truth, 

Freedom, Justice, Sincerity and Joy.  
 

• Aims and Objectives of Transition Year 
 

“To promote the personal, social, vocational, and educational development of students and to 
prepare them for their role as autonomous and participative members of society” 
(DES, Transition Year Guidelines 1994/1995).  
The emphasis in Transition year is: 

➢ Education for maturity with the emphasis on personal development including social 
awareness and increased social competence. 

➢ The promotion of general, technical, and academic skills with an emphasis on 
interdisciplinary and self-directed learning. 

➢ Education through experience of adult and working life as a basis for personal 
development and maturity.  
 

 
 
Our Loreto Transition Year programme also aims to: 
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➢ Provide students with the skills, supports and opportunities necessary to discover their 
individual talents, aptitudes, and abilities. 

➢ Enable students to experience a year where the emphasis is on individual responsibility 
and independence.  

➢ Enable students to take a greater responsibility for their own learning and decision 
making. 

➢ Help students to develop a range of transferable critical thinking and creative problem-
solving skills. 

➢ Nurture students to become thinking, caring, articulate and self-confident people. 
➢ Enable students to become more independent. 
➢ Encourage students to become more involved in their school and the wider community. 
➢ Provide students with the skills and supports necessary to. understand their own 

educational needs. 
➢ Develop those skills and competences necessary to cope successfully with their particular 

stage of development.  
➢ Prepare students for the world of work. 
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2. TY Programme Overview 
 
/Our Transition year programme is modelled in layer like an onion. The core subject layer 
stimulates students academically on their learning journey to the Leaving Certificate. Teaching 
and learning methodologies encourage critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Underpinning 

all mythologies is the objective of active and self-
directed learning 
 
➢ Core Subjects: These are the subjects typically 
timetabled for the entire year and are Leaving 
Certificate and Junior Certificate subjects e.g. Irish, 
English, Maths.  
➢ Subject Sampling: These can be Leaving 
Certificate subjects, e.g. Technology and DCG. 
Others are tailored to suit the Transition Year 
programme. For example, Astrophysics, Music 
Performance and Photography and Videography.  
➢ TY Modules or Subjects: These are specific to 

Transition Year that may include several Transition Units for example Manuela, Driver 
Theory, etc. 

➢ Calendar “Once Off”: These are events or activities that take place on specific dates or 
times during Transition Year such as work experience, tours or trips, musicals etc. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

• Core subjects  
 

Course outlines for all core subjects can be found below in Appendix 1. 
 

Subject No of periods per week 

Irish                             4 

English                             4 
Maths                             4 

French/ German/ Spanish                             3 

R.E.                             3 
Computers (Microsoft Office Specialist)                             3 

Home Economics/ Art                             2 

Wellbeing                             1 

Mini Company/ Business                             3 
Music                             2 

P.E.                             2 
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Preparation for Work/ Guidance                             1 
Science                             3 

                                               Total                          35 

Students will also have one Portfolio and one Library class per week. 
 

 

 

• Subject sampling layer 
 

Students choose one of the subjects below for the full year for two periods per week. Students should 
choose a subject which they are most interested in. The subject plans in Appendix 2 should enable 
students to make an informed decision when choosing their subject.  
 

➢ Astrophysics 
➢ Art 
➢ Music and Performance 
➢ DCG 
➢ Politics and Society 
➢ Photography and Video  
➢ Technology 

 
 

 

• Modular subjects  
 

For the modules, students are divided into 6 classes of 25 students in each class. Students will have this 
schedule on their TY Digital Portfolio. Students are encouraged to read the subject plans below in 
Appendix 3 to clarify learning aims and outcomes as well as course content and assessment. 
 
Schedule for 5 Week Modules 2021-2022 

 

Module 
Dates 

 

Media 
Studies 

(St. Aidan’s – 
Miss 

Pheasey) 
 
 

Japanese 
(St. Anne’s- 

Miss 
Zimmermann 

 

 History  
(St. 

Gabriels 
– Mr. 

Usher) 
 

Public 
Speaking 

(St. Kevin’s- 
Miss M. 
Jordan) 

 
 

Manuela 
(Religion 

room- Miss 
Culleton) 

 

Programming 
(DCG room- 

Mr. 
Cummings) 

 

Wed 1 Sept - 
Fri 8 Oct  
 
 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 
 
 

Group 6 

Mon 11 Oct 
- to Fri 19 
Nov  
 
 

Group 6 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 
 

Mon 22 Nov 
- to Fri 7 Jan 
 
  

Group 5 
 

Group 6 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
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Mon 10 Jan - 
Fri 18 Feb  
 
 

Group 4 Group 5 
 
 

Group 6 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 

Mon 28 Feb 
- Fri 1 April 

Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 
 

Group 6 Group 1 Group 2 

Mon 25 Apr 
- Mon 1 June 
 
 

Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
 

Group 5 
 

Group 6 Group 1 

 
 
 
 
 

Module 
Dates 

 

Development 
Ed (St. 

Aidan’s – 
Miss 

Pheasey) 
 

  Driver 
Theory St. 
Francis – 
Miss 
O’Keefe) 

 

Mindful-
ness (St. 

Catherine’s) 
 

Geography 
(Tuskar-

Miss 
Johns)  

 

Autocad 
(DCG 

room- Mr. 
Laffan) 

Philosophy 
(Religiion 

room – Mr. 
Gunning) 

Wed 1 Sept - 
Fri 8 Oct  
 
 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 
 
 

Group 6 

Mon 11 Oct - 
to Fri 19 Nov  
 
 

Group 6 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 
 

Mon 23 Nov - 
to Fri 7 Jan  
 
 

Group 5 
 

Group 6 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

Mon 10 Jan - 
Fri 18 Feb  
 
 

Group 4 Group 5 
 
 

Group 6 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 

Mon 28 Feb - 
Fri 1 Apr  
 
 

Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 
 

Group 6 Group 1 Group 2 

Mon 25 Apr - 
Mon 1 June 
 
 

Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
 

Group 5 
 

Group 6 Group 1 

 
 

 

• Events/Trips 
 

A highlight of Transition Year is participation in events and trips.  Given current social distancing. 
alternatives will be planned for certain activities. 
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World of work Courses Trips Guest speakers 
/ events 

Volunteering/ 
Charity work 

Work experience 
 
Mock interviews 
 
CATs tests 
 
MOS computers 
 
Occupational 
awareness 
 
The School Bank 
 
Professions week 
 

Self-defence 
 
First aid 
 
Mini med 
school 
 
 

Bonding 
Glendalough 
Irish/ PE surfing  
Science 
Geography 
History 
Science 
Musical trip 
Ice-skating 
Aoife Daly rugby 
tournament 
Optional trips 
School tour 
German Exchange 
 

 
Think 
Languages Day 
 
Experience 
English Day 
 
Shine Festival 
 
To be 
confirmed 

Gaisce 

Colour Run 

Carol singing 

Shoe-box appeal 

Log on Learning 

Paired reading 

BT Young Scientist 

Litter-picking 

Events for 1st & 2nd 

years 

 Transition News 

SPIRIT 
 

• Weekly timetable 
 

Student timetable can be seen in Appendix 4  
 

 

• Calendar for 2021-2022 
 
This calendar is subject to change. For public health reasons, trips may be cancelled or postponed. 
Every effort will be made to plan alternative events.  
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Month Event/ Trip 

September  Bonding Day  

Bonding trip 

Irish/ PE Trip  

First aid   

October Geography/ Science Field trip  

Pumpkin carving 

Shine 2020 

Occupational Awareness Community/  

November English theatre trip 

Rugby match 

CATS Test (Nov 2nd) 

Road Safety Workshop 

 Voluntary work week 15th – 19th November 

December Trade Fair 

Ice Skating 

Door decorating 

Charity Carol Singing 

Art Trip to Dublin 

Play in Presentation 

January Parents LC Subject Information Evening (24th January) 

Subject choice talks (25th January) 

German cinema trip 

French Cinema trip 

Psychometric testing with Eugene Daly 

February Dublin Musical trip 

Self Defence classes 

March  Mock Interviews 

Work Experience (March 28th to April 8th, 2022) 

April History trip to GPO & Glasnevin  

School Tour (optional) 

May Goal setting for Senior Cycle 

Gaisce Glendalough Trip 

Colour Run 

Sports Day 

Aoife Daly Rugby Tournament 

Raven Walk & sponsored swim 

June TY Graduation June 1st  
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3. Student Responsibilities 
 

• Contract for Learning 
 

To encourage students to fulfil their personal, academic and social potential in Transition year, we 
require all students to read through the Contract for Learning carefully. They should reflect on the 
expectations they are challenged with in terms of work and behaviour, and to then sign the 
Contract for Learning.  It is important too for parents and guardians to know of the expectations 
of their daughters in Transition Year. To this end, we ask parents to sign the Contract for Learning 
which will be kept on the students’ digital portfolio. Please see Appendix 5 for the Contract of 
Learning. 

 

• Attendance 
 

Normal school rules in terms of attendance apply. Additional rules to note in Transition Year are: 
➢ Activities and trips are not optional. Attendance is required.   
➢ Where students are leaving the school premises on a trip, they are required to swipe in 

prior to departure. Where the departure time is prior to school opening, accompanying 
teachers will keep an attendance record.  

➢ If a student knows in advance that she is unable to participate in a trip, she must inform 
and present a letter from a parent/ guardian to the trip organiser giving a reason for the 
absence.  

➢ If on the day of the trip a student is unable to go due to illness or an unforeseen event, 
she must inform the school as early as possible. If the school is still closed at departure 
time, the student must inform a friend to relay the information to the organising teacher. 

 

• Code of Behaviour 
 

The school’s code of behaviour applies to all students, including Transition Years. Details of the 
Code of Behaviour are found in the student journal. In addition, please note the following:  

➢ A Transition Year student should not be out of class for any reason unless this has been 
sanctioned by the class teacher.   

➢ Students when on trips off site should always remember that they are representing the 
school and should therefore show exemplary behaviour.  

➢ Students should thank teachers, speakers, bus drivers, and anyone who has made an 
event possible. 

➢ Students should be respectful towards each other, and not exclude anyone in their class 
or year group. 

 

• Punctuality 
 

Punctuality is key to the smooth running of Transition Year. Being on time for classes, buses, guest 
speakers, interviews, work experience, etc. are life skills that we value and instil.  

 

• Uniform 
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All students are expected to comply fully with the school’s uniform and dress code. Uniform and 
dress code will be monitored daily and sanctions up to and including detention may be imposed 
for breaches in this regard.  
When participating in some activities and trips, Transition Year students will not be required to 
wear a uniform. A respectable dress code is essential. Students will be informed of the dress code 
prior to a trip.  During their work placement, students are required to dress appropriately.  

 

• Commitment and Involvement 
 

To maximise all that Transition Year has to offer, a high level of commitment and involvement in 
required.  Teachers will encourage students and provide opportunities for optimal commitment 
and involvement, but an extra resolve on the part of students to really ‘get stuck into TY’ is a vital 
ingredient to a remarkable year.  

 

 

 

 

4. Community voluntary work  
 
 

For the first time, Transition Year will the see the introduction of one week of voluntary work in 
the community. This work will take place from 15th to 19th of November. Students are required to 
source this work. Documentation including a cover letter, placement form, voluntary work diary, 
reflection form and evaluation form will be distributed to students shortly.   
 

5. Work Experience  
 

• Introduction 
 

Work experience in Transition Year is the first taste many students have of the world of work. It 
can be a real eye-opener! Some students will stand for long hours, some will sit and know the 
true meaning of boredom, some will be challenged, others will not.  It can enthuse some to 
pursue a career in their chosen field of work experience; it can convince others that that line of 
work is not for them. Whatever the experience, it is an invaluable one. And for many students, it 
is their part-time job for years to come. So, choose wisely! 
 
The aim of work experience is to obtain an insight into the daily tasks and responsibilities of an 
active working environment. Employers support our students in this important first step into the 
world of work by allowing them to experience the normal day-to-day activities of their business.  
These valuable experiences have been shown to be very influential in the choices students make 
at the beginning of their career path.  Work placements allow students to not only learn about 
the world of work and explore possible career options but also to actively develop skills for 
future enterprise and employability. 
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• Information for Students 
 

Sourcing Work Placements 
It is the responsibility of the student to source their own employment. Students should source 
two different types of work placements to maximise their learning experience. Many well-known 
organisations and public bodies run Transition Year work experience programmes every year. 
They usually have an application process, an early closing date and a lot of interested applicants.  
https://ty.ie. Careers Portal https://careersportal.ie/workx/student_Students will be informed in 
careers class of assignments they will need to undertake before, during, and after the work 
experience, e.g. logbooks or diaries in the e-portfolio. 
 
Work Experience involves students participating in the daily work of their chosen area. This is a 
hands-on placement and students are expected to perform some basic workplace activities, while 
striving to develop their skills in the process. 
 
Advantages of work experience: 

➢ Offers insight into the daily tasks and responsibilities of an active work environment. 
➢ Helps to develop and improve a student’s personal, interpersonal, and organisational 

skills. 
➢ Offers the opportunity to interact with new people in an independent and mature 

manner, and often requires dealing with customers or the public from a professional 
standpoint for the first time. 

➢ Provides experience of the typical working hours, levels of pressure and responsibilities of 
the position. 

➢ Students can make contacts for future work, gain experience for use in their CV, and 
acquire referees.  

➢ The experience of the ‘real’ world can help motivate students to be more responsible and 
ambitious on returning to school. 

 
Work Shadowing involves closely observing someone at work doing a role rather than taking on 
the working role itself. It can give excellent insight into what a job involves and the skills it 
requires. It is, however, unlikely that your daughter will develop her own skills or have the 
opportunity to make any contacts which might benefit her when looking for future work. 
Typically, work shadowing is shorter than a work experience, generally lasting a single day. 
 
Advantages of work shadowing: 

➢ Offers opportunities to experience positions that would not normally be available to do 
work experience in, e.g. Law, Social Work. 

➢ May offer the opportunity to experience several careers as the placements are shorter. 
➢ There is normally time allocated to allow questions and discuss observations with staff, 

and so it provides an opportunity to develop interpersonal and communication skills. 
➢ Excellent opportunity to develop and grow listening and observation skills, and at the 

same time pick up a good sense of what the work is like. 
 
In terms of finding out what it is like to work in a new and different environment, it is usually 
recommended that students do not opt to work in a family business or where another family 
member is working. However, if a student has a family business, perhaps they could offer a 
placement to another student. 
 
We hope that work experience can proceed as normal for students in the next academic year. The 
date for work experience is the two weeks before the Easter holidays, from Monday 28th of March 
2021 to Friday 8th of April 2021. Students should start the job hunt early. When starting the job 
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hunt, students should make sure to have their CVs ready. Then they should approach shops, 
businesses, organisations where they would like to work. Be prepared for refusal, but do not give 
up!  
If a student is experiencing any difficulty with her work, she should immediately contact the co-
ordinating teacher. It is the responsibility of each student to give their co-ordinating teacher two 
completed forms with details of their work experience. 
 
To complete the learning process, it is important for students to have the opportunity to reflect 
on their experience and what they gained from it. This will take the form of evaluation worksheets 
that they will complete in their digital portfolio or in booklet form. Students are also encouraged 
to present a summary of their experience to the whole class as it develops many core skills as well 
as providing insight into the working life of a variety of career areas to all students. 
Students should also write ‘Thank You’ letters to the employers. 
 
Participation in work experience programmes form part of a student’s overall assessment at the 
end of a school year. Students' diaries and reports, employers’ reports and perhaps notes made 
by a teacher will form part of the assessment. In addition, the assessment should reflect the effort 
a student has put into the whole process from preparation to evaluation. 
 
Important documents for students are: 

➢ Letter to Employers Appendix 6 
➢ Work Experience Placement Form Appendix 7 
➢ Work Experience Attendance Form Appendix 8 
➢ Work Experience/ Shadowing Diary Appendix 9  
➢ Employer Evaluation Form Appendix 10 
➢ Reflection after Work Placement Appendix 11 

 

• Information for Parents and Guardians 
 

How parents can help: 
There is a lot that parents and guardians can do to support their child during work placements. 
While it is an exciting experience for most students, it can also be daunting and parental support 
and encouragement can contribute significantly to the potential success of the placement. Below 
is a list of things to consider during your daughter’s placement. 
 
Before the placement, parents or guardians should ensure that their daughter: 

➢ Knows where she is going, how to get there and the duration of the journey to work. 
➢ Is dressed appropriately depending on the nature of the placement. 
➢ Has money for travel costs and lunch breaks. 
➢ Carries any required documentation. 
➢ Knows who to ask for when she arrives at her work placement. 
➢ Is familiar with start and finishing times as well as any break arrangements. 

 
During the placement, parents or guardians should ensure that their daughter: 

➢ Arrives on time every day. 
➢ Gets enough sleep – workdays are longer than school days! 
➢ Shares with them her experiences at work every day. (Students will only receive a 

debriefing in school at the end of the placement, so the opportunity to share daily 
experiences and receive encouragement and reassurance is important.) 

➢ Completes her diary every day. 
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If your daughter is experiencing any difficulties during placement, it is advisable to first try to get 
her to work through the problem herself. If she is unable to do so, please contact the TY 
Coordinator. 
 
After the placement, it is recommended that parents or guardians: 

➢ Chat with their daughter about what she learned from the experience and whether it 
influenced her career plans. 

➢ Remind their daughter of the importance of saying thank you and prompt her to write to 
the work experience provider thanking them for the opportunity and experience gained. 

 

 

• Information for Teachers 
 

Teachers’ Role 
Teachers will be assigned several students to monitor while they are on work placement. It is the 
responsibility of the teacher to know the whereabouts of all students, and to be able to contact 
students or parents whenever necessary. (It is each student’s responsibility to give their 
coordinating teacher two completed forms with details of their work experience). Please refer to 
the Work Experience checklist form. (Appendix 12) 
 
During the Placement 
 A short visit by a member of staff to a student on work experience can be important in reassuring 
students, employers, and parents of the value the school places on the work experience 
programme. It provides an opportunity for the teacher/coordinator to observe the workplaces at 
first-hand which can help when reviewing any subsequent employer feedback reports. It also 
helps to strengthen the links between the school and local employers. 
Where it is not feasible to visit every student while on work placement, it is advisable to make 
phone contact with the employer and separately with the student to ensure that the placement is 
going smoothly.  Such calls communicate the concern and commitment of a school to a successful 
programme and increase the likelihood of a satisfying experience for both the employer and 
student. It may also open the possibility of the employer offering a subsequent placement at a 
later date. 
 
After the Placement  
One of the principal tasks after the placement is to retrieve feedback/evaluation forms from 
employers. These will have been issued to the employer in advance of the placement or during it 

and given to the employer by the student. These can be posted/emailed to the school directly 
and form an essential part of the evaluation of the overall programme.  
To complete the learning process, it is important for students to have the opportunity to reflect 
on their experience and what they gained from it. This will take the form of evaluation worksheets 
that they will complete on-line (careers portal) or in booklet form.  
Getting each student to present a summary of their experience to the whole class is 
recommended as it develops many core skills as well as providing insight into the working life of a 
variety of career areas to all students.  
Students should also be encouraged as part of the completion process to write ‘Thank You’ letters 
to the employers.  

Participation in work experience programmes forms part of a student’s overall assessment at the 
end of a school year. Students' diaries and reports, employers’ reports and perhaps notes made 
by a teacher will form part of the assessment. In addition, the assessment should reflect the effort 
a student has put into the whole process from preparation to evaluation.  
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• Information for Employers 
 
Before the Placement 
When students approach employers for work placement, they will give employers a letter from 
the school with dates of the placement and other general information. See Appendix 6. 
If an employer agrees to the work placement, they will be given an Employer Evaluation Form by 
the student at the start of the placement. Seep Appendix 10.  
 
During the Placement 
Employers are asked to contact the work experience co-ordinating teacher if any difficulty arises. 
Employers may also be contacted or visited by a staff member to establish that the placement is 
running smoothly. Employers are also asked to keep a record of attendance and hours worked. 
They will complete and sign the Attendance Record provided to them by the student. Appendix 8. 
 
After the Placement 
One of the principal tasks after the placement is to retrieve feedback/evaluation forms from 
employers. These will have been issued to the employer in advance of the placement or during it 
and given to the employer by the student. These can be emailed or posted to the school directly 
and form an essential part of the evaluation of the overall programme. Please see Appendix 10. 
 
 

 

• Insurance 
School insurance covers students while on work experience. See Appendix 13. 

 

 

• Students 
 

Students are divided into classes of 30 students according the language which they studied at 
junior cycle.  Accordingly, there will be five Transition Year classes. Students will not be in their 
base Junior Cycle classes as we believe that it is an optimal time for students to meet engage and 
collaborate with others in their year group. Students’ evaluation of Transition Year has shown that 

6. TY Personnel  
 
Transition year is supported by the whole school staff, 
including: 

➢ The Board of Management 
➢ The Principal – Mr. O’Shea 
➢ The Deputy Principals – Ms. O’Reilly and Mr. 

McGinnity 
➢ The Transition Year Co-ordination Team (see below) 
➢ The Teaching Staff (see below) 
➢ The Guidance Counsellors – Ms. Foley, Ms. Kelly & 

Mr. O’Sullivan 
➢ Transition Year Class Teachers (see below) 
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while they were at first nervous about this arrangement, they were overwhelmingly in favour at 
the end of the year.  
While core classes have a capacity of 30, module subjects, choice subjects and practical subjects 
will have a maximum of 20-25 students per class depending on the subject.  
For class lists for core subjects, see Appendix 14   

 

• Teaching Staff 
The following staff members are engaged in teaching in TY: 
Astrophysics                                                  Mr. Kilbride 
Art                                                                    Ms. Busher, Ms. Byrne 
Autocad                                                          Mr. Laffan 
DCG                                                                 Mr. Laffan 
Development Education                              Ms. Pheasey 
Driver Theory                                                Ms. O’Keefe 
English                                                             Ms. Browne, Ms. Culleton, Ms. Davey Mr. Goff, Ms.  
                                                                          Pheasey 
French                                                             Mr. Cornejo, Ms. Zimmermann 
German                                                           Ms. Kinsella 
Geography                                                     Ms. Johns 
History                                                             Mr. Usher 
Home Economics                                          Ms. Hore, Ms. Martin 
Irish                                                                  Ms. Carroll, Ms. Nolan, Ms. O’Keefe, Mr. Usher,  
                                                                          Ms. Shannon                                                                  
IT (Microsoft Office Specialist)                    Ms. Curran, Ms. McClean  
Japanese                                                         Ms. Zimmermann  
Library                                                             Ms. O’Keefe, Ms. Walton, Ms. Whitty 
Maths                                                              Ms. Beatty, Ms. Broderick, Ms. Cotter, Mr. Crowdle,  
                                                                         Ms. Aoife Doyle 
Manuela                                                         Ms. Culleton 
Media Studies                                               Ms. Pheasey 
Mindfulness                                                   Ms. Davey 
Mini Company/ Business                             Mr. McBride, Mr. Murphy, Ms. Skelton 
Music                                                              Mr. Kavanagh, Ms. Walton 
Music and Performance                               Mr. Kavanagh, 
P.E.                                                                   Mr. Crowdle, Ms. Kennedy, Ms. Mullen 
Philosophy                                                     Mr. Gunning 
Photography and Video                               Mr. O’ Sullivan 
Politics and Society                                       Ms. Pheasey  
Portfolio                                                         Mr. Cornejo, Ms. Nolan, Ms. O’Keefe 
Preparation for Work/ Guidance               Ms. Foley, Mr. O’Sullivan 
Programming                                                Mr. Cummings 
Public Speaking                                             Ms. M. Jordan 
R.E.                                                                   Mr. Gunning, Ms. L Jordan, Mr. C. McBride, Ms.    
                                                                          O’Donohue 
Science                                                            Ms. Curran, Ms. Doyle, Ms. Finnerty, Mr. Kilbride, 
                                                                          Ms. O’Gorman 
Spanish                                                            Ms. N. Kelly, Ms. Smyth 
Technology                                                     Mr. Cummins 
Wellbeing                                                       Ms. Culleton, Ms. Doyle 
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A meeting of all teachers involved in Transition Year will be held at the beginning of the academic 
year. The Transition Year co-ordinator outlines the aims of Transition Year, informs teachers of 
activities and events, and addresses any questions.  At all subsequent staff meetings, Transition 
Year matters are discussed where necessary.  A whole staff meeting in the final term will 
incorporate a Transition Year meeting to inform planning for the subsequent year. 
 

 

• Transition Year Class Teachers 
 

4.1           Ms. Walton 
4.2            Mr. O’Sullivan 
4.3            Ms. McLean  
4.4            Ms. Mullen 
4.5            Mr. Gunning 
The co-ordinating team liaises with Class Teachers on a regular basis. Particular attention is paid 
to individual student’s attendance and overall participation and attitude towards Transition Year. 
 

 

• Co-Ordinating Team 
 

Assistant Co-ordinator                                        Ms. A. Culleton 
Assistant Co-ordinator                                        Ms. H. Smyth 
Co-ordinator                                                          Ms. Zimmermann 
The co-ordinating team holds a weekly meeting to plan and discuss on-going issues. The Principal 
participates in these meetings on a regular basis. In addition, the TY Co-ordinator participates in a 
weekly meeting with the Principal. Minutes are retained of all meetings. 
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• Christmas report 
 

Students receive formative and summative assessment reports at Christmas. Teachers of core 
subjects award grades for student according to the criteria of participation, attitude, effort and 
work ethic during the course of the first term. Teachers also refer to the student’s work and 
assignments and their learning log on their digital portfolio. Students can achieve the grades 
Distinction, Higher Merit, Merit and Pass. See Appendix 15. Grades are entered on the school’s E-
Portal facility by teachers; and a report is sent to Transition year students and parents. Students 
are not given a summative test for module subjects. 

 

• Final Certificates 
 

7. Student Assessment 
 

“Assessment is an integral part of the teaching and learning process.  It should be diagnostic, so as 
to provide accurate information with regard to pupil strengths and weaknesses, and formative, so 
as to facilitate improved pupil performance through effective programme planning and 
implementation.” (Transition Year Programmes, Guidelines 1994-95)  
All assessment and certification within Transition Year is school based. Assessment in Transition 
Year is in keeping with the overall school policy on assessment. There is an emphasis on both 
assessment for learning and on assessment of learning within the programme.   
 
The emphasis is on on-going assessment rather than on a terminal exam.  Individual teachers use 
a variety of methods to assess student performance in each course. Assessment tools for each 
subject and module are outlined in detail in Subject Plans (Appendix 1-3). Some examples of 
Assessment for Learning (AfL)and Assessment of Learning (AoL) are: 

➢ Homework. 
➢ Student self-assessment is facilitated through reflections and Portfolio diary. 
➢ Project work is encouraged to promote self-regulated learning. Individual teachers outline 

the assessment criteria for his/her students. 
➢ Oral presentations. 
➢ External assement- The employer assesses each student’s work experience. 
➢ Students are awarded certification in many courses accredited internally by individual 

teachers and externally by outside agencies (E.g. MOS, HACCP). 
➢ Digital Portfolio- Each student maintains a digital portfolio into which she uploads 

completed projects, certificates of achievements, assignments, reports on modules, trips, 
talks, work experience etc. The e-portfolio is worth 25% of the summer assessment.  

 
Summative assessment of student performance in Transition Year takes the form of a Christmas 
report which is sent to parents/guardians.  At Transition Year Graduation on Wednesday 1st of 
June 2021 students who have successfully completed Transition Year will presented with a Record 
of Achievement.  A special class award will be given to a Transition Year student who has excelled. 
In addition, the Spirit of Transition Year Student of the Year Award will be presented to one 
student. Nominations for class awards and the overall award are received from students and 
teachers. 
 A Parent Teacher meeting will also take place on Thursday 27th of January 2021. 
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At the Transition Year Graduation Ceremony, students are presented with a Record of 
Achievement based on their performance throughout their Transition Year (Appendix 16). For 
core subjects, students are awarded grades by their teachers based on participation, attitude, 
effort, and work ethic.  The grades are Distinction, Higher Merit, Merit, Pass. Students also receive 
Certificates for the successful completion of Gaisce, First Aid, Self-Defence, MOS, Paired Reading, 
HACCP etc.  Students receive an overall school Transition Year Certificate with their overall grade. 
The e-portfolio will account for 25% of the final assessment. (Appendix 17). 

 

 

• Payment Schedule 
 

To be confirmed in September and communicated to parents by the principal. 
 

 

  

8. Finances 
 

• Explanation of Costs 
 

Given the uncertainty surrounding certain trips and activities due to public health concerns, TY 
costs will be communicated at a later stage by the Principal.  
 
Heretofore an estimate of the cost of TY is prepared by the Principal and Transition Year Co-
ordinator and given to parents in the month of May prior to Transition Year. The school has a 
policy of helping families in need to meet these costs.   
 
Details of what is included in a typical Transition Year cost can be found in Appendix 18.  
 
There may be some additional costs for books or materials in certain subjects. For details, please 
see Appendix 18. Students are encouraged to source books second-hand where possible. 
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9. Communications 
 
Communication between students, teachers, parents, and the Transition Year Co-ordinating 
team is vital for the successful implementation of the Transition Year programme. Students and 
parents are encouraged to contact a member of the Co-ordination Team at any stage if they have 
any queries or concerns, or suggestions for improvement to Transition Year.  
 

• Information Meetings 
 

➢ In May a meeting was held on Teams for 3rd year students to inform them of TY matters 
and to address any questions.  

➢ On Monday 30th August 2021 from 11:00 to 12:30, there will be an Introduction Meeting 
for Transition Year students with the Principal and the Transition Year Co-ordinating 
team.  Students will receive information on everything there is to know about Transition 
Year. This is an important forum to answer any questions which students may have.  

➢ The planned Information Meeting for parents which was to be held at the beginning of 
September has been cancelled for public health reasons.  

➢ Parents are invited to attend a Subject Choice Talk on Monday 24th January 2022 at 
18:30. 

➢ Transition Year students will also attend a Subject Choice Talk on Tuesday 25th January 
2022 from 08:50 to 12:20.  

 

• Parent-Teacher Meeting 
 
The Parent-Teacher Meeting is scheduled on Thursday 27th of January 2022. Parents or guardians 
will receive a list of their daughter’s teachers. If a parent or guardian is unable to attend the 
Parent Teacher Meeting, they are requested to inform the school in advance.   

 

• Ongoing 
 
Other areas of communication are: 

➢ Students will have an assembly with the Transition Year Coordinator or the Coordinating 
team once every two weeks. 

➢ Informal chats with students.  
➢ Emailing on Office 365. 
➢ Messaging in Teams. 
➢ Messaging on the student’s digital portfolio. 
➢ Information on the school website. 
➢ Letters to Families  
➢ Information evenings for optional tours. 
➢ Social media (Twitter and Instagram) 
➢ Direct contact with a parent by phone or email where necessary. 

 

• Appointments 
Students and parents may wish to make an appointment to see a teacher, the Transition Year 
Coordinator, a counsellor, or management to discuss matters. This can be done by  
emailing or where the email address is not known, by phoning the school secretary to make an 
appointment. 
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• Student Evaluation of Transition Year 2020-2021 
 

 
A TY survey was conducted amongst students May 2020. 159 students responded, indicating that 
some students responded twice!  
There was inevitable disappointment that Covid restrictions limited the number of trips and 
activities and dulled the enjoyment of TY for many. Nonetheless, the majority of students found 
Transition Year enjoyable and worthwhile. The majority also s enjoyed their new class groupings. 
Some results include: 

➢ 75% of students put a lot of effort into Transition Year,  
➢ Over 80% of students were involved in a TY committee and helped to organise an event.  
➢ 78% of students found that there was a good atmosphere in TY.  
➢ 76% of students said that they had grown in confidence and developed socially. 
➢ 90% of students said that there is a good choice of modules. 
➢ 73% responded that the teaching was good 
➢ 50% of students thought that there is a good balance of academic and non-academic 

activities. 
➢ 61 % of students found that Transition Year met their expectations. 
➢ 43% of students said that they had friendship issues. 
➢ 51% of students said that they made new friends.  
➢ While 40% enjoyed MOS (Microsoft Office Specialist), 56% found it beneficial.  
➢ 96% of respondents expressed an interest in participating in a tour in 5th year in lieu of the 

tour they missed out on in TY. 
 

 

• Parents Evaluation of Transition Year 2020-2021 
 
Parents were surveyed in May 2021.  79 parents responded to the survey. Given the limitations 
imposed by the Covid pandemic, and the lack of extracurricular trips and activities, results from 
the survey were positive. Parents were satisfied with the organisation of TY and many accessed 
the website or app for TY updates. Survey findings include: 

➢ 70% of parents regularly checked TY updates on the app or website. 
➢ 53% of parents said that their daughter enjoyed Transition Year. 

10. TY Programme – Evaluation, Feedback and Strategic Plan 
 

Feedback is important to inform planning of Transition Year. Regular evaluation of the Transition 
Year programme is carried out in the following manner: 

➢ Formal and informal discussion with students at Transition Year meetings. 
➢ Formal and informal discussion with teachers throughout the year. 
➢ One staff meeting per year is given over to discussion of Transition Year, its development 

and planning. 
➢ Weekly meetings of the Transition Year Coordination team. 
➢ Student evaluation of the programme is carried out twice a year.  
➢ Teachers are encouraged to evaluate their own modules/ subjects.  
➢ Teacher evaluation of Transition Year is conducted by means of an online survey in May.  
➢ Parents are invited to evaluate the programme annually by means of a digital survey 
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➢ 80% felt that their daughter participated fully in Transition Year. 
➢ 62% felt that their daughter matured socially. 
➢ 65% felt that their daughter matured emotionally. 
➢ 78% of parents said that Transition Year was a valuable experience. 
➢ 83% felt said that their daughter did not struggle with friendship issues. 
➢ 93% of parents would like their daughter to go on a school tour in 5th year.  

 

 

• Teaching Staff Evaluation of Transition Year 2020-2021 
 

Teachers were surveyed in May 2020. 43 teachers responded to the survey. Results from the 
survey were positive overall.  

➢ 70% of teachers enjoyed teaching Transition Year classes. 
➢ 88% of teachers are happy with how well students completed homework and assignment. 
➢ 86% of teachers followed the subject plan 
➢ 58% of teachers organised an extra-curricular or co-curricular trip/ event/ talk.  
➢ 95% of teachers are happy with how we report to Transition Years on their performance 

at Christmas and the end of year. 
➢ 70% of teachers were satisfied with how TY information was communicated with them. 
➢ 26% regularly look at the TY webpage / app. 
➢ 35% felt that permission to leave slips were not used effectively.  

 
 

• Strategic Plan 
 

The findings of the evaluations will inform planning for Transition Year in 2020-2021 and into the 
future.  
In 2021-2022, we aim to: 

➢ Incorporate the Digital Portfolio into assessment.  
➢ Introduce a ‘not achieved’ descriptor in the assessment.  
➢ Introduce a week of community voluntary work in November.  
➢ Liaise and co-operate with local schools to share practices and organise events. 
➢ Address friendship issues through bonding workshops, speed dating, class tutor time, etc. 
➢ Discuss with teachers the staggering of project work. 
➢ Communicate Transition Year information in May of 3rd year through an Information 

Evening for parents and students. 
➢ Prepare the TY Handbook for the following year by end May 2021.  
➢ Allow each class to plan and organise a half day activity for the whole year group. 
➢ Establish committees (professions, fundraising, website, etc) to maximise student 

involvement in planning activities and event.  
➢ Effectively use the Permission to Leave form for students who are required to leave class. 
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11. Tips for parents 
 

➢ Transition Year is focused on promoting maturity.   It recognises that your daughter is at a 
crucial stage on the pathway from childhood dependence towards adult independence.   Our 
Transition Year Programme allows students to become more aware of themselves and of the 
world around them.   Decision-making can be more informed and ambitions more focused. 

➢ The emphasis is on developing skills rather than on simply remembering facts.   Such skills - 
academic, technical, and general - stand to people for life.   Skills in maths, languages and 
study are especially relevant for a Leaving Certificate programme. 

➢ Your daughter can gain realistic insights into adult and working life.   Our two-week work 
experience programme is a major milestone on many students’ path to maturity. 

➢ Students can develop more independent study habits.    The emphasis is on on-going 
assessment rather than on a terminal exam.   Project work, for example, where a student 
plans and executes a piece of work over a number of days or weeks, can promote self-
regulated learning.   Rather than have students lose any study habits, Transition Year can lay a 
solid base for learning in a more adult, responsible way. 

➢ The year lays a solid foundation for the Leaving Certificate programme. This foundation can 
also be a solid base for a more mature and consistent approach to third-level studies after the 
Leaving Certificate. 

➢ Transition Year is not dominated by an exam at the end of the year.   Our Transition Year 
Programme gives space and opportunity to concentrate on aspects of learning outside of 
Junior or Leaving Certificate courses. Qualities which might not otherwise flourish are often 
developed. Individuality is respected and fostered. 

➢ Our Transition Year Programme offers a broad variety of topics and subjects.  For example, we 
currently include media studies, computer studies, the Manuela programme, as well as 
Japanese, astrophysics, music performance, DCG, and many more. 

➢ Transition Year gets students out of the classroom, into other learning environments. As you 
can see in our calendar, we offer a host of trips and activities.    

➢ Any student who has missed out on parts of the Junior cycle course can use Transition Year to 
catch up or fill in gaps in their learning before starting a Leaving Certificate programme.  This 
can be especially relevant in maths and languages. 

➢ Students can learn the skills of dealing with people in practical ways.  There can be a lot of 
contact with adults outside the school.  Oral communication skills, so relevant to all aspects of 
living and working, are highlighted.   Many teachers identify the growth of young people’s 
confidence and self-esteem through Transition Year Programmes as the key benefit of the 
year. 

➢ Young people can learn the skills of dealing with people in practical ways.  There can be a lot of 
contact with adults outside the school.   Oral communication skills, so relevant to all aspects of 
living and working, are highlighted.   Many teachers identify the growth of young people’s 
confidence and self-esteem through Transition Year Programmes as the key benefit of the 
year. 

➢ Attention to careers, third-level courses, the realities of employment are central concerns in 
Transition Year.   Work experience or work shadowing features is an important part of 
Transition Year.   By the end of Transition Year programme students have often changed their 
career hopes and plans quite radically from the ones they had twelve months earlier. 

➢ Students can follow and develop special interests.   These might be sporting, leisure, academic 
or social interests.   The flexibility offered by Transition Year means it can be an ideal 
opportunity for teenagers to respond to challenges such as Gaisce (The President’s Award 
Scheme). 

➢ Transition Year links schools more directly with their immediate communities. Students can 
become involved in activities such as voluntary work, or local projects.  The community 
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resources of individual parents and other people are also integrated into our Transition Year 
programme through guest speakers and mock interviews. 

➢  Transition Year can encourage more mature relationships between you, parents and 
guardians, and your daughters.   At the end of a day’s work experience or a particularly 
stimulating trip, you are often the ones best positioned to listen. Again, with project work or 
other learning strategies used in Transition year, you can feel more centrally involved in the 
growing-up and learning process.   

➢ We encourage communication and suggestions from parents to offer the best Transition Year 
experience for their daughter. 

➢ Thus, Transition Year also provides special opportunities for parents! 
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     Appendix 1        Core Subject Plans 

2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Visual Art 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole year/ 1 class per week/ 6 week module: 6 week module 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 
 
Clay building and 
modelling 
techniques and 
glazing. 
 
Abstract mixed 
media painting. 
 
Felt making. 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
Research 
 
Active Learning 
 
Ownership of learning 
 
Problem solving 
 
Reflection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources 
 
 
Video – YouTube 
instructional 
videos 
 
Demonstration 
 
Visual Aids 
 
Discussion 
 
Visiting artist if 
possible 
 
 
 

Success Criteria 
 
Students 
monitor their 
own progress. 
 
Identify success 
for themselves. 
 
 
Identify 
individual 
difficulties with 
their tasks. 
 
Discuss and 
design how they 
can improve. 
 

Assessment 
 
 
Both formative 
and summative 
assessment. 
 
Self-assessment 
 
Peer Assessment 
 
Class and group 
discussions 
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

• To introduce all TY students to areas of Visual Art they may not get to experience outside of TY 
year. 

• To encourage interaction with and understanding of the creative process. 

• To develop awareness of visual language to critique personal artwork and work of peers. 

• To expose students to a wide variety of media and exploration of same. 
 

Students will be able to: 
Develop new skills and techniques using different media. 
Investigate their own creative approach to art and craft work through various technical and 
creative processes. 
Develop their ideas through drawing and other practices. 
Analyse their work and that of others using appropriate vocabulary and knowledge. 
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Planned projects/activities linking subjects and modules e.g.  enterprise competitions linking 
Home Economics, Business, ICT etc 
Felt making – discuss with Home Economics department 
Also possibly submit for Christmas decoration competition 
Mixed Media Abstract Painting – possibly submit for Christmas competition 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

To be completed throughout the module 
 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Pre-made sections of projects: cut outs, idea handouts, clay already cut out etc 
One to one assistance 
Teamwork 
Visual aids 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

English – The Comparative Study  
 

1.2 Duration of module 

6-8 weeks, 4 classes per week.  

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources 
 
IFA film studies 
resources  
 
JCT English 
resources for film 
studies.  
 
Leaving Certificate 
ordinary level 
exam papers.  
 
Tes.co.uk  
 
Novel: The Curious 
Incident of the 
Dog in the Night-
Time  
 
Film: Silver Linings 
Playbook or My 
Left Foot  

Success Criteria 
 
Can identify 
similarities and 
differences 
between 
texts/genres. 
Can write using 
comparative 
language. 
Can use the 
language of film 
appropriately.  
Can understand 
modes of 
comparison. 

Assessment 
 
Christmas written 
exam  
 
Continuous 
assessment tasks 
throughout the 
module.  

 
Regular written 
homework. 
Practise 
answering past 
exam questions. 

  
Students keep a 
response journal 
for both texts. 
These are 
discussed daily. 
 

• To foster a love of reading.  

• To critically analyse the cultural context, themes, genres and general viewpoints of texts.  

• To develop an appreciation of film as text. 

• To develop the skill of comparison.   

• To practise writing comparatively.  

• To learn the language of film. 

• To introduce students to the skills needed for the comparative study at senior cycle.  

Students will be able to critically analyse the cultural context, themes, relationships, genres and 
general viewpoints of a novel and a film.  
Students will be able to recognise similarities and differences between texts/genres. 
Students will become familiar with comparative vocabulary.  
Students will become familiar with the language of film. 
Students will be able to write comparatively.  
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 Comment only 
marking. 
 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Planned projects/activities linking subjects and modules e.g.  enterprise competitions linking 
Home Economics, Business, ICT etc 
 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Students are given an evaluation to fill out at the end of each module. The feedback provided 
influences planning for subsequent modules.  
 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Group work is used regularly. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

English:  Paper 1 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Module: 4 periods per week 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
Knowledge of the 
Language of 
persuasion, 
argument, 
information, 
narration and the 
aesthetic use of 
language. 
Students will write in 
a variety of forms 
using the different 
language genres. 
Develop skills to write 
Leaving Certificate 
style answers. 
Students will be able 
to use a variety of 
techniques specific to 
each genre and 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
Group work 
Pair Work 
ICT 
Pre-Writing 
Drafting  
Editing 
Proof Reading 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources  
 
Youtube: Rita 
Pierson ‘Every 
Kid Needs A 
Champion’, Ken 
Robinson ‘Are 
Schools Killing 
Creativity?’, 
Barack Obama 
inauguration 
speech  
 
Various ‘paper 
one’ textbooks  
 
Persuasion in 
print adverts, 
film posters etc  
 
 

Success Criteria 
 
Ability to 
identify 
different 
features of the 
language genre. 
 
Ability to use 
stylistic features 
in written work. 
 
Writing 
structured 
essay or essay 
style answers. 

Assessment 
 
Christmas written 
exam 
 
A number 
of continuous 
assessment tasks 
throughout the 
module to include 
a piece of work in 
each style of 
language  
 

• To develop skills in functional writing  

• To build confidence in a variety of writing genres e.g. speeches, diary entries and 
feature articles.  

• To encourage confidence in presenting work in front of peers  

• To develop critical analysis of functional writing pieces  

 

Students will be able to 

• Identify the five genres of language. 

• Identify features of language in various pieces of work. 

• Use the different features of language in their own writing. 

• Evaluate their own writing proficiency and seek remedies for those aspects of writing the 
need to improve. 

• Critically analyse a text. 

• Use editing skills continuously throughout the writing process. 
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identify them in a 
text. 
Develop critical 
analysis skills. 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Links to other English modules and Public Speaking 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Likert scale 
Evaluation wheel 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Group work – pre activity discussions 
Higher order questioning 
Choice of question 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

English Poetry Module 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

4 Classes per week/8 Week Module 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
Knowledge: 
Students will know some 
LC poetry, both higher and 
ordinary level.  
Students will know the 
poetic techniques used by 
poets. 
Students will know 
strategies and exercise for 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
Group work/Co-
operative 
learning 
 
Class discussions 

Resources 
 
Past exam 
papers, past 
poetry 
textbooks, 
studyclix 
website, 
examinations.ie,   

Success 
Criteria 
 
What is 
ordinary LC 
poetry? 
 
What is higher 
level LC 
poetry? 

Assessment:  
- Christmas 
exam.  
- A number of 
continuous 
assessment 
tasks 
throughout the 
module.  

• To encourage personal reading and enjoyment of poetry in its many forms.  

• To develop listening, reading and interpretive skills in engaging with poetry.  

• To build confidence in expressing both personal and critical perspectives on poetry.  

• To promote an appreciation of the craft of the poet in shaping language and making   poetry.  

• To develop their own poetry writing skills.  
Link with the Leaving Cert:  
On Paper 2 of the Leaving Certificate examination, students will be asked to answer questions on 
an unseen poem and on studied poetry. They will be asked to consider the following: The subject 
matter/theme/issue in the poem(s), the way in which the poet uses language to express the 
theme and their personal response to the poem(s). Students are encouraged to keep these three 
approaches in mind as they engage with the poetry in this module. 

• Students will read poetry in its many forms.  

• Students will listen to poetry in its many forms. 

• Students will engage with the poetry interpreting the various meanings and poetry 
techniques used by poets.  

• Students will identify the theme(s) in poems and the way the poet uses language to express 
that theme(s). 

• Students will learn poetry techniques and how effective they are in a variety of poems. 

• Students will express their personal and critical perspectives on poetry both verbally and in 
written form.  

• Students will write answers to Leaving Certificate, higher and ordinary level, unseen poetry 
questions from past papers. 

• Students will analyse a selection of Leaving Certificate, higher and ordinary level, prescribed 
poetry from past courses. 

• Students will write their own poem, to be displayed in the classroom, at the end of the 
module.   
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analysing unseen poetry 
and prescribed poetry 
from previous exam 
papers. 
Skills: 
Students will be able to 
write Leaving Certificate, 
higher and ordinary level, 
paragraphs and essays. 
Students will be able to 
write their own poetry. 
Students will be able to 
express their personal and 
critical perspectives on LC 
poetry.  
Students will be able to 
identify the difference 
between higher and 
ordinary LC poetry. 
Understanding: 
Students will understand 
the effect of poetic 
techniques in various 
poems. 
Students will understand 
the different requirements 
for ordinary and higher-
level LC exam questions.  
Students will understand 
strategies and exercises for 
analysing LC poetry.  

Inquiry-Guided 
instruction 
 
Comment only 
marking 
 
Using prior 
knowledge 
 
Students writing 
definitions 
 
Keywords to 
improve literacy 
 
Teaching 
without a 
textbook 
 
Students making 
their own notes 
 
Integration of 
ICT 
 
Teacher 
exposition 
 
 
 

aoifenotes.com 
and e-xamit.ie.  
 
Content 
 
A variety of 
poems from 
Transition Year 
textbooks, past 
Leaving 
Certificate 
papers (higher 
and ordinary), 
previous Leaving 
Certificate 
prescribed 
poetry.  
 

 
What are 
poetic 
techniques? 
 
How do I 
analyse a 
poem? 
 
How do I write 
a poetry 
essay? 
 
How do I write 
a poem? 
 
  
 

- Students 
write their own 
poem at the 
end of the 
module. The 
poems are 
read out to 
class 
(anonymously), 
then discussed 
by the class 
and finally 
displayed in 
the classroom.  
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

This module links with the 6-week Public Speaking Module. 
This module links with the 8-week Paper 1 English Module. 
The above modules also encourage personal reading and build confidence in expressing personal 
and critical perspectives on various texts. All develop, listening, reading and interpretive skills. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Students complete an evaluation sheet at the end of the 8 weeks. 
Teacher analyses above data from each module and decides if changes need to be made for the 
next group of students. A final evaluation is made at the end of the year by comparing and 
contrasting the results from the 4 evaluation processes throughout the full academic year. These 
results are then compared to previous academic year evaluations. Changes can be made if 
necessary, for the next academic year.  
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1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

  

Group work is used to encourage students to participate in discussions in smaller group settings. 
This helps to build confidence and the intention is that they get involved in the whole class 
discussions as the module continues.  
Differentiation is used when assessing the students work, taking into account whether the 
students took ordinary or higher level in the Junior Cycle.  
A choice of questions is given whenever possible.   
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

English - Shakespeare 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

8-week module – 4 classes per week 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
Learn and 
understand skills 
required to translate 
and understand 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 

Resources 
 
RSC online 
learning 
portal 
 

Success Criteria 
 
Students will be 
able to critically 
analyse various 

Assessment 
 
Continuous 
assessment 
throughout 

• To foster an appreciation of Shakespeare and his lasting impact on the literary world 
• To develop the skills to critically analyse Shakespearean texts.  
• To encourage the study and appreciation of Shakespearean texts including plays, poems and 

sonnets.   
• To develop student’s ability to translate Shakespearean language into modern English.  
• To encourage group presentations and drama activities  
• To understand the challenges adapting text to stage production as well as production 

techniques.  
• There is a strong emphasis on students taking responsibility for their own work throughout the 

module.  

• Students will be made aware of the skills they need to develop in preparation for the single 
text question on the Leaving Certificate paper. This will aid student engagement as they are 
made aware of why they are studying certain aspects of the module. 

Students will be able to: 

• Students will understand the historical and cultural context of the 16th century 

• Students will develop the skills to critically analyse Shakespearean text 

• Students will identify skills needed to approach the single text question in the Leaving Cert 
examination.  

• Students will translate Shakespearean text to modern English  

• Students will create their own Shakespearean sonnets to be performed and displayed in the 
classroom. 

• Students will identify common themes and topics which are still relevant in the modern world. 

• Each student will engage in dramatizing key scenes from texts of their choice. 

• Students will experience a modern-day interpretation of a Shakespearean text on film.  

• Students will identify texts of interest for further study. 

• Students will listen to actors from RSC discuss their characters to allow further engagement 
and development of character analysis. 
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Shakespearean 
language 
 
Create a sonnet in 
Shakespearean form 
and read aloud to 
class 
 
Identify common 
themes of 
Shakespearean 
tragedy and their link 
to today’s world 
 
 
Dramatic 
performance of key 
scenes from various 
texts 
 
Watch and 
appreciate a modern 
adaption of a 
Shakespearean text 
 
Understand the skills 
necessary to 
construct essays and 
paragraphs of leaving 
cert standard 
 
Express personal 
opinions on 
characters motives, 
flaws, key themes, 
symbols, imagery etc 

Group Work 
and discussion 
exercises 
 
Think Pair 
Share  
 
Feedback – 
comment only 
 
Mind/Concept 
maps 
 
Drama 
 
Onepager 
summary skills 
 
Active 
Listening 
exercises 
 
Model 
Paragraphing  
 
 
 
 
 

Shakespeare 
translator – 
lingojam.com 
 
YouTube – 
Macbeth 
(2015) 
 
YouTube – 
RSC 
Interview 
series  
 
Textbooks – 
Othello, King 
Lear, 
Macbeth etc 
 
Art supplies 
for creation 
of Onepagers 
 

Shakespearean 
texts 
 
Students will 
create works 
such as sonnets 
(groups) and 
soliloquys 
 
Students will 
dramatize a key 
scene from a 
text of their 
choice (groups) 
 
Appreciate a 
modern film 
adaption of a 
Shakespearean 
text 
 
Construct 
paragraphs from 
LC ordinary level 
papers 

the 8-week 
module 
 
Sonnet 
creation 
 
Creation of 
a soliloquy 
 
Dramatizing 
key scenes 
 
Higher and 
Lower 
Order 
Questioning 
 
Paragraph 
building 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

• Public speaking module – reading sonnets and key scene performance 
History – setting context for the time of creation of Shakespeare’s works 

• Art – Creating of Shakespeare Onepagers 

• ICT – Use of ICT facilities for research and translation 

• Maths – A focus on dates of the texts which will be studied 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Reflections are carried out by students at the end of the module. 
This will influence future planning and preparation. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           
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• Higher and Lower order questioning 

• Scaffolding style questions 

• Large focus on group or pair activities 

• Student’s ability will be taken into account when assigning tasks and grading 

• Assessment will include written tasks, creative tasks and drama to appeal to every 
student’s skills. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

French 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole year 3 classes per week 
 

1.3 Aims  

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes  

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
 
1. La cuisine 
-Identify some 
francophone countries 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
 
-Independent work 
-Research and pair 
work in creating 

Resources 
 
 
 
Authentic 
materials 
On découvre 

Success Criteria 
 
 
 
-Research and 
create a poster 
describing 

Assessment 
 
-Oral presentation and 
poster on your 
favourite dish 
-Write a recipe of your 
favourite dish 

• To build on and develop students’ communicative competence in French 

• To revise and consolidate French learnt in Junior Cycle and bridge the transition from Junior 
to Senior Cycle French 

• To facilitate the acquisition of the four skills: reading, writing, listening, and speaking using 
authentic materials and engaging activities 

• To give students an appreciation of the richness, uniqueness, and diversity of the cultures 
in French speaking countries 

• To encourage independent study and decision-making skills in learning 

• To endeavour to do the above in such a way as to ‘engage the heart’ of the learner 

• To increase student confidence in oral French 
 

On completion of this course students will be able to 

• Feel confident in expressing themselves in French, through everyday classroom interaction, 
and spoken production and interaction on the themes outlined below.  

• Develop their reading and aural skills by using a variety of authentic materials and 
resources and express themselves confidently in written form on the chosen themes. 

• Recognise and use language patterns (tenses, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, etc.) and 
improve pronunciation of the French language.  

• Become independent learners through project work, research, class presentations, use of IT 
and the multimedia room.  

• Collaborate with our partner school in France on projects. 

• Know more about everyday life and broaden their knowledge of the customs, traditions 
and behaviours of some French speaking countries  

• Appreciate cultural differences and similarities between those countries and their own 

• Study at least one French language film, followed by class discussion and/or presentation 

• Appreciate French artists and music 

• Work collaboratively with other students through pair and group work and work on cross-
curricular activities 
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and typical foods for 
each country 
-Understand and follow 
a recipe in French 
-Talk about French food 
outlets and le bistrot in 
French society 
-Watch a trailer for a 
film about chefs in 
French 
-Revise the present 
tense and the imperative  
 
 
2.  L’art 
-Identify famous French 
artists 
-Describe your favourite 
painting/ piece of art 
-Pay a virtual visit to an 
art gallery or museum 
-Discuss street art 
-Revise the past tense 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Le monde 
francophone 
-Get to know French 
speaking countries and 
cities 
-Learn about 
francophone television 
-Sing popular French 
songs and learn about 
some francophone 
artists 
 
 
 
4. Le cinéma 
-Understand a 
newspaper article about 
a new film release 
-Talk about the different 
genres of film and 
themes of film 

poster and oral 
presentation 
-Group work 
-Audio clips 
-PowerPoints  
-Independent work 
-Pair work 
-Group work 
-Classroom 
discussion 
-Use of IT 
-Drama 
-Classroom based 
activities 
 
 
-Independent work 
-Pair work 
-Research online 
-Classroom based 
activities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-Independent work 
-Pair work 
-Group work 
-Whole-class 
discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-Independent work 
-Group work 
-Pair work 
-Roleplay 
-Drama 

Recipes 
Link to Home 
Economics  
 
YouTube 
Linguascope 
Multimedia 
Room 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Link to Art dept 
School’s art 
gallery 
On découvre 
Linguascope 
YouTube 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
YouTube clips 
Audio clips 
TV5 Monde 
On découvre 
Linguascope 
Link to music 
dept 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DVD 
Authentic 
materials 
IFI Film Guide 
YouTube 
On découvre 

favourite 
francophone dish 
in the present 
tense 
-To understand 
instructions in a 
recipe 
-To write a recipe 
using the 
imperative 
 
 
 
 
-Use question 
forms for the 
interview 
-Review the 
painting/ piece of 
art in French using 
the present tense 
and adjectives 
-Use the passé 
composé in the 
visit to a virtual art 
gallery or museum 
-Use opinions, link 
words and 
argumentative 
language in 
debating 
 
 
 
 
-PowerPoint 
should 
include 
information on 
cuisine, 
geography, 
weather, cultural 
events and famous 
people 
-Be able to 
understand 
questions in 
French 
 
-Answer questions 
in French  
-Discuss using 
opinion and 
argumentative 
words and phrases 

-Cook a dish following 
an authentic French 
recipe 
 
-Answer questions on 
the film trailer and give 
a critique 
-Create a crossword to 
revise the imperative 
 
 
 
 

 

-Take a photo of your 

favourite piece of art 

from the school’s art 

gallery and record an 

interview with the 

artist 

-Make a virtual visit to 

a French art gallery or 

museum 

-Write a blog describing 

your virtual trip to the 

gallery/museum and 

describe your favourite 

piece you saw there 

-Debate street art 
-Create a word cloud of 
regular past tense 
verbs/irregular verbs/ 
être verbs, etc.  
 
-Create a PowerPoint 
presentation on a 
francophone country 
 
-Watch a French TV 
programme and fill out 
a form giving details 
about it 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-Watch and review the 
film ‘Intouchables’ 
-Look at film posters, 
trailers and listen to 
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-Give opinions on a film  
-Soundtracks and trailers 
-French and Irish 
advertisements 
 
 
 
 
5. La mode 
-Identify French fashion 
designers 
-Describe clothes and 
fashion styles 
-Talk about your 
personal fashion style 
-Talk about 
environmentally friendly 
fashion 
-Work on a French song 
about fashion 
 
6. Le sport 
-Talk about favourite 
sports and sports 
facilities/ clubs 
-Outline a healthy diet 
-Discuss French sporting 
events and personalities 
-Work on a French song 
about sport 
 
 
 
 
7. L’année de Transition 
-Talk about a favourite 
trip in TY 
-Discuss the importance 
of TY 
-Talk about work 
experience 

-Classroom based 
activities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- 
Independent work 
-Pair work 
-Group work 
-Classroom based 
activities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-Independent work 
-Pair work 
-Group work 
-Classroom based 
activities 
-Use of IT skills 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Linguascope 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Link to Art 
department / 
Green School’s 
Committee 
Multimedia 
Room 
On découvre 
Linguascope 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Audio Clips 
Dictionary  
On découvre 
Links to 
Wellbeing/ PE/ 
/Home 
Economics/ 
Business 
Linguascope 
 
 
 
Multimedia 
Room 
On découvre 
Linguascope 
Link to 
Guidance/Careers 
dept 
 

-Use key words for 
comparing and 
contrasting and 
adjectives to 
describe various 
adverts 
 
 
Use link words and 
comparatives, and 
opinion phrases  
Use of detailed 
description of 
clothing 
Use a range of 
adjectives 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Use a range of 
vocabulary, 
adjectives and 
adverbs 
 
Identify key words 
in a bulletin 
 
 
 
 
 
Use the past tense 
to talk about a 
summary of TY 
and a favourite 
trip 
Use words and 
phrases suited to 
giving pros & cons 
of TY using modal 
verbs 
Write a CV in 
French including 
past tense 

soundtracks and 
discuss them in class 
-Watch some French 
advertisements and 
compare them to Irish 
advertisements 
 
 
 
-Junk couture type 
Fashion show where 
one person describes 
what another is 
wearing  
-’Dress to Impress’ in 
French 
-Create a Kahoot quiz 
on clothing/ adjectives/ 
French fashion 
 
 
 
 
-’Les dragons du sport’ 
In teams present a 
project to build a sports 
centre on a budget in 
your local area 
-Listen to a sports 
bulletin and answer 
questions 
-Create a healthy eating 
plan for your school 
canteen 
 
-Presentation on the 
highlights of TY 
-Write a website review 
for 3rd years giving the 
pros and cons of TY 
-Prepare a French CV 
-Write a daily blog 
about your work 
experience describing 
your own personal 
feelings about the job 
 
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Art/ Home Economics/ Music/ Wellbeing/ PE/ Business/ Career Guidance/ Learning Support 
MFL European Day of languages 
International Student Week 
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Multi-cultural Day 
Support/ resources /attendance at events organised by and visits from representatives of 
Languages Connect and the PPLI 
French Theatre Group 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Student reflections at end of topic. 
Peer-evaluation of assessments involving oral presentations/PowerPoint presentations/ posters, 
etc.  
Student survey at Christmas and end of year. 
Christmas and end-of year report 
Parent teacher meeting 
Teacher self-evaluation 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork 
Group projects 
Traffic lights 
Higher and lower order questioning  
Differentiation by outcome 
Roleplay with mix of abilities 
Exit slips or equivalent 
Provision of extra work/ resources 
Differentiated expectations on exercises, worksheets, number of tasks to be completed, etc.    
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

German 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

 3 classes per week-whole year 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: (Fluctuations may occur due to TY activities, and teacher/ student 

preferences) 

Learning Intentions 
 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 

Resources 
 
 

Success Criteria 
 

Assessment 
 
 

1. Die Schule in 
Deutschland & Irland 
-Talk about classroom 
instructions, school 

Individual work 

Pair work 

 

Research 

Authentic 

materials 

 

 

 
-Use the present 
tense of modal verbs 
to write classroom 

 
Poster on classroom 
instructions  
 

• To enjoy learning German 

• To revise and consolidate German learnt in Junior Cycle and bridge the transition from Junior 
to Senior Cycle German 

• To further enhance students’ communicative competence in German 

• To expand students’ knowledge and awareness of society and culture in German speaking 
countries  

• To build on students’ awareness of how the German language works  

• Develop an appreciation of their own culture 

Students will be able to: 

• Feel confident in expressing themselves in German, through everyday classroom interaction, 
and spoken production and interaction on the themes outlined below.  

• Develop their reading and aural skills by using a variety of authentic materials and resources 
and express themselves confidently in written form on the chosen themes. 

• Recognise and use language patterns (word order, nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc.) and 
improve pronunciation of the German language. 

• Talk about a variety of customs, traditions and behaviours of German speaking countries and 
to appreciate cultural differences and similarities between those countries and their own 

• Watch at least one German language film and complete some follow-up work on the film. 

• Appreciate German music and become familiar with some German-speaking artists. 

• Become independent learners through project work, research, class presentations, use of IT 
and the multimedia room.  

• Work collaboratively with other students through pair and group work and work on cross-
curricular activities  

• Collaborate with our partner school in Germany on projects.  

• Take part in the German Exchange Programme to Villingen, Baden-Württemberg. 
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rules, subjects, and 
expectations for TY in 
German 
  
 
 
 
 
 
- Compare school 
system in Ireland and 
Germany 
 
 
 
-Express opinions on 
school system in 
Ireland & Germany. 
 
 

 

Actively listening 

& following 

instructions 

Dictionary work 

for labelling 

 

Group work 

Discussion 

Presentation 

 

 

Research 

Group 

collaboration 

Debate 

Los geht’s 

 

Linguascope 

 

 

DW: 

Deutschland- 

labor 

 

 

 
 

instructions for 
students. 
 
-Follow the 
instructions of an 
authentic clip to 
make a Schültüte 
and label the items 
therein. 
 
 
-In groups, students 
write & record a PPT 
showing different 
aspects of Loreto 
life. 
-Use of opinion 
phrases to express 
pros & cons of 
school life in Ireland 
& Germany 

 
 
Make a Schültüte for a 
1st year studying German 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Class PPT video 
presentation on your 
school to your German 
partner school. 
 
Inter-class debate: Irish 
school vs German school 

2.Deutsch- sprachige 
Länder 
-Familiarize themselves 
with German speaking 
countries and cities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-Give reasons why one 
should learn German 
 
 
-Familiarize themselves 
with useful online tools 
for learning German 
 
-Appreciate a German 
short story, poem or 
writer 

 
Activity-based 
learning  
 
Oral interaction 
 
Oral production 
 
Group 
collaboration 
 
Research 
 
ICT 
 
Mind maps 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paired reading/ 
gapped reading 

Maps 

 

Internet 

 

 

 

Los geht’s 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Literature 

 
-Follow the 

guidelines for the 

European Day of 

Languages 

competition 

 
-Research and write 
quiz questions in 
German about 
Germany and 
German speaking 
countries 
 
-Give at least 5 
reasons using modal 
verbs to explain why 
one should learn 
German. 
 
-Write their top 5 
online resources for 
learning German 
giving reasons for 
their choice 

 
Preparation of a poster/ 
an activity for European 
Day of Languages 
 
 
 
 
Interclass quiz on 
German, Germany & 
German speaking 
countries (project with 
partner school?) 
 
-Presentation to 3rd 
years on why they 
should keep on German. 
 
 
 
Create an on-line bank of 
useful links & resources 
for learning German 
 
Write a poem 

3.Feste und Feiertage 
-Appreciate German 
festivals and 
celebrations 
 
-Learn a German song 
 
-Learn about Tag der 
Deutschen Einheit 
 
-Order food at an  

 
Activity based 
learning 
 
Song 
 
Roleplay 
 
Research 
 

 
Video clips/ 
Youtube 
 
 
 
Los geht’s 
 
Worksheets 
 
Arts & crafts 

-Understand the key 
information in an 
authentic video 
 
-Sing the chorus to 
the Fliegerlied with 
actions 
 
 

Complete a worksheet 
on video- 
Christkindlemarkt 
 
Hold a non-alcoholic 
Oktoberfest where the 
Fliegerlied is performed. 
 
 
Written summary of Tag 
der Deutschen Einheit 
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Imbissstube 
 
 
-Speak & write about 
Irish Feste in German 
 

Group 
collaboration 
 
 
 
Discussion 
 

-Understand the 
main points of a 
written text 
 
-Using food/ drink 
vocabulary & correct 
register to order. 
-Write 3 things the 
Irish do to celebrate 
Xmas 

 
 
Roleplay -ordering at an 
Imbissstube 
 
-write a Christmas card 
to your German 
exchange school 

4. Freizeit 
-Articulate what they 
enjoy doing in their 
free time and why 
 
-Explore popular sports 
& sportspeople in 
German speaking 
countries 
 
-Understand an 
interview with Roger 
Federer 
 
 
-Explain to German 
partners Irish sports 
and basic rules 

Activity based 

learning 

 

Direct 

instruction 

 

Research 

 

Group work 

 
 
Active listening 
 
 
Collaboration  

 
Los geht’s 
 
Internet 
 
 
DW 
Linguascope 
 
 
 
Radio Interview 
Worksheet 
 
 
 

Expresses opinions 
fluently & accurately 
using correct opinion 
phrases and word 
order. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Understanding key 
words in an aural 
text 
 
Write general 
information on 1 
Irish sport & how it is 
played 

Q & A 
 
Short presentation to 
class on favourite free 
time activities & why. 
 
 
 
 
 
Complete a worksheet 
-Explain the rules of an 
Irish sport in German to 
their partner school 
 
Oral presentation on an 
Irish sport 
 
 

5. Reisen 
-learn about Munich & 
Schloss 
Neuschwanstein 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-understand and give 
directions 
 

 
Research 
Pair work 
Group 
collaboration 
Listening for key 
words 
 
 
 
Direct 
instruction 
Roleplay 

Los geht’s 
 
Internet 
 
 
 
 
Linguascope 

Include information 
on 2 towns, 
important sights & 
things to do. 
 
Research costs, 
flights, things to do, 
places to stay 
 
 
Correct use of 
Fragewörter, register 
and imperative. 

Create a guide of 
Wexford  
 
 
 
PPT presentation on 
weekend trip to a 
German speaking 
country 
 
Role play-asking for & 
giving directions. 

6. World of work 
 
-Conduct a job 
interview in German  
 
 
 
-Write a CV in German 
 
 
 
 
-Conduct a 
conversation on jobs 

Discussion 

Debate 

Presentation 

Research 

Role play 
Active Listening 
 
 

Los Geht’s 
 
Authentic 
Materials 
related to 
Berufe/Videos  
 
Job 
Advertisements 
from Internet 
Websites  
 
 
 

Shows ability to use 

the Future Tense to 

communicate Future 

Plans in the World of 

Work 

 

Knows key 

Vocabulary related 

to Work, employers 

and the Workplace 

 

Interacts orally 

Understands and 

responds coherently. 

 
 
Mock interview in 
German/Role-Play 
 
 
Listen to and answer 
questions related to a 
person speaking about 
their chosen career 
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that would interest 
them and why. 
 
 
 
-Explain orally & in 
writing their 
experience of TY work 
experience 
 

Kindernetz 
Topics 

 

Can express 

personal 

traits/Eigenschaften 

required for Jobs 

 

Explains why they 

would find certain 

careers interesting 

with focus on 

Conjunctions 

 

Revision of Perfect 

Tense 

Presentation on 
Charitable 
Organisations/ 
Freiwilligdienst in 
Deutschland 
 
 
Write own CV 
 
 
 
Write a diary on their 
own Work Experience 
 

7. Music and cinema 
 
-Express their favourite 
music styles  
 
 
-Appreciate & reflect 
on a German film 
 
-Present information 
on the Wexford Opera 
festival in German 
 
-Have a greater 
understanding of 
German composers 
 
 
 

Direct 
Instruction 
Research 
Dance 
Group 
Collaboration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Worksheets with 
key Vocabulary 
on the World of 
Film/Filmmaking 

Los Geht’s 
 
 
 
Short pieces on 
Composers  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Video “das 
Wunder von 
Bern” 

Instrumente und 
Musikarten 
 
 
Read and 
Understand written 
pieces on German 
Composers 
And Musikfeste in 
Deutschland 
Use of Imperfect 
Tense 
 
 
 
 
 

Crossword/Quiz 
 
 
 
Make a Poster/Video a 
news piece about the 
Wexford Opera Festival 
 
 
 
 
 
Worksheet on the Film – 
“das Wunder von Bern” 
Write and orally convey 
the plot of the Film 
 
 
Write a short Summary 
of a favourite Film 

8. Mode 
 
-go shopping for 
clothes 
 
 
-access a German 
website to purchase 
items 
 
-enhance their 
knowledge of German 
fashion designers/ 
brands 
 
-showcase Irish 
designers through 
German 

 
Research 
Jigsaw 
Technique 
Role-Play 
Internet/ 
Influencers 

Los Geht’s 
Linguascope 
 
 
 
 
 
Virtual 
Shopping 
 
 
 
 
Articles/New 
Items on 
Famous 
German 
Designers 

Indicates ability to 
name clothing linking 
them to Seasons, 
Occasions 
 
Shopping/ 
Questions on finding 
Departments and 
Levels in a 
Department Store 
 
 
Understands phrases 
used in making 
(online) purchases 
 
Adjketive/Farben 
Adjective endings 

Worksheet/Quiz 
 
Listening 
Comprehension related 
to Shopping in 
Department Stores/Floor 
Levels 
 
Competition to put 
together a “Mood Board 
“for certain Occasions 
within a certain budget 
 
Project/showcasing Irish 
Designers and their 
products (Jigsaw) 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

MFL European Day of Languages; Intercultural week 
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Guidance department – the importance of foreign languages for certain 3rd level courses and to 
enhance career opportunities, work experience. Organise a visit from PPLI/ Languages Connect. 
Home Economics department – making Christmas biscuits 
Wellbeing – healthy eating, food pyramid  
Maths and Numeracy – talking about the Cost of Items 
P.E. Department – dance and song/movement 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Student reflections at end of topic. 

Peer-evaluation of assessments. 

Student survey at Christmas and end of year. 

Christmas and end-of year report 

Parent teacher meeting 

Teacher self-evaluation 

Exit slips 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork, Group projects, Traffic lights, Higher order questioning etc 
Differentiation by outcome. Roleplay with mix of abilities. Exit slips. Provision of extra work/ 
resources. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Home Economics 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

 
Half yearly/16 weeks 
 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: Course No.1 – Culinary Skills 

 

• To develop a range of culinary skills ‘ 

• 2.To introduce students to the area of   Health and safety and to understand the issues of 
Hazard, Risk and control 

• To appreciate the role of hygiene in the preparation, cooking and serving of food 

• To critically evaluate dishes in order to become self-reflective practitioners 

• To develop creativity, presentation and team building skills particularly in relation to 
assessment procedures 

• 6. To deepen understanding of a range of concepts related to food and cooking   

Students will be able to: 

• Prepare, cook and serve a wide variety of dishes to implement learning explored in the area of 
ethnic cuisine, pastry, home baking 

• Carry out research on ethnic cuisines  

• Prepare, cook and serve ethnic dishes 

• Identify and discuss correct hygiene and safety procedures in relation to HACCP & Food 
Allergens 

• Define sensory analysis 

• Outline the conditions for effective testing 

• Apply learning in the completion of sensory analysis tests 

• Plan, prepare, cook and serve a meal for low budget family 

• Express creativity in their decisions 
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Learning Intentions 
Unit 1 - Pastry 
Students will learn: 

1. Rules of pastry making  
2. Types of Pastry 
3. Application of rules 

such as preheating the 
oven, handling pastry, 
glazing  

4. How to whip cream  
5. How to assemble slices 
6. The function of steam 

as a raising agent  
7. Making basic choux 

dough 
8. Piping Filling & 

decoration of choux 
buns 
 
Unit 2 – Planning a 
Meal Assignment 
Students will learn: 

1. The healthy eating 
guidelines  

2. The meal planning 
guidelines  

3. How to work within a 
budget 

4. How to present, 
garnish and decorate in 
order to express 
creativity 

5. How to be constructive 
members of a team 

6. How to use resources 
wisely 
 
 
 
Unit 3 -Sensory 
Analysis 
Students will learn: 

1. The purpose of sensory 
analysis  

2. The various types of 
tests 

3. How to implement 
guidelines for testing 

4. How to carry out a 
range of sensory 
analysis tests  

5. How to record and 
present results 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
Teacher 
Demonstration 
Active student 
participation 
PowerPoint 
Presentations 
Evaluation & 
Reflection 
Spot 
Demonstration 
Independent 
Research 
 
 
 
Teacher 
Demonstration 
Active student 
participation 
Evaluation & 
Reflection 
PowerPoint 
Presentations 
Group Work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teacher 
Demonstration 
Active student 
participation 
Evaluation & 
Reflection 
PowerPoint 
Presentations 
Group Work 
 

Resources 
 
School I 
Pads/Surface 
Go’s 
Handouts 
Recipe books 
Various 
websites 
Leaving Cert 
Textbooks 
You Tube 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Websites 
Handouts 
School I 
Pads/Surface 
Go’s 
Recipe Books 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PDST 
Resource 
Book 
Sensory 
Analysis 
equipment 
Various 
products to 
be tested 
Sensory 
Analysis 
briefs 
Leaving Cert 
Textbooks 

Success Criteria 
 
Application of 
safety and 
hygiene 
principles. 
Demonstration 
of adequate 
skills 
Adherence to 
organisation 
during class 
Appearance, 
texture and 
taste of 
finished 
product 
 
Application of 
safety and 
hygiene 
procedures 
Demonstration 
of adequate 
skills 
Adherence to 
organisation 
during class 
Ability to work 
out the maths 
and cost the 
meal 
Demonstration 
of adherence 
to the brief 
Presentation, 
texture and 
taste of the 
meal 
 
Demonstration 
of conditions to 
be controlled 
during testing 
Adequate test 
set up 
Adequate test 
participation 
Demonstration 
of ability to 
read results 
and collate 
information 

Assessment 
 
Written reflection 
& evaluation of 
each dish 
prepared 
demonstrating 
knowledge and 
application of the 
key concepts of 
the lesson. 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will 
complete a 
research brief 
including advance 
preparation, 
research and 
organisation, 
implementation 
and evaluation of 
the assignment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will  

a) Organise 
b) Take part 

in 
A sensory analysis 
test and will 
collate results as 
part of a group 
and present 
results to the 
class using a 
variety of 
different formats. 
Students will then 
draw conclusions 
from the results. 
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Demonstration 
of ability to 
present results 

 
Course No.2 – Ethnic Cookery 

Learning Intentions 
1. To familiarise 

students with the 

variety and range of 

ethnic cuisines. 

2. To develop an 

awareness of the 

influence of 

customs and beliefs 

on food and eating 

habits. 

3. To develop a vast 

range of culinary 

skills. 

4. To appreciate the 

role of hygiene in 

the preparation, 

cooking and serving 

of food. 

5. To be aware of 

important safety 

procedures during 

the preparation, 

cooking and serving 

of food. 

6. To critically 

evaluate dishes in 

order to become 

self-reflective 

practitioners. 

7. To develop 

creativity, 

presentation and 

team building skills 

Teaching & 
Learning 
Methodologies 
 
Teacher 
Demonstration 
Active student 
participation 
Evaluation & 
Reflection 
PowerPoint 
Presentations 
Group Work 
 

Resources 
 
 
 
Websites 
Handouts 
School I 
Pads/Surface 
Go’s 
Recipe Books 
Ethnic 
ingredients 

Success 
Criteria 
 
 
Application of 
safety and 
hygiene 
principles. 
Demonstration 
of adequate 
skills 
Adherence to 
organisation 
during class 
Appearance, 
texture and 
taste of 
finished 
product 
Demonstration 
of an 
appreciation 
of the culture 
of various 
countries 
through the 
presentation 
and flavours of 
the dish. 

Assessment 

Students will fill out 

an evaluation form 

every week to 

critically appraise 

their dishes. 

All evaluations will 
be assessed at the 
end of the module. 
(40%) 
 
In pairs students 

will prepare and 

present an 

assignment based 

on a country of 

their choice to 

include: (60%) 

• name of 

country 

• location 

• interesting 

facts 

• flag 

• indigenous 

ingredients 

• common 

dishes 

• customs 

and beliefs 

on foods 

and eating 

habits 
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particularly in 

relation to 

assessment 

procedures. 

 
 
 
 

 
Course No.3 – Certified Food Allergan Awareness & Certified Principles of HACCP and Food Safety Level 2 

Learning Intentions 
 

1. To develop knowledge of 
the various food 
allergens, risks and 
managing the risks. 

2. To understand micro-
organisms in food and 
how they contribute to 
food poisoning. 

3. To understand food 
safety law in relation to 
premises, waste and pest 
control and personal 
hygiene. 

4. To understand and 
applying the principles & 
procedures involved in a 
HACCP system 

Teaching & 
Learning 
Methodologies 
 
Group work 
Teacher 
instruction 
Case Studies 
Samples 
Recall 
questioning 
Group 
discussion 

Resources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instruction 
programme 
including 
video 
tutorials and 
assessment 
provided by 
Dulann Ltd. 

Success Criteria 
 
Demonstration 
of adequate 
knowledge and 
understanding 
of each level of 
the course 
before 
proceeding to 
the next level 
 
 

Assessment 
 
 
 
Multiple choice 
questions after 
each section of 
which 75% must 
be achieved in 
order to progress. 
 
Final assessment 
provided by 
Dulann Ltd for 
which a 
certificate is 
awarded  

 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Planned projects/activities linking subjects and modules e.g.  enterprise competitions linking 
Home Ec, Business, ICT etc 

• HACCP & Food Allergen certification will link in with the work experience of students who 
are in the catering industry. This module will also link in with Microscopy (Cells, bacteria 
and Viruses) on the Science course. 

• The ethnic cookery module will link in with French/German/Spanish. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & Student evaluation 

• Each teacher individually evaluates how effectively the learning intentions were achieved 
when she has completed it each module. Then the Home Economics teachers collectively 
evaluate the plan at the end of the year and make amendments that they feel are 
necessary having reflected on each teacher’s evaluation. 

• Built into each practical cookery class is a critical reflection, leading to an evaluation of the 
class and the finished dish. This is done either as a group or by the individual student. 

• The students also carry out an evaluation of their project work.  

• The HACCP & Food Allergy module contains a reflection on the module before the 
students take the test which leads to certification. 
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• As part of the Transition year course, both students and teachers evaluate the course, 
which includes subject areas, for the co-ordinator 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork, Group projects, Traffic lights, Higher order questioning etc 
• Given both the theoretical and practical aspects of the subject, it provides opportunities 

for students to learn in various ways appropriate to their ability and capacity to learn e.g. 
the pace of lessons and learning goals may vary based on students learning needs using a 
variety of teaching strategies. 

• Students with physical disability are closely monitored and assisted when using 
equipment. SNAs also assist students with special needs, when time is allocated to them.   

• Working with others: This skill helps learners develop good relationships and to 
appreciate the value of cooperating to reach both collective and personal goals. 
Students also learn to value the input and opinion of others.   

• AFL strategies are used: 

Clearly indicate the aims and objectives for the lesson on the board.   
Explain what the criteria for success are; explain how we are going to meet these 
objectives.   
Give examples of what is required so that students know what is required of them.   
Give clear, constructive feedback.    
Vary questioning techniques. Ask higher and lower ordered questions allowing the 
appropriate wait time for an answer.     
Comment only marking indicating what has been done well, areas to work on and 
the steps that need to be taken in the future to correct these issues.   
Peer/Self-assessment. The use of pair work can be very useful as it builds student 
confidence and relationships.     
Traffic lighting. Learners use colour codes to indicate their understanding of class 
content.    

• Differentiation strategies: 

Use of a single worksheet that includes tasks that get progressively harder.    
Allocating appropriate roles when doing group work so that the weaker students 
are given a role that is appropriate to their abilities.    
Lessons are paced at a level that allows weaker students enough time to understand 
the essential elements. Extra work can then be allocated to those who find the work 
easier.    
Use of simple, direct language.    
Use of targeted questioning, adapted to suit the ability of the student.   
Use of open ended questions.     
Use a range of different class activities and assessment techniques (written, oral, 
video, use of ICT, mind maps).    
Regular formative assessment to assess students’ progress and gaps in their 
understanding.    
Giving individual feedback where possible.    
Challenge the stronger students by suggesting the use of additional resources.    
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan  

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Gaeilge - Gramadach 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Módúil 8 seachtaine  

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 
- Múinfear na 

rialacha de na 
hAimsirí 
éagsúla 
(A.Chaite, A. 
Láithreach, A. 
Fháistineach & 
Modh 
Coinníollach) 

- Múinfear an slí 
chun bun na 
mbriathra a 
chur sna 
hAimsirí 
éagsúla 

- Múinfear 
conas a 
haithnítear idir 
ghutaí 
caola/leathana 
agus idir 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
- Idirdhealú le 

dathanna 
éagsúla chun 
na rialacha a 
chur chun cinn 

- An teilgeoir 
chun amhairc a 
úsáid 

- Bileoga oibre 
chun 
cleachgtadh 
praicticiúil a 
dhéanamh ar 
an ngramadach 
a úsáid 

- Athrá de na 
rialacha agus 
samplaí 

 
 
 
 

Resources 
- Powerpoint 
- Word 
- Bileog Oibre 
- Clár bán 
- Marcóirí 
- Teilgeoir 
- Ríomhaire 
- Idiríon 
- SurfaceGo 

Success Criteria 
- Go mbeadh cumas 

na ndaltaí an 
gramadach a úsáid 
go héifeachtach ina 
gcuid 
scríbhneoireacht 
féin 

- Go haithníonn na 
daltaí na rialacha 
oiriúnacha ag baint 
leis na hAimsirí 
éagsúla 

- Idirealú a 
dhéanamh idir na 
hAimsirí éagsúla 
(A.Chaite, A. 
Láithreach, A. 
Fháistineach & 
Modh Coinníollach) 

- Chun na rialacha a 
aithint nuair a 
fheiceann siad 
briathar in aon 

Assessment 
- Scrúdú 
- Kahoot 
- Póstaer 

na 
rialacha 

• Múinfear na rialacha de na hAimsirí éagsúla (A. Chaite, A. Láithreach, A. Fháistineach & Modh 
Coinníollach) 

• Múinfear an slí chun bun na mbriathra a chur sna hAimsirí éagsúla 

• Múinfear conas a haithnítear idir ghutaí caola/leathana agus idir bhriathra caola/leathana  

• Go mbeadh cumas na ndaltaí an gramadach a úsáid go héifeachtach ina gcuid scríbhneoireacht 
féin 

• Go haithníonn na daltaí na rialacha oiriúnacha ag baint leis na hAimsirí éagsúla 
• Idirealú a dhéanamh idir na hAimsirí éagsúla (A. Chaite, A. Láithreach, A. Fháistineach & Modh 

Coinníollach) 
• Chun na rialacha a aithint nuair a fheiceann siad briathar in aon Aimsir agus chun an briathar a 

haistriú in Aimsir eile 
• Chun bun an bhriathar a haithint ó shampla briathar atá in aon Aimsir 
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bhriathra 
caola/leathana  

 
 
 

Aimsir agus chun an 
briathar a haistriú in 
Aimsir eile 

- Chun bun an 
bhriathar a haithint 
ó shampla briathar 
atá in aon Aimsir 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

N/A 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Tá an mhodúil seo an-úsáideach mar déanann sí ullmhúcháin le haghaidh an Ardteist. Tuigeann na 
daltaí an tábhacht ag baint leis an ngramadach don Ardteist agus an úsáid ag aint leis an 
gcleachtadh. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Na gnáthmharcóirí de na dathanna éagsúla ar nós dearg, gorm, glas agus dubh chun na rialacha a 
léiriú ar an gclár bán. 
Cosúil leis sin bain úsáid as na dathanna chéanna chunna rialacha a léiriú ar doiciméid Word. 
Bain úsáid as teicneolaíocht chun an obair a dhéanamh níos ábhartha do na daltaí go léir. 
Bain úsáid as an teilgeoir chun íomhánna a úsáid le haghaidh na foghlaimeoirí amhairc. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Gaeilge – Stair na teangan 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Bliain ar fad/ 4 rang sa tseachtain/ 6 seachtaine le haghaidh an mhodúil 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 

• Na tionchair a 
bhí ar an 
teanga a 
scrúdú – Sean-
Ghréigis, 
Laidin, 
Lochlannaigh, 
srl. 

• Scileanna 
teangan a 
fhorbairt 

• Na finscéalta a 
scrúdú – 
Ruraíocht agus 
Fiannaíocht 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 

• Obair aonair 

• Obair bheirte 

• Obair ghrúpa 

• Comhrá a 
dhéanamh 

• Ceisteanna a 
iarraidh 

• Ceisteanna a 
fhreagairt 

• Tionscadal  

• Deachtú 

• Láithreachas 
a dhéanamh 

 
 
 

Resources 

• Scéalta 

• An idirlíon 

• Scéalchlár 

• Leabhar “Stair 
na Gaeilge” 

Success Criteria 

• Ag tosach an 
ranga, 
achoimreoidh 
na rúin 
foghlamtha 

• Tabharfar 
aiseolas do 
na daltaí ar 
aon phíosa 
oibre a 
dhéanfaidh 
siad 

• Tabharfar 
deis dóibh a 
gcuid 
scileanna sa 
teanga a 
forbairt  

Assessment 

• Tráthanna na 
gceist 

• Tionscadal 
aonair/beirte/ 
ghrúpa ar 
ceann de na 
finscéalta 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Beidh na daltaí ag dul chuig Scoil Freedom Surf i dTrá Mhór, Co. Phort Láirge. Oibreoidh Roinn na 
Gaeilge agus Roinn Corpoideachais le chéile chun é seo a eagrú 

 

 

• Chun scileanna teanga na Gaeilge a fhorbairt 

• Chun tuiscint a spreagadh gur teanga shaibhir í an Ghaeilge 

• Chun stair na Gaeilge a scrúdú trí na tionchair a bhí uirthi fadó 

• Chun féachaint ar na finscéalta a tháinig chugainn  

• Beidh taithí ag na daltaí ar stair shaibhir na Gaeilge 

• Tuigfidh na daltaí cárbh as don Ghaeilge 

• Beidh siad in ann ceann de na finscéalta a mhíniú 

• Forbraíonn siad a scileanna sa teanga – éisteacht, léamh, idirghníomhaíocht, scríobh agus 
labhairt na teangan.    
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1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

• Déanfaidh na scoláirí tionscadal ar cheann de na finscéalta sa Ghaeilge. 

• Gheobhaidh siad tráthanna na gceist ar stair na Gaeilge ó am go ham chomh maith. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Tá cúpla dalta sa Bhliain seo agus iad le riachtanais speisialta. Lorgfaidh mé comhairle ón Roinn 
Tacaíocht Foghlamtha, más gá. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan  

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Gaeilge -A Thig ná Tit orm. 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Módúil 8 seachtaine  

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 
- Tuigfidh na 

daltaí an t-

úrscéal 

- Bainfidh na 

daltaí 

taitneamh as 

an úrscéal a 

léamh 

- Beidh na daltaí 

in ann cur síos 

a dhéanamh 

ar na 

carachtair sa 

scéal 

- Athnóidh na 

daltaí na 

téamaí 

éagsúla sa 

scéal 

- Beidh roinnt 

daltaí in ann 

cur síos a 

dhéanamh ar 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
- Bileoga oibre  
- An labhair a 

léamh 
- Léifidh na 

cailíní os 
comhair an 
ranga. 

- Obair ghrúpa 
- Ransú 

smaointe 
- Comhrá ranga 
- Obair aonair 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources 
- Powerpoint 
- Word 
- Bileog Oibre 
- Clár bán 
- Ríomhaire 
- Idiríon 
- SurfaceGo 
- An t-úrscéal 

‘A Thig ná 
Tit Orm’ 

Success Criteria 
- Tuigfidh na daltaí 

caibidil 1-8 san 

úrscéal 

- Beidh foclóir ag na 

daltaí chun cur síos 

a dhéanamh ar 

imeachtaí an úrscéil 

- Beidh na daltaí in 

ann achoimre den 

na caibidlí a scíobh 

- Bainfidh daltaí 

taithneamh as píosa 

litríochta a léamh 

- Beidh na daltaí in 

ann cur síos a 

dhéanamh ar na 

carachtair san 

úrcéal.  

 

Assessment 
-cmhrá 
ranga le 
linn an 
úrscéal a 
léamh 
-postaeir a 
dhearadh 
-cur i 
láthair 
ranga 
-achoimre a 
scríobh 

• Léifear Caibidil 1-8 den Úrscéal ‘A Thig Ná Tit Orm’ le Maidhc Dainín Ó Sé 

• Pléifear na carachtair éagsúla a chasfar orthu le linn an úrscéil 

• Pléifear na téamaí éagsúla sna caibidlí 1-8  

• Bainfidh na daltaí taitneamh as píosa dílis litríochta a léamh. 

• Foghlaimeoidh na cailíní foclóir nua ag baint leis an úrscéal. 

• Beidh na daltaí in ann cur síos a dhéanamh ar an bpríomhcharactar Maidhc agus ar na 
mioncharachtair san úrscéal. 

• Beidh na daltaí in ann na príomhthéamaí a thuiscint agus beidh roinnt daltaí in ann cur síos a 
dhéanamh ar na téamaí.  
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na téamaí san 

úrscéal 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

N/A 
 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Suirbhé a dhéanamh ag deireadh an mhódúil. 
Pléifidh an Roinn Gaeilge rath an mhódúil. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Beidh roinnt daltaí in ann na téamaí a athaint agus beidh roinnt daltaí in ann cur síos a dhéanamh 
ar na téamaí. 
Úsáidfear ceisteanna ar leibhéil difriúla sa rang. 
Ní iarrfar ar dhaltaí áirithe a léamh os comhair an ranga.  
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Filiocht na Gaeilge 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

8 Seachtain 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning  
Intentions 
 
Eolas a chur ar 
fail, suim a 
spreagdh. 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
 
Leamh agus aithris na 
danta 
 

Resources 
 
 
Teacsanna agus 
fisteipeanna cui 

Success Criteria 
 
 
 
 

Assessment 
 
 
Scruduithe ranga 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Seans ag an dalta a cuid danta fein a chumadh le haghidh La Eorpacha na dTeangacha, is gnach go 
mbionn comortas scoile a reachtail I Meanscoil Loreto. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Deanfaidh an muinteoir agus an rang measunu ar an ngearrchursa ag an deireadh. Glacfar le haon 
mholtai a dheanfar. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Braitheann se ar chumas an dalta fein agus mas rang Ard no Gnath leibheal ata I gceist. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Eolas a chur os comhair an dalta ar mhor fhili Gaeilge na linne seo, blaiseadh a thabhairt 
doibh ar litriocht chomh aimseartha na tire. 

Laistigh den treimhse ama thuasluaite( 8 seachtain), cuirfidh an dalta aithne ar shaol agus ar 
shaothar fili Gaeilge na 20u aoise, go mormhor iad san ata ar an gcursa ainmnithe Ardteiste. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 
1.1 Title of subject or module 

Mathematics 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

4 single periods per week 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
Opportunity to revise 
junior cert material and 
spend quality time 
problem solving. Laying a 
solid foundation for 
leaving certificate. 
Revision and 
reinforcement of junior 
cert algebra, with 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
Group work.  
Paired work.  
Practical work. 
Individual 
student learning  
Classroom/Group 
discussion & 
debate 

Resources 
 
 

Powerpoints 
Whiteboard  
Textbook  
Data Projector  
Computer 
room/ipads  
SurfaceGo’s 
Noticeboards  

Success Criteria 
 
Students achieve 
the learning 
outcomes by: 
1.Meeting 
deadlines 
2.Displaying an 
understanding of 
the topic in class. 

Assessment 
 
 
Homework 
exercises   
Classroom 
questioning   
Assessment for 
Learning 
techniques – 
observation, 

TY Mathematics aims to: 

• Develop the Mathematical knowledge, skills and understanding needed for continuing 
education for life and for work. 

• Develop the skills of dealing with mathematical concepts in context and applications, as 
well as solving problems. 

• Foster a positive attitude to mathematics in the learner.  

• By teaching mathematics in context it allows learners to see connections within 
mathematics, between mathematics and other subjects, and between mathematics and 
its applications to real life, it is envisaged that learners will develop a flexible, disciplined 
way of thinking and the enthusiasm to search for creative solutions.  

Students should have: 

• The ability to recall relevant mathematical facts 

• Instrumental understanding (“knowing how”) and necessary psychomotor skills (skills of 
physical co-ordination) 

• Relational understanding (“knowing why”) 

• The ability to apply their mathematical knowledge and skill to solve problems in familiar 
and in unfamiliar contexts 

• Analytical and creative powers in mathematics 

• An appreciation of maths and its uses  

• A positive disposition towards mathematics 

• The ability to demonstrate an awareness of the links between mathematics and the real 
world 

• Developed their lifelong learning skills 
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particular emphasis on 
factorising algebraic 
expressions, solving 
quadratic and 
simultaneous equations 
and solving problems 
which lead to quadratic 
equations. 
Revision of numbers 
systems, including an 
introduction to complex 
numbers. 
Revision of functions, 
with particular emphasis 
on important terms and 
drawing graphs of 
functions and 
transformations of 
functions. 
Revision of area and 
volume, emphasis on real 
life problems. 
Introduction to 
trapezoidal rule. 

Project work.  
Brainstorming.  
Formal input by 
teacher. 
Demonstration. 
Case Studies.  
Computer based 
learning and 
interactive 
questions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wall-charts  
Student posters   
Newspapers  
Magazines  
Websites  
Short questions  
A shared folder 
in the Maths 
Office 365  
GeoGebra 
 
 

3.Applying their 
skills and 
knowledge to 
solve problems. 

targeted 
questions, 
student 
whiteboards 
etc.  
Class tests  
End of section 
tests   
Project 
work/reports  
Christmas/ 
Summer tests   
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Planned projects/activities linking subjects 

The Maths Department liaises with the Science Department regarding the following topics: - 

• statistics 

• area & volume 

• speed & time 

• algebra  

• graphing skills 

• measurement 

• problem solving skills 
We liaise with the Business Department regarding the following topics: 

• taxation 

• statistics 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

 

• Reflection by teachers after each topic 

• Formal reflection at Maths Department meetings 

• Ongoing changes to the programme informed by these reflections 

• Student self-assessment and peer assessment of module content 

• Maths teachers continually liaise with each other throughout the year in formal subject 
department meeting but also informally on a weekly basis to discuss content, progress 
and assessment. 
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1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

We support and encourage students with additional needs. We strive to ensure that all students 
regardless of ability enjoy and benefit from their study of mathematics. Learning support and 
mathematics teachers liaise regularly regarding specific students. 
Differentiation strategies employed in our classrooms are: 

• Questioning techniques 

• Classroom organisation and seating plan 

• Adapted resources and homework exercises 

• The use of appropriate language and explanation 

• Giving students greater choice 

• Teamwork, Group projects, Traffic lights, Higher order questioning etc 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Mini Company 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole year – 3 classes per week 

 

1.3  Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 

 

To enable students 
to set personal 
targets to be 
achieved by 
participation in the 
programme 

How to brainstorm 
– the Generation of 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 

Brainstorming  

Group 
Discussion  

Supplementary 
Material – 
Providing 
students with 

Resources 
 
 
 
 
Website: 
studententerprise.
ie 
Support and 
school visits 
from the 
local Schools 
Enterprise 
Co-ordinator 

Success 
Criteria 
 
 
To brainstorm 
and develop a 
business 
product/servic
e. 
To work 
harmoniously 
as a team to 
achieve the 

Assessment 
 
 
 
Students can be 
asked to give 
weekly reports 
on their 
minicompany 
progress and 
financial reports.  
(Use of a 
reflective diary) 
 

• To contribute to a balanced and appropriate general education leading to the personal 
and social development of students through the study of Business and Enterprise and 
Mini Company  

• To develop and enhance all entrepreneurial skills students might have. 

• To encourage initiative and self-reliance in each student.  

• To develop a clear understanding of the role of enterprise and to encourage the 
development of enterprise skills.  

• To prepare students for further education and working life. 

• To develop students understanding of other business-related Leaving Certificate subject 
options, Economics and Accounting. 

• To provide students with the opportunity to create and run their own mini company in a 
safe environment. 

• To provide them with the necessary business skills to achieve this objective. 

• To develop in students an understanding of the structures, processes, institutions, and 
management of a business.  

• To enable students to make informed business decisions.  

• To enable students to apply their knowledge to offer solutions to commercial problems.  

• To develop students’ literacy, numeracy, problem solving and communication skills.  

• To promote a positive attitude to social and cultural diversity in international business. To 
enable students to understand and appreciate ethics in running a business. 

http://www.studententerprise.ie/
http://www.studententerprise.ie/
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lots of possible 
business ideas 

To Evaluate ideas 
against targets and 
a possibility/viability 
checklist 

To select a viable 
business idea  

To write an 
executive summary 
of their idea 

To draw up a 
cashflow projection 
to identify financial 
requirements & 
possibilities 

To present an idea 
to the team/class 
and argue its 
benefits (perfect a 
pitch) 

To be able to reflect 
weekly on the 
process. 

To carry out market 
research, including 
costing & pricing. 

To check out 
intellectual property 
responsibilities  

To devise a 
marketing plan, 
including social 
media & online 
activities 

To create a brand, 
colours, online 
profile, promo 
material, branded 
clothing, etc.  

To develop a 
prototype  

relevant 
articles, notes 
and to aid 
understanding. 
Students are 
also 
empowered 
and 
encouraged to 
research 
matters 
themselves, for 
example 
accessing 
relevant 
websites. 

Negotiated 
learning 
(students will 
have to 
negotiate with 
each other and 
with the 
teacher to 
agree on the 
product to be 
produced by 
the 
Minicompany 
giving students 
greater 
ownership of 
and motivation 
for the task on 
hand). 

 
Summary 
sheets 
covering 
every stage 
of running a 
student 
enterprise 
(available as 
pdfs on 
studententer
prise.ie) 
 
Suite of 
videos on the 
YouTube 
Channel 
StudentEnter
prise.IE 
 
Teachers’ 
Enterprise 
Handbook 
(available on 
the website) 
 
Economics 
and 
Accounting 
Projects 
 

team 
objectives 
 
To participate 
in the Annual 
Christmas 
Trade Fair, 
bringing a 
product/servic
e to market. 
 
To create a 
business 
report 
following the 
detailed 
success criteria 
given to 
students 
 
To complete 
Economics and 
Accounting 
projects 
following 
success criteria 
given to 
students. 

Teacher can sit in 
on board of 
management 
meetings as a 
silent observer. 
 
Completion of a 
Business Report  
 
Christmas Trade 
Fair 
 
Research/project 
assessment on 
Economics and 
Accounting 
modules 
 
Teacher is a 
constant 
facilitator 
throughout the 
process, 
assessing 
individual team 
input. 
 
Mini Company 
Competition final 
by judges from 
the Wexford 
Enterprise Board. 
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To 
assemble/build/buy 
the product or 
service, setting 
stock levels as part 
of this. 

To create and follow 
a sales plan  

To monitor sales 
and alter a strategy 
as required  

To write a business 
report, reviewing 
their achievements 
and progression 

To design & brand 
your display stands 
for competition and 
Trade Fairs 

To polish your pitch 
for the judges  

To learn your 
numbers (income, 
expenditure, profit) 
& points of learning 

To enjoy the 
competitive aspect 
of the programme  

To check back to see 
if you achieved your 
original personal 
and business 
targets. 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

 
Planned projects/activities linking subjects and modules e.g. enterprise competitions linking Home 
Ec, Business, ICT etc 
Teachers should take into account that their students will cover some of the course material in 
other subjects. It is a useful practice to see how other subjects approach the material by 
discussion with colleagues. Common areas include:  

• Geography: The European Union/ International Business.  

• Economics: The impact of Economic Factors on business/ The impact of Government on 
business/ The National Budget.  
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• Accounting: Profit and Loss Account/ Breakeven Analysis.  

• Home Economics: Household Budgeting.  

• Maths: Breakeven Analysis.  

• Business/ Business Studies: Business Letter, Business Plan, SWOT Analysis, Advertising, 
Marketing, Budgeting, Production, Marketing Mix, Business Documents, Business 
Meetings, Record Keeping, Business Roles.  

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

• Weekly refection diary/sheet. 

• Reflection of the process of running a mini company through the production of company 

report and PowerPoint presentation. 

• Student surveys on subject (Expectations at the beginning, evaluation at the end) 

• Uptake of business subjects for Leaving Certificate. 

• Success at a competitive level e.g.   Student Enterprise Awards. 

• Teacher surveys at end of year. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

• Working as part of a team, students will be encouraged to support each other irrespective 
of abilities. 

• Within the mini-company classroom there is the ability to incorporate flexible-pace 

learning, collaborative learning, digital resources, verbal support and ongoing assessment 

to cater for abilities. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Microsoft Office Specialist 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

2 class per week, usually 1 double for the whole year 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 

Resources 
 
 

Success 
Criteria 
 

Assessment 
 
 

The Microsoft Office Specialist Certification can help students get top-level Microsoft Office skills 
in the key applications such as Word, Excel and PowerPoint.  
 
This course aims to give students the responsibility for their own self-directed learning as they can 
work at their own pace while completing tasks. This self-directed learning can continue at home if 
students have access to a laptop/desktop computer.  
As each application (Word/PowerPoint/Excel) has approximately 150 hours of instruction, the 
main aim for students is to certify in PowerPoint and Word. If time allows students can also certify 
in any of the other office applications (Excel/Outlook). 
 
The skills students learn in this course can permeate across the entire school curriculum in TY and 
will assist students in completing other projects. These skills will stay with the students well into 
the Leaving Certificate, University and future employment.  
 
As Microsoft Office is widely used in businesses across all industries and it is an essential skillset to 
have if students are looking to work in any office environment, being able to demonstrate a high 
level of Microsoft Office skills will help our students to stand out to employers. Certification in 
MOS is also recognised globally. 
 

PowerPoint: Certification requires individuals to demonstrate their ability to create and manage 
presentations, insert and format shapes and slides, create slide content, apply transitions and 
animations and manage multiple presentations. 
Word: Certification requires individuals to demonstrate their ability to perform a number of Word 
tasks, such as creating and managing documents, formatting text, paragraphs and sections, 
creating tables and lists, applying references and inserting and formatting objects. 
If time allows students may get to study either Excel or Outlook 
Excel:  Certification candidates will demonstrate the fundamentals of creating and managing 
worksheets and workbooks, creating cells and ranges, creating tables, applying formulas and 
functions and creating charts and objects. 
Outlook: Candidates will expand and prove technical skills by demonstrating how to customize the 
Outlook user interface format message content, create or insert graphic elements, and send and 
respond to emails.  
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PowerPoint: 

• Manage presentations 

• Manage Slides 

• Insert and Format Text, 
Shapes, and Images 

• Insert Tables, Charts, 
SmartArt, 3D Models, and 
Media 

• Apply Transitions and 
Animations 

 
Word: 

• Manage Documents 

• Insert and Format Text, 
Paragraphs, and Sections 

• Manage Tables and Lists 

• Create and Manage 
References 

• Insert and Format Graphic 
elements 

• Manage Document 
Collaboration 
 
If time allows 
 

Excel: 

• Manage Worksheets and 
Workbooks 

• Manage Data Cells and 
Ranges 

• Manage Tables and 
Table Data 

• Perform Operations by 
using Formulas and 
Functions 

• Manage Charts 
Outlook: 

• Manage Outlook 
Settings and Processes 

• Manage Messages 

• Manage Schedules 

• Manage Contacts and 
Tasks 

 
This is a self-
guided course, 
where 
students can 
work at their 
own pace 
learning all the 
different 
intentions by 
completing 
projects. 
These projects 
depict real-
world 
functionality 
with project 
and standards-
based 
outcome 
testing. There 
is 
approximately 
150 hours of 
instruction 
and hands-on 
experience 
with each of 
the office 
applications. 
 
 
 

 
Use of a 
computer room. 
 
Gmetrix 
software for 
training in. 
 
Compass 
software for 
completing 
MOS 
certification test 
in. 

 
Practicing in 
Gmetrix 
(training 
software) and 
doing practice 
tests without 
help. 
 
Achieving 70% 
or higher in the 
MOS test to 
gain 
certification 

 
In Gmetrix, each 
session has 7 
projects and 
each project has 
5 tasks. At the 
end of each task 
the programme 
will tell the 
students if they 
passed or not. If 
they didn’t, they 
get to retry and 
are given hints 
for how to carry 
out the tasks. 
 
Once students 
are capable of 
passing in 
Gmetrix they can 
then sit the test 
in Compass to 
receive their 
globally 
recognised 
Certification as a 
Microsoft 
specialist in 
PowerPoint or 
Word.  
If time allows 
students can 
complete tests 
in Excel/ Outlook 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

MOS training will help students in all of their subjects that require the use of Microsoft word or 
PowerPoint to complete work.  

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 
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MOS is a very challenging course and requires students to be disciplined to progress as it is 
designed as a self-guided course. This benefits students as they can work at their own pace and 
teachers are always there to lend a hand or to encourage students.  
 
Gmetrix gives detailed reports of students’ progress and the number of projects and tasks that 
they have completed training in, which can help teachers to identify those who are struggling. 
Deadlines for tasks are set for students so that they are ready to sit their first certification exam 
between October and December, this is usually in PowerPoint. 
 
Once students have passed the exam in PowerPoint they can move onto Word, Excel & Outlook. 
Students can complete an unlimited number of exams, but they must achieve 70% or higher to 
receive certification. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

We constantly encourage and support students with learning difficulties.  We strive to ensure 
that all students enjoy, and gain from, their study of PowerPoint and Word, regardless of ability.  
We are aware of students with learning difficulties and those attending learning support. 
Gmetrix training software is on all the computers in the learning support classrooms and 
students are encouraged to spend more time practicing. MOS teachers regularly liaise with 
learning support teachers regarding individual students.  
Teachers also practice peer tutoring where-ever they deem it necessary.  
Some of the Differentiating strategies used are: 

• Questioning techniques  

• Classroom organisation and seating plan  

• The use of appropriate language and explanation 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Music 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole Year 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
Popular Music: 
Recognising genres. 
Understanding historical 
context. 
Creating links between 
genres. 
Film and Musicals: 
Understanding the 
connection between music 
and character 
development. 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
Class discussion. 
Pair work. 
Group work. 
Peer teaching. 
Group and solo 
rehearsal. 
Presentations. 
Use of technology 
as a tool for both 
teaching and 
learning. 

Resources 
 
 
 
iPad/Surface 
Go. 
Classroom 
instruments. 
GarageBand 
Music Lab 
YouTube 
Spotify 
 
 

Success 
Criteria 
 
 
Successful 
completion 
of the 
learner 
outcomes.  
 

Assessment 
 
 
 
Individual and 
group projects. 
Presentations. 
Performance. 
Playing 
adapted/composed 
music for the class.  
Continued 
evaluation of 
progress by 

• To provide a general education for all students, whether or not they proceed to further study 
or a career in music.  

• To encourage the development of musical creativity, sensitivity and potential through active 
involvement in performing, composing and listening to music.  

• To cultivate musicality and its expression.  

• To develop an informed interest in music and the enjoyment of music making.  

• To foster a spirit of musical enterprise.  

• To develop the critical and imaginative faculties.  

Students will be able to: 

• Recognise and define musical genres. 

• Consider how popular music is and always has been highly influenced by the culture of the 
time. 

• Perform music using instruments, body percussion and music technology. 

• Adapt certain aspects of songs such as lyrics, accompaniment, drumbeat, to change to 
overall feel of the music. 

• Recognise the connection between music and character development/storytelling through a 
study of film and musicals. 

• Compose a short soundtrack to a film using instruments, sound effects and music technology 

• Evaluate the impact technology has on how we create, share, and listen to music 
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Charting the development 
of the musical throughout 
history. 
Performance: 
Learn how to play the 
ukulele. 
Percussion using 
instruments, the body and 
other objects i.e. 
basketballs, desks and 
chairs etc. 
Music Technology: 
Learn how to compose, 
sequence and add effects 
using GarageBand, Music 
Lab and any other suitable 
apps/sites. 
Using this technology to 
‘remix’ well known songs 
or jingles. 

Collaboration with 
other 
departments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

teacher and 
student. 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Links to History, Science Art and Religion. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & Student evaluation  
Likert scale  
Evaluation wheel  

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Group work is often very adaptable – i.e. numbers in groups etc. 
Often students are given a choice in hoe to present their work – i.e. written project, presentation 
using PowerPoint etc. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Physical Education  
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole year, 3 classes a week  

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

 

 

We in the PE department of Loreto Wexford aim to:  
• Provide the opportunity for students to further develop personally, socially, and physically 
through participation in physical activities in a safe, challenging and enjoyable environment.  
• Reinforce and further develop the physical education knowledge, understanding, skills, and 
competencies acquired during the Junior Cycle PE Course.  
• Promote positive attitudes towards participation in physical activity and towards co-
operation with others during such participation.  
• Promote an appreciation of the benefits associated with fitness and general well-being in 
adult life.   
• Encourage pupils to participate fully in all forms of physical activity, and to develop those 
qualities which allow the individual to become a well-balanced person.   
• Nurture a sense of responsibility and develop an awareness and appreciation of expression 
within activity.   
• Allow students to learn and develop physical and social skills in a safe and enjoyable way.   
• Understand and implement the correct procedures for protest if it is justified and 
necessary.   
• Give students the confidence to join a club after school in a sport of their choice  

Critical and Creative Thinking: Participating in a process of planning, conducting and 
evaluation. Students will evaluate their own performance and the performance of others. 
They will learn to be innovative and creative in their planning.  
  
Communicating:  Students will communicate with and listen to other members of the 
group. They will give clear and accurate instructions to each other. Students will share 
ideas with other members of the class.  
  
Working with Others: Students will learn the dynamics of group work and how to work 
with others towards a common goal. They will recognise the importance of developing 
good relationships with their classmates.   
  
Being Personally Effective: Setting deadlines and targets; reflecting and evaluating 
personal performances, receiving and responding to feedback; learning to be more 
confident and assertive when presenting to a group and when working within a group  
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1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions.  
  

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies  

Resources  Success Criteria  Assessment  

Self Defence  
Students will be able to 
successfully and 
confidently defend 
themselves by participating 
in lessons with a self-
defence instructor.  

Teacher and 
Student 
Demonstration.   
Teacher Direct 
Instruction   
Questioning,   
Discussion,   
Working with 
others   
  

Access to a space 
suitable for a 
group of 24 at a 
time.  
Self Defence 
instructor 
Kick Bags  
Plastic Knives  
Gymnastic Mats   

At the end of the 6-
week block students 
will be able to 
perform a number 
of techniques in a 
self-defence 
aspect.  
  
  

Self-Assessment 
and Peer 
Assessment using 
iPads  
Instructor 
Questioning  
Instructor 
observation 
assessment  

Tag Rugby   
Students will be able to 
understand and participate 
in the game of tag rugby.   

Teacher and 
Student 
Demonstration.   
Teacher Direct 
Instruction   
Questioning,   
Discussion,   
Working with 
others   
Jigsaw Learning  
Use of ICT  
Peer teaching  

Ipads  
Projector  
Access to sports 
hall, astroturf and 
classrooms.  
Cones  
Whistles  
Rugby Balls   
Tackle Bags  
All different 
Physical Education 
Equipment   

Students will be 
able to pass a rugby 
ball, run with the 
ball and understand 
the rules.   
After participating 
in this 6-week block 
students will be 
able to participate 
in a rugby 
match/tournament 
against 
another/multiple 
other schools.   

 Participation in an 
event at the end of 
certain unit. e.g. 
Rugby match 
against another 
school.   
Outdoor adventure 
activity.   
Self-Assessment 
and Peer 
Assessment using 
iPads  
Teacher 
Questioning  
Teacher 
observation 
assessment  

Athletics  
Students will be able to 
understand and perform 
techniques of different 
athletics events   

• Sprint 100m 200m  

• 400m.  

• Middle Distance 800m 
1500m.  

• Hurdles Sprint and 
Long.  

• Throws Discus Javelin 
Shot Put.  

• Jumps Long Jump 
High   

Teacher and 
Student 
Demonstration.   
Teacher Direct 
Instruction   
Questioning,   
Discussion,   
Working with 
others   
Use of ICT  

Relay Batons  
  
Hurdles  
  
Javelins  
  
Shot Putts  
  
Cones   
  
  

Students will be 
able to participate 
in a number of the 
different events 
successfully.   
  
Students will also 
actively be involved 
in organising the 
school sports day 
for other students 
in the school.   

 Self-Assessment 
and Peer 
Assessment using 
iPads  
  
Teacher 
Questioning  
  
Teacher 
observation 
assessment  
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Net Games  
Students will be able to 
understand tactics and 
perform the skills needed 
to be successful in an 
activity linked with net 
games e.g. Spikeball, 
Tennis, Badminton, 
Volleyball.  
  
  
  

Teacher and 
Student 
Demonstration.   
Teacher Direct 
Instruction   
Questioning,   
Discussion,   
Working with 
others   
Use of ICT  
Jigsaw learning  

Nets   
Stands  
Cones  
Rackets  
Balls  
Task cards  
Whiteboard   
Projector   

Students will 
participate in an 
end of block 
tournament   
  
They will be able to 
answer a question 
sheet on rules and 
sportsmanship in 
relation to these 
games.   

Students will show 
skills and tactics 
they have learned 
throughout this 
tournament.   

Invasion Games  
Students will be able to 
understand tactics and 
perform the skills 
needed to be successful 
in an activity linked with 
invasion games e.g. 
GAA, Hockey, Soccer, 
Lacrosse.  

Teacher and 
Student 
Demonstration.   
Teacher Direct 
Instruction   
Questioning,   
Discussion,   
Working with 
others   
Use of ICT  
Jigsaw learning  
  

 Goals  
  
Nets  
  
Bibs  
  
White Board  
  
  

Students will 
participate in an 
end of block 
tournament   
They will be able 
to answer a 
question sheet 
on rules and 
sportsmanship in 
relation to these 
games.   

Students will 
show skills and 
tactics they have 
learned 
throughout this 
tournament.  

Youth Leadership 
Through Games  

This is a 
programme that 
we are looking 
to implement 
into our PE 
programme in 
the next 
academic year.  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

    

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Planned projects/activities linking subjects and modules e.g enterprise competitions linking Home 
Ec, Business, ICT etc 

PE-Science: There are numerous links between PE and Science. Teachers and Instructors 
continuously refer to different parts of the anatomy, different muscle groups, range of 
movements. Professionals also refer to heart rate, muscle structure and body 
composition.   
 PE-Home Economics: teachers link these 2 departments in relation to discussions around 
diet and nutrition for day to day activities and sporting activities.  
 PE-ICT: Students will use iPad to analyse skill and techniques of their peers as well as self-
assessment.   
 PE-Maths: Pupils will participate in activities where they will need to measure distances, 
calculate heart rate, running score boards for events, time races, time games.  
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1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & Student evaluation 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork, Group projects, Traffic lights, Higher order questioning etc 

Participation is viewed as a prerequisite to learning in the PE class.  
 All students with Special Needs are recorded in the department registers using 
information made available in the school’s Special Needs register.   
  Issues such as identification, staff concerns, I.E.P’s and the use of Teaching Assistants are 
all dealt with in accordance with the school policy.  
 Where required we may adapt, modify and change games/equipment to meet the needs 
of the students. Examples of this include larger balls, rackets instead of bats, audio or 
visual aids etc.   
 Partner assistance or allowing more frequent rest periods are also used.   
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 
1.1 Title of subject or module 

Guidance 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole year. Once a week. 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

1.5 Course Outline: 

To develop students’ ability to: 

• Communicate effectively/ develop interpersonal skills (face to face and online) 

• Be personally effective/ take responsibility for their lives/ learn life skills 

• Work well with others/ develop teamwork skills 

• Think creatively and critically/ make informed decisions/ manage career development 

• Process information 

• Become more digitally literate/ access & navigate the online resources available to them 

• Make educational choices in line with career aspirations 

• Understand the world of work and life roles 
 

Students will be able to: 

• Explore the education requirements for further study and career interests. 

• Access information re further study/ employment/ training. 

• Organise career related information and rank resources in terms of usefulness, accuracy 
and reliability. 

• Explore differences between career areas and requirements (including educational 
options) for working in different fields.  

• Explore different employment conditions. i.e. part- time, full- time, volunteering, 
entrepreneurship. 

• Identify transferrable skills and identify career areas they apply to. 

• Demonstrate an ability to complete an application process (CV, cover letter and mock 
interview) 

• Prepare for work experience. 

• Demonstrate how educational options and achievements relate to life and work goals. 

• Choose subjects (and levels) in line with their own interests, abilities and aptitudes. 

• Explore subjects in terms of the knowledge and skills associated with different areas of 
study/ careers.  

• Build networks to promote career development and learning. 

• Demonstrate problem- solving strategies. 

• Explore volunteering for personal/ career development purposes. 

• Employ decision- making strategies to make decisions re subject choice/ level and future 
learning and employment opportunities. 
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Learning 
Intentions 
To understand 
the following 
topics: 
 
• National 

Framework 
of 
Qualifications 
(NFQ) 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
• CAO Points 

system 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Career 
Research and 
investigation- 
introduction 
to using 
REACH+  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Finding Work 
Experience 

 
 
 
 
 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
 
Use of PowerPoint 
presentations, videos, 
demonstration of how 
to use Reach+ app and 
websites, followed by 
students’ individual 
exploration depending 
on their interests, e.g. 
in subjects or career 
areas as appropriate 
to the topic. 
 
 
 

Resources 
 
PPT from 
Classroom 
Guidance, 
Reach+ video, 
Poster from QQI 
 
 
 
 
PPT from Reach+ 
and video. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Career Explorer 
and Course 
finder facilities/ 
apps on Reach+  
 
 
 
 
 
 
PPT on 
Classroom 
Guidance 
 
 
 
 
Online 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using Reach+ 
Subject for 
Leaving Cert app.  

Success Criteria 
 
 
Students can 
identify the 
various options 
available to 
them post-
leaving cert and 
where they lie 
on NFQ. 
Students are 
able to calculate 
the CAO points 
that they aim to 
achieve and 
how they relate 
to courses they 
are interested 
in. 
 
 
Students can 
individually 
conduct their 
own research 
on a career area 
of interest to 
them. 
 
Students find 
work placement 
 
Students are 
confident in 
researching 
individual 
college 
websites. 
 
 
 
Students make 
informed 
subject choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Assessment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A career 
investigation is 
conducted as a 
project on Reach+ 
app. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Websites are 
required by 
students to 
complete career 
investigation 
assignment. 
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• Individual 
college 
websites 
 

 
 

• Subject 
Choice for 
the Leaving 
Cert 

 
 
• CV & Mock 

Interview 
Preparation 

 
 

• Work 
Experience 
Preparation 

 
 

 
• Review of 

Work 
Experience  

 
 

• Career 
Investigation 
Project  

 

Subject Choice 
Fair with 
Students’ 
Council. 
Teachers’ own 
PPTs. 
IGC’s Directory of 
Minimum Entry 
Requirements.  
 
 
CV Builder on 
Reach+. PPT on 
Classroom 
Guidance  
 
 
 
PPT Classroom 
Guidance  
 
 
 
 
On Reach+  
 
 
 
Reach+ 

 
 
Students 
prepare CV. 
 
 
 
Students are 
equipped with 
skills required 
for work 
experience. 
 
 
 
Students can 
reflect and 
learn from their 
experience. 
 
Culmination of 
skills learned 
throughout the 
year to research 
a career area of 
interest to 
student and to 
understand the 
career path to 
take. 

 
Students’ 
selection of 
subjects for 5th 
year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Submitting CV 
and attending 
mock interview  
 
 
Students work 
experience is 
evaluated. 
 
 
 
 
Diary and 
reflection of 
experience on 
Reach+ 
 
 
Project submitted 
on Reach+ 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Importance of Modern Foreign Languages, not just as a minimum entry requirement but as an 
advantage in relation to employability. Visit from Languages Connect/ PPLI if possible. 
 
Importance of Science subjects as a minimum entry requirement for certain careers. Visit from 
Smart Futures to show the importance of the STEM carers as a possible career path if possible. 
 
Use of CAT4 testing with Learning Support Department to identify changing needs of students.  

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & 
Student evaluation 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           
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Working on individual research and assignments, students will be encouraged work within their 
own abilities, striving for their personal best.   

Within the Guidance classroom there is the opportunity to incorporate flexible-pace learning, 
collaborative learning where students share similar interests, digital resources, verbal support and 
ongoing assessment to cater for abilities.  

2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

RE 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Year long 
 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.4 Course Outline: 

RE in Transition Year is largely experiential based learning. The following topics are covered:  
Morality: Students discuss principles concerning the distinction between right and wrong or good 
and bad behaviour. They read case studies and look at one moral issue in detail.  

Justice: Students study fairness, equity, integrity and  honesty. They study one justice issue in 
detail.  
Students engage in class discussion, project work, film studies and reflection as they study these 
topics.  
Students also have many opportunities to engage in meditation and discuss wellbeing and 
spirituality.  

 

Learning Intentions 
 
To develop research 
and critical analysis 
skills. 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
Project work 

Resources 
 
 
 

Success Criteria 
 
 
Students 
complete 

Assessment 
 
 
 

• To foster awareness that the human search for meaning is common to all peoples of all ages 
and at all times. 

• To explore how this search for meaning has found, and continues to find, expression in 
religion. 

• To identify how understandings of God, religious traditions, and in particular the Christian 
tradition, have contributed to the culture in which we live, and how they continue to have an 
impact on personal lifestyle, inter-personal relationships, and relationships between 
individuals and their communities and contexts. 

• To appreciate the richness of religious traditions and to acknowledge the non-religious 
interpretation of life. 

• To contribute to the spiritual and moral development of the student. 

RE in Transition Year is largely experiential based learning. Students will define and understand 
key concepts such as morality and justice. 

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/fairness
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/equity
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/integrity
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/honesty
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To develop group 
work skills. 
To develop an 
understanding of 
one’s own culture 
and identity.  

Group work 
Class discussion 
Film study 
Meditation.  

 

Short film clips 
on rte.ie and 
biography.com 

reflections and 
project work 

Projects are 
presented and 
graded.  

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Link in with IT while completing projects.  
 
Link in with Learning Support Department while completing projects for extra help/ Team 
Teaching.   
 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & Student evaluation 
Teamwork, Group projects, Traffic lights, Higher order questioning etc 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Science 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

3 Class periods per week, I double and 1 single for the whole year 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
Biology 

• Animal and 
plant 
physiology 

• Food 

• Genetics 
Chemistry 

• Exploring 
the atom 

• Chemical 
bonding 

• Chemical 
reactions 

Physics  

• Heat 

• Light 

• Mechanics 
Environmental 
Science 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
 

• Group work 

• Discussion and 
debate 

• Project work and 
research 

• Practical 
experimental work 

• Visiting speakers 

•  Field trips   
 
 

Resources  

• Power-points 

• Whiteboard 

• Data 

Projector 

• Noticeboards 

• Wall-charts 

• Student 

posters  

• Videos 

• Ipads, mini 
tablets and 
surface go’s 
 

• Sensors and 
data loggers 
 

 

Success Criteria  
 

  
  
Students achieve 
the learning 
outcomes by: 
Meeting deadlines 
Developing an 
understanding of 
the topic 
Applying 
knowledge 

 
 
 

Assessment 
 
 

• Homework 
exercises 

• Classroom 
questioning 

• Assessment for 
learning 
Techniques 

• Class tests 

• Laboratory 
write-ups 

• Project work, 
 

 
 

 

Transition Year Science is a one-year programme that is designed to act as a bridge between the 
Junior Certificate and Leaving Certificate programmes. The four areas studied are Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics and Environmental Science and students are afforded the opportunity to 
engage in all subject areas. It is hoped that Students should then be able to make informed 
decisions regarding their subject choices with respect to the Science subjects at Leaving Certificate 
level. 

Students should be able to: 

• Build on Junior Certificate Science 

• Explore the links between science and society 

• Further develop laboratory skills and reporting of practical work 

• Develop IT and presentation skills 

• Improve on problem solving techniques 
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1.6 Cross-curricular links 

TY Science links in with Geography as the annual field trip is run each year in conjunction with the 
Geography department, it explores habitat studies and conservation. 
Home Economics complements the learning in areas relating to nutrition and the benefits of a 
healthy diet, micro-organisms and human physiology. 
IT/Computer technology is of enormous benefit in TY Science as students consistently use IT in the 
areas of Scientific research and presentation of projects via power-point. 
Mathematics and the strong foundation of mathematical concepts is of great importance for 
Science students within the physics component of the TY programme and especially in relation to 
measurement, graphs and statistics.  

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

There is no state examination at the end of Transition Year.  Student Assessment is usually carried 
out on an ongoing basis and can include school-based assessment of projects or portfolios, oral, 
practical and written activities. 
Subject teachers continually liaise with each other throughout the year in formal subject 
department meetings but also informally on a weekly basis to discuss ideas and also to relate any 
specific student concerns. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

We constantly encourage and support students with learning difficulties.  We strive to ensure that 
all students enjoy, and gain from, their study of science, regardless of ability.  We are aware of 
students with learning difficulties and those attending learning support.  Learning support 
teachers and science teachers liaise frequently regarding individual students. Teachers also 
practice peer tutoring where-ever they deem it necessary.  

Some of the Differentiating strategies used are: 

• Questioning techniques  

• Classroom organisation and seating plan  

• Adapted resources and homework exercises   

• The use of appropriate language and explanation 

• Giving greater student choice.  
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Spanish 

 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole year, 3 classes per week 

• To review and reinforce key topics and structures learnt in Junior Cycle  

• To bridge the gap between Junior and Senior Cycle due to the impact of Covid on students 

learning   

• To heighten cultural awareness and increase knowledge of the many Hispanic speaking 

countries by comparing the similarities between Ireland and Spain/ Hispanic speaking 

countries  

• To develop and practice communicative expression  

• To facilitate independent research and to prepare presentations 

• To enhance the student’s passion for the language. 

 

1.3 Aims 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

(Students will be able to define/ identify/ list/ outline/ distinguish/ experience/ express/ 

explain etc) 

•  Prepare a project on Spanish speaking countries and culture from the following topics 

fashion, festivals, cuisine, produce, sports, social problems, industry, geography, history and 

travel… 

• Practice oral expressions for real life situations and classroom interactions 

• Develop listening, reading and writing skills with the support of Spanish films/tv shows and 

music 

• Expand independent thinking and learning through project work and peer evaluation 

• Improve group work cooperation 

• Identify and implement language structures and patterns 

• Study at least one Spanish film, followed by class discussion and project work 

• Discover Hispanic artists and music 
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1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 

Intentions 

 

Teaching& 

Learning 

methodologies 

 

 

Resources Success 

Criteria 

 

Assessment 

 

Las vacaciones  

Discuss what 

you did during 

hols 

 

 

Independent 

work 

Classroom 

discussion 

Group work 

Pair work 

Aprendemos 2 

Comic strip 

Youtube 

liveworksheets 

 

Use of 

indefinido  

 

To be agreed 

upon with 

students 

Draw/ create 

a comic strip 

about your 

holidays 

 

 

Un cuento de 

hadas 

Introduce the 

preterito 

imperfecto talk 

about what 

you used to do 

and describe 

past events 

 

Researching 

and writing 

Independent 

work 

Pair work 

Use of IT 

 

Fairytales 

Linguascope 

Authentic 

materials 

Aprendemos 2 

Kahoot 

LanguageGym 

 

Use of 

indefinido and 

imperfecto 

  

To be agreed 

upon with 

students  

 

 

Rewrite a 

fairy tale 

 

Soy Profe 

Zoo animals 

Body parts  

Doler 

Present 

Future 

Being 

ill/ailments 

Chemist vocab 

Adverbs 

 

 

Inverted class 

 

Students are 

assigned a topic 

to plan a lesson 

around and 

teach it to their 

peers 

 

Use of IT eg 

Powerpoint 

Researching 

and presenting 

Group work 

Powerpoint 

Multimedia 

room 

Aprendemos 2 

Worksheets 

LanguageGym 

Lesson must 

have an 

interactive 

element for 

peers to 

complete  

 

To be agreed 

upon with 

students 

 

 

Teaching 

assigned 

topic to 

fellow 

classmates 

 

 

Peer and self 

assesment 

survey 

 

 

Healthy living 

advice 

Conditional 

tense 

Researching 

and designing 

Independent 

work 

Poster 

Multimedia 

room 

Aprendemos 2 

Use the 

conditional, 

  

Create a 

poster giving 

health living 

advice 
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Healthy living 

advice 

 

Group work LanguageGym 

 

To be agreed 

upon with 

students 

 

 

La comida 

Research 

Spanish food/ 

tapas 

 

Use of IT 

Group work 

Pair work 

Cooking 

Researching  

 

Authentic 

materials 

Linguascope 

Liveworksheets 

Authentic 

materials 

Dictionary 

Handheld 

device 

Cookbook 

 

To be agreed 

upon with 

students 

 

Write a 

recipe for a 

typical 

Spanish dish 

to create a 

Spanish 

cookbook 

 

Vamos de 

fiesta 

invitations 

demonstrative

s 

 

Independent 

work 

Pair work 

Group work  

Use of IT 

Microsoft 

word/poster 

Aprendemos 2 

Linguascope 

LanguageGym 

 

To be agreed 

upon with 

students 

 

Design an 

invitation to 

a party 

 

 

Yo en 2041 

Professions 

Pocket money 

 

Researching 

and presenting 

Independent 

work 

Use of IT 

Listening 

Aprendemos 2 

Powerpoint 

Multimedia 

room 

Linguascope 

Liveworksheets 

Kahoot 

 

Use the 

conditional 

and futur 

tenses  

 

To be agreed 

upon with 

students 

 

Presentation 

Me in 2041 

 

De viaje 

Traveling 

buying/bookin

g  tickets 

Hotel facilities 

Negatives 

 

Researching 

and presenting 

Listening 

Use of IT 

Group work 

Classroom 

discussion 

Roleplay  

Aprendemos 2 

Authentic 

materials 

Youtube  

Multimedia 

room 

Handheld 

device 

Linguascope 

Dictionary  

 

Use the 

conditonal  

 

To be agreed 

upon with 

students 

 

Book and 

present  a 

virtual trip 

 

Create a 

phrase book 
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1.6 Cross-curricular links 

 

Planned projects/activities linking cooking, music and art 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

• Student reflections at end of topic.  

• Peer-evaluation of assessments involving oral presentations/PowerPoint presentations/ 

posters, etc. Student survey at Christmas and end of year. Christmas and end-of year report 

Parent teacher meeting Teacher self-evaluation 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

• Teamwork Group projects  

• Traffic lights Higher and lower order questioning 

•  Differentiation by outcome  

• Roleplay with mix of abilities  

• Exit slips or equivalent  

• Provision of extra work/ resources 

•  Differentiated expectations on exercises, worksheets, number of tasks to be completed, etc. 
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Appendix 2  Whole year choice subject/ subject sampling plans 
 

 

2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Astrophysics 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole year 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 

Resources Success Criteria Assessment 

COSMOLOGY 
Students examine The Big Bang 
Theory: 
 
Conditions after the Big Bang 
Evidence for the Big Bang  

 
Direct instruction 
& 
Demonstration 
 

 
Recordings 
 
Apparatus 
 
Audio/video 

 
Students will be able to 
outline the theory and 
provide evidence for it. 

 
Student 
presentations 

Students examine Matter from 
Energy 
Energy Mass Conversions 
Energy from Matter calculations 

 
Direct instruction 
& 
Problem solving 

 Students will use 
Einstein’s formula to 
calculate energy 
produced from matter in 
reactions 

Calculations 

Students consider Gravitation: 
Einstein & Hawking 
The role of gravity in the universe  

 
Direct Instruction 
& 
Demonstration 

 
Audio/video 
 
 

Students will describe 
processes in the 
universe that are 
dependent on the force 
of gravity 

 
Report 

Students examine Stars: 
 
Formation and types 
Life cycles  
 

 
Research 

 
Multiple ICT 

Students will be able to 
describe the formation 
and life cycles of stars 
and list the types of 
stars and their 
properties. 

Student 
presentation 

• Develop an appreciation of the universe beyond earth, its origins and our place within it. 

• Encourage students to use evidence and analysis to understand of the nature of the universe 
and to enable them to challenge ideas and misconceptions not supported by evidence.  

• Development of mathematical, analytical and problem-solving skills.  

• Students will be able to outline scientific theory relating to the origins of the universe, the 
bodies within it and to identify the evidence for it.  

• Students will be able of identify a number of celestial bodies including planets, constellations, 
galaxies, nebulae and other transient objects such as meteors and comets. 

• Students will be able to use scientific laws and mathematical skills to study the mechanics of 
celestial bodies. They will also use them to analyse popular portrayals and misconceptions. 
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Students consider Nuclear Fusion: 
 
Role in stars 
Formation of heavier elements 
Calculation of energy 
 

 
Direct Instruction 
& 
Problem solving 

 
Multiple ICT 

Students will be able to 
describe how heavier 
atoms were formed. 
They will be able to 
calculate energy 
released in nuclear 
reactions. 

 
 
Calculations 

ASTRONOMY 
Magnetism 
 
Magnetic Fields 
Aurora 

 
Practical Investigation 
 

 
Appropriate science 
equipment 
 
Video 

 
Students will be able to 
find North in a number 
of different ways. 

 
Practical 

 

Navigating the Night Sky 
 
Star maps & 
Constellation identification 
 

 
Direct Instruction 
& 
Project work 
 

 
Photos 
Maps 
Software 

 
Students will be able to 
identify a number of 
constellations 

 
Identification 
from star map 

Telescopes 
 
Arranging Lenses and ray diagrams 
 
Jupiter & Saturn 

 
Practical investigation 
& 
Ray drawing 
 
 

 
Lenses 
 

 
Students will describe 
the basic structure of 
one type of telescope 

Drawing ray 
diagrams and 
arranging as a 
telescope 
diagram 

The Solar System: 
 
Planet formation 
The Planets 
The moon 
Misconceptions & Conspiracy 
Theories  
Effects on the body / health 
Accuracy in film 
Asteroids, Comets & Earth Impacts 
 

 
Direct Instruction 
& 
Class Discussion 
& 
Project work 

 
Audio/video 
 
Books / Articles 
 
 

Students will be able to 
describe the mechanism 
for planet formation 
Students will describe 
basic composition and 
conditions on the 
planets 
Students will be able to 
provide evidence to 
challenge one physics 
misconceptions 
Students will identify 
biological hazards of 
space travel 
Students will account for 
an extinction event 

 
Student 
presentation 
 
 
Student 
presentation 
 
Student 
research task 

ASTRODYNAMICS 
Students examine Orbits: 
 
Newtons’ Laws  
Newton’s Law of Gravitation 
Planetary, lunar & satellite orbits 
Artificial Gravity 
Accuracy in film 
 

 
Direct Instruction 
& 
Problem solving 

 
Range of scientific 
equipment 
 
 
Audio / Video 

Students will be able to 
calculate the speed and 
period of satellite 
motion 
Students will be able to 
describe how artificial 
gravity can be 
generated. 

Problem 
solving / 
calculations 
 
Example from 
film and 
calculation of 
plausibility 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Physics: Gravity, forces, calculations, problem solving, graphing 
Maths: Problem solving involving algebra, geometry and data analysis. 
Biology: Physiological effects of space 
IT: Using a range of resources for research, analysis and presentation 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & Student self-evaluation 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           
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Teamwork and group work will be widely employed and questioning, and explanations will be 
given using appropriate language.  
Learning support teachers and science teachers will liaise regarding individual student needs.   
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Design & Communication Graphics (DCG) 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole year (2 x single periods a week) 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

• To help students understand the importance of communicating information 
graphically.  

• To encourage the development of the cognitive and practical manipulative skills 
associated with graphicacy.   

• To stimulate the creative imagination by encouraging pupils to reason in two and 
three-dimensions and by applying these abilities to the solution of graphical and 
spatial problems of an abstract and practical nature.  

• To sharpen the student’s visual perception of their environment and its elements and 
encourage the exercising of aesthetic value judgements.   

• To develop basic competency in computer graphics in the context of graphical 
problem- solving and computer aided design.   

• To encourage the development of logical and progressive reasoning and 
enquiry/investigative skills, and the ability to spatialise and visualise two- and three-
dimensional configurations and their elements in the solution of graphical 
problems.   

• Use graphics in the development of ideas and in the communication of information.   

• Interpret drawings and diagrams including freehand sketches, plans, numerical data 
(expressed graphically), flow charts and formal working drawings.   

• Solve two and three-dimensional space problems graphically using appropriate 
geometries and their underlying principles and theorems.   

• Demonstrate dexterity in the use of drawing instruments, templates etc. as reflected 
in neatness and accuracy. 

• Display an understanding of the projection systems associated with descriptive 
geometry.   

• Select appropriate methods of graphic representation in expressing spatial ideas and 
concepts.   

• Show a basic understanding of input, processing and output systems associated with 
computers.  

• Produce neat and accurate drawings according to recognised standards, conventions 
and illustration techniques.   

• Produce freehand drawings in two and three-dimensions as graphical communication 
and as an aid to spatial reasoning and refinement.   

• Recognise the importance of graphics in the process of designing and produce 
graphical solutions to appropriate design problems.   
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1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
 

Resources Success Criteria 
 
 

Assessment 

They develop a 
competent ability 
to draw basic 
constructions 
accurately.  
Students will 
demonstrate 
dexterity in the 
use of drawing 
instruments.  

Teacher 
demonstration.  
Students actively 
practicing it through 
drawing board 
exercises.  

Drawing board 
equipment.  
Visualiser 

Demonstration 
of adequate 
skills.  
Appearance of 
finished 
drawings.  

Attendance 
record.  
Grading on tasks. 
Peer assessment 
on using 
equipment 
effectively. 

Students will be 
able to use 
graphics in the 
development of 
ideas in 
designing.  
 

Teacher 
demonstration.  
Students actively 
practicing it through 
drawing exercises. 
Students working in 
pairs helping each 
other.  
Group work.  

Drawing board 
equipment.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
YouTube videos. 

Presentation of 
portfolio work.  
Demonstration 
of design skills 
using graphics.  

Weekly grading of 
student portfolio 
work.  
 

Students will 
learn to produce 
freehand 
drawings in two 
and three-
dimensions as 
graphical 
communication.  
 

Students actively 
practicing freehand 
work.  
Teacher 
demonstration.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Loop videos.  
 

Visualiser 
demonstrations. 
YouTube videos. 
Drawing board 
equipment.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
 

Appearance of 
finished 
drawings.  
Students 
graphical 
posters.  

Production of 
student’s posters.  
 
Students will peer 
assess and self-
evaluate their 
own 
development.  
 

Students will 
understand the 
projection 
systems 
associated with 
descriptive 
geometry.   
 

Teacher 
demonstration. 
Students using a 
planes board and 3d 
models to help 
understand the 
concept.  
Students actively 
practicing it through 
drawing board 
exercises. 

Planes board & 
3d models. 
Drawing board 
equipment.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
YouTube videos. 

Appearance of 
3d models in 
their correct 
place on a 
planes board.  
Demonstration 
of ability to 
visualise in 3d 
but solve in 2d.  
 

Students will 
draw conclusions 
from their own 
practicing of using 
a planes board 
and 3d models.  
Peer assessment 
in pairs while 
doing exercises.  
 

Students will 
learn the 
importance of 
making 3d 
solutions in card 
or other 

Students actively 
making 3d prototype 
models from card and 
or other materials.  

Arts & crafts 
supply of 
materials.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  

Presentation of 
3d models to 
the class. 
Demonstration 
of making skills 

Peer assessment 
with reflection of 
the task.  
Teacher will 
assess the work 
on a weekly basis.  

• Use shade and colour with discretion and model appropriate solutions in card or 
other materials.   
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materials as 
prototypes to aid 
the development 
of designs.   
 

Students working in 
pairs helping each 
other.  
Group work. 
Teacher 
demonstration.  
Evaluation & 
reflection.  

Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
YouTube videos. 

and assembly 
skills.     
 

Students will 
learn the basic 
understanding of 
input, processing 
and output 
systems 
associated with 
computers.  
 

Teacher 
demonstration.  
Students actively 
using the software to 
understand the 
systems.  
 

PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Solidworks. 
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
 

Demonstration 
of adherence to 
the brief 
Presentation.  
 

Support from 
teacher on task.  
Oral feedback 
from peers.  
Students will 
draw conclusions 
from the 
feedback that 
they get to 
choose a project 
suitable to their 
abilities.  

Students will be 
able to model, in 
2 and 3d, graphic 
design problems 
and solutions 
using CAD. 

Teacher instruction.  
Group work.  
Active student 
participation.  
Evaluation & 
reflection.  

Solidworks. 
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
 

Demonstration 
of adherence to 
the brief 
Presentation.  
 

Students will 
complete a 
research brief 
including advance 
preparation, 
research and 
organisation, 
implementation 
and evaluation of 
the assignment. 
  
Students will fill 

out an evaluation 

form at the end of 

the module to 

help establish its 

SWOT.  

Project will be 
assessed at the 
end of the 
module. (50%) 
and 50% for the 
drawing’s 
portfolio 
throughout the 
year.  

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

 
ICT- using CAD software to build up their IT skills which would be beneficial for their own lifelong 
learning as well as helpful for any design tasks in Art, Business, Enterprise or even Geography.  
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IT- using animated PowerPoints and google sketch up to enhance portfolio work in design tasks. 
These new skills are extremely useful in any project or portfolio work for any subject.  
 
Sketching & Technical drafting- student’s attention to detail skills will be enhanced greatly and are 
useful skills for design portfolio work in other subjects like Art, Geography and Home Economics.  
 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation- Teacher evaluates how effectively the learning intentions were achieved 

when he completes each term of the module.  

At the end of the year the Department will meet, discuss the initial plan, review the evaluation 

forms and make amendments that they feel are necessary having reflected on everyone’s 

evaluation.  

Student evaluation- students carry out an evaluation of their project work as well as an evaluation 
of the module so that the module can change and improve year on year.  
 Peer evaluation- students judge the performance of their peers during project and portfolio work. 
Peer assessment helps the students to improve by supporting one another.  
 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Flexible pace learning- Lessons are paced at a level that allows weaker students enough time to 
understand the essential elements. Extra work can then be allocated to those who find the work 
easier.    
Teamwork- This skill helps learners develop good relationships and to appreciate the value of 
cooperating to reach both collective and personal goals. Students also learn to value the input and 
opinion of others.   
 Peer teaching- students work in pairs on project work where they can help one another and learn 
from one another. Students tend to work more productively when helping one another doing 
project work.  
Lower order questioning/ Higher order questioning- Vary questioning techniques. Ask higher and 
lower ordered questions allowing the appropriate wait time for an answer.     
Individual work- students get an ample opportunity to work at their own pace building on their 
own drawing portfolio.  
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Music Performance 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole Year 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
 
Acapella singing: 
Practicing singing 
unaccompanied as a full 
class. 
Musicals: 
Preparing either scenes 
from a musical, or an 
entire short musical as a 
class group. 
Composition: 
Working in groups to 
compose a song or 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
 
Class discussion. 
Class performance 
Pair work. 
Group work. 
Group 
performance. 
Peer teaching. 
Group and solo 
rehearsal. 
Use of technology 
as a tool for both 

Resources 
 
 
 
iPad/Surface 
Go. 
Classroom 
instruments. 
GarageBand 
Music Lab 
YouTube 
Spotify 
Basic art 
supplies. 
Basketballs. 
 

Success 
Criteria 
 
 
 
Successful 
completion 
of the 
learner 
outcomes.  
 

Assessment 
 
 
 
Participation in 
class 
performances. 
Presentation of 
group 
compositions. 
Continued 
evaluation of 
progress by 
teacher and 
student. 

To provide a general education for all students, whether or not they proceed to further study or a 
career in music.  
To encourage the development of musical creativity, sensitivity and potential through active 
involvement in performing, composing and listening to music.  
To cultivate musicality and its expression.  
To develop an informed interest in music and the enjoyment of music making.  
To foster a spirit of musical enterprise.  
To develop the critical and imaginative faculties.  

Students will be able to: 
Prepare rehearse a variety of live performances. 
Understand the complexities of staging a performance combining a variety of disciplines. 
Explore the musicality of non-musical items. 
Experiment combining music technology with organic music. 
Create short pieces of music working in small groups. 
Choose music and other materials that is suitable for a variety of situations, both real and 
fictional. 
Understand the strong links between music and poetry, dance, and other art forms where 
possible. 
Create backing tacks/accompaniments for a variety of performances. 
Understand the joy and merit of performing for no reason other than self-expression. 
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instrumental piece based 
on a stimulus. 
Music Technology: 
Learn how to use music 
technology to enhance 
performances both directly 
and indirectly.  
Percussion performances: 
Prepare several percussion 
performances using both 
instruments and real-world 
objects. 
Student’s Choice: 
Students in the class will 
be given the opportunity 
to suggest their own ideas 
for performances. 

teaching and 
learning. 
Collaboration with 
other 
departments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Links to P.E., Art, Languages, Religion, Photography and Videography. 
 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & Student evaluation  
Likert scale  
Evaluation wheel  

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

This subject is offered as part of a choice. Students of all musical abilities are welcome but 
participation by all is vital.  
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Photography & Videography Class 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole year, two classes per week 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 
 
1.Learning to 
create a short 
movie 
2.Learning to 
critically 
analyse 
photographs 
and short 
movies 
3.Learning to 
improve their 
photographic 
and 
videography 
skills 

 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
1.Group work 
 
2.Individual work 
 
3.ICT 
 
4.Think, pair and 
share 
 
5. Class discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources 
 
1.iPads 
 
2.Students’ 
phones 
 
3.School 
camera 
4.Computers 
 
5.Free basic 
software 
packages  
 
6.YouTube 
 
7.Fresh Film 
Festival  
 

Success 
Criteria 
 
1.Can identify 
photographic 
and 
videography 
techniques 
 
2.Can create 
short movies 
 
3.Improved 
photographic 
technique 

 

Assessment 
 
1.Fresh Film 
Festival 
 
2.Photograph 
competition 
 
3.Short movie 
competition 
 
4.Regular 
video/photography 
tasks 
 
5.Peer assessment 
 
6.Self-assessment 
 
7.Class discussion 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

From DES guidelines. Other aims related to subject/module 
1. To foster a love of photography and videography 
2. To critically analyse movies and photographs 
3. To develop and improve the skills of photography and videography  
4. To improve videography skills and be able to create short movies 
5. To develop script writing skills  

(Students will be able to define/ identify/ list/ outline/ distinguish/ experience/ express/ explain 
etc) 

1. Students will be able to express themselves creatively through video and photography 
2. Students will be able to identify the techniques that photographers/videographers use  
3. Students will be able to distinguish between a good and average photograph/short movie 
4. Students will be able to write their own short movie script 
5. Students will be able to use basic video and photography software  
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English – script writing 
Art – Composition and creativity 
Music – Appropriate music choice for short movies 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & 
Student evaluation 
Judging at the Fresh Film Festival  
Student evaluation form. The feedback will be used to improve this module 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork is regularly used,  
Group projects 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Politics and Society 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

Whole year- 2 classes per week 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
 Strand 1 
 
In this strand students 
Introduced to different forms of 
government. 
Consider the role of local, national 
and international government. 
Consider power and decision making 
in school. 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
 

• Active learning 
methodologies to 
encourage 
students to take 
responsibility of 
their own 
learning. 

Resources 
 
 

 

• Film 

• Images 

• Cartoons 

• NGO 
Teaching 
Packs 

Success 
Criteria 
 

 
Clear 
understanding 
of all strands. 

 
Ability to 
present their 

Assessment 
 
Presentations 
 
Christmas 
Assessment 
 
Actions 
Projects 
 

• To encourage students to to become advocates for those who are marginalized.  

• To allow students to develop a critical voice. 

• To encourage students to become more active citizens at local and global level. 

• To involve students in actively researching, writing up and editing essays, debates and 

projects 

• To support students who want to explore global development issues that affect their lives 
at personal, community, national and international levels.  

• To engage students in analysis, reflection, and action for local and global citizenship, 
promoting a sense of solidarity with people living in poverty. 

• To provide experience in word processing and desktop publishing and general ICT skills, and 

linking these with Politics and Society. 

On completion of this unit students should be able to:  
• demonstrate knowledge of a range of global development issues  
• review different media/sources of information and be able to question the motives and validity 
behind different opinions  
• conduct research on a development issue of interest either individually or as part of a team  
• analyse and make sense of the findings  
• demonstrate effective communication and participation skills through teamwork, debating and 
presentations 
 • demonstrate attitudes of empathy and global solidarity  
• organise and participate in an action on an issue of concern  
• demonstrate appreciation for cultural diversity, respect for others and a commitment to fairness 
and justice. 
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Strand 2: Gender  
Distinguish between “sex” and 
“gender” and examine their own 
attitude to gender stereotyping 
Develop a school gender charter  
Conduct research on how gender 
affects their/others life choices and 
compare this with case studies of 
others 
 Examine the issue of violence 
against women by watching a short 
film about gender-based violence 
and in response create a poster on 
the issue 
 Learn about the reality of female 
genital mutilation through guided 
activities and debate the 
surrounding issues. 
 
Strand 3: Conflict 
Introduction to the concept of 
conflict be examining their personal 
experiences  
Examine causes of conflict such as 
global resources, ethnicity and 
religion  
Explore the links between conflict 
and famine, conflict and migration 
and conflict and 
 food insecurity  
Explore in some depth one post-
colonial conflict such as Rwanda 
 Review one of the films about the 
Rwandan genocide in order to 
understand the stages of genocide  
Research the direct and indirect 
impact of the arms industry on 
development  
Examine different approaches to 
conflict resolutions on a personal, 
community, national and global 
levels. 
 
Strand 4: Trade  
Examine what they had for breakfast 
and a typical weekly shopping basket 
to understand our dependency on 
global trade  
Debate “Why Do We Trade?” and 
discuss the rules related to trade by 
playing the ‘trading game’  
Research the concept of “Food 
Miles” by looking at 5 local products 
and 5 global products  
Research the “Fair-trade” mark and 
Fair-trade products available locally  
Conduct research on multinational 
companies and their logos  
Create an art or media project to 
highlight an issue in global trade  
 
Strand 5: Environmental Justice  

 

• Generate 
discussions 
through various 
prompts. 

 

• Use of 
drama/role-play 

 

• Student 
participation in 
discussion, 
debates, project 
work etc. 

 

• Students carry out 
surveys/interviews 
etc. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ICT research to 
the class in a 
clear and 
concise 
manner. 

 
Students 
should be 
able to 
demonstrate 
knowledge of 
global issues. 
 
Recognise the 
impact of 
various issues 
at a personal, 
local, national 
and 
international 
level. 
 

Portfolio 
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Watch the film ‘An Inconvenient 
Truth’ or a film/documentary on a 
similar theme and explore key ideas 
and concepts raised in the film 
relating to sustainability  
Investigate non-sustainable 
industries in Ireland and look for 
sustainable alternatives to these  
Recognise the necessity of scientific 
research to make positive change in 
the developing world by watching 
“My Big Idea”  
Examine the difference between 
sustainable development aid and 
emergency aid. 
 Are introduced to the carbon 
footprint and are encouraged to 
think of ways to reduce their carbon 
footprint  
Research a personal/class/school 
consumption pattern to analyse the 
impact each member of the 
community has on sustainability  
Devise an awareness 
campaign/petition/exhibition to 
promote sustainability in their 
lives/community. 

 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Learning will build on the experience of Junior Certificate studies in: C.S.P.E.; English and Media 
studies; Geography; Science; Business Studies. 
  
Learning will also build a good foundation for Leaving Certificate studies in English; Religion; 
Geography; Biology; Economics; Home Economics—Social and Scientific. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

1. Likert Scales can be compiled into a self-assessment tool.  
 
2. Evaluation Wheel is also a worthwhile tool for assessing how particular objectives were met 
and this activity can be done individually or as a group exercise. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork 
Group projects 
Higher order questioning  
Differentiated handouts/worksheets 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of Subject 
Technology 

 

1.2 Duration of Subject 

Whole Year 2 classes per week 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

• To create a learning environment in which students can revel in the significance of past, 
present and future technologies, while appreciating the impact of these on the economy, 
society and the environment.  

• To foster a developmental approach to creativity, design and communication. This will 
enable students to express their thoughts and ideas using a variety of media: tasks, graphics, 
text etc. and ultimately developing their communication skills.  

• To enable students to integrate such knowledge and skills, together with qualities of co-
operative enquiry and reflective thought, in developing solutions to technological problems, 
with due regard for issues of health and safety. 

• To add various significant elements to a multi-faceted educational experience, which 
focusses on developing students’ cognitive, psychomotor and affective skills which allows 
them to enter the world as autonomous and creative individuals.  

• Broadening students’ experience of today’s technologies through their experience of its 
practical uses to solve everyday problems that are encountered in the real world.  

• To enable students to become critical thinkers i.e. pause, reflect, critically examine and 
evaluate various aspects of their technological learning experience while keeping the 
fundamentals of technology at the forefront of their thoughts – technicality, functionality, 
aesthetics and ethics.  

• Students will develop a wide range of skills in relation to the processing of materials.  
• Students will be at a stage of their learning where they will be able to choose appropriate 

tools, equipment and materials in the manufacturing of a task or system to fulfil their design, 
solve a problem or to satisfy a brief.  

• Students will be able to design and implement a plan for the successful execution and timely 
realisation of a task or system as a solution to a design, problem encountered or a brief.  

• Students will appreciate that the world’s resources need to be carefully managed and that 
developed societies have a very important role in this, and this must be kept in mind when 
designing, creating and experimenting.  

• Students will be able to participate in a collaborative working environment where design 
challenges and problems will be solved both independently and as part of collaborative 
groups depending on the nature of the learning.  

• Students will appreciate and respect the importance of health and safety within a practical 
working environment and adhere to all guidelines when designing, creating or 
experimenting.  

• Students will acknowledge the role technology plays in our everyday lives and the role it 
plays in closing the gap between personal, social and economic differences in today’s world.  

• Students will be able to apply design principles when creating solutions to problems/tasks 
encountered while keeping mathematical and scientific concepts in mind where appropriate.  
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1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
- Basic benchwork i.e. filing, 
marking out etc.  
- Introduction to drilling  
- Introduction to soldering 
and basic electronic 
circuitry. 
- Electricity and Electronics. 
- Electronics and control  
- Technology and Society 
- Energy – sources, types 
and conversion. 
- Materials Technology 
- Structures and 
Mechanisms 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 

- Clear, distinct 
demonstration during 
the introduction stage.  
- Peer/group work 
during the early stages 
to scaffold learning. 
- Jigsaw method when 
introducing difficult 
concepts. 
- Think, Pair, Share. 
- Learning intentions 
outlined in every 
lesson. 
- Focus on literacy and 
numeracy. 
- Investigative 
approaches to learning 
where a safe fail 
environment is 
established. 
- Cross-curricular links 
are drawn upon. 
- Effective 
differentiation methods 
i.e. seating plans, group 
allocations etc.  
 
 
 
 

Resources 
- Wide variety of 
tools and 
equipment. 
- ICT  
- CAD 
- CAM 
- LC Technology 
syllabus 
- JC Applied 
Technology 
syllabus 
- PDST 
- T4 
- Worksheets 
 

Success Criteria 
- Students’ creativity 
is developed. 
- Students’ 
autonomy is 
developed in terms 
of design. 
- Students’ capacity 
to critically think is 
developed. 
- Students’ accuracy, 
attention to detail 
improves. 
- Students’ work 
ethic, enthusiasm 
and drive are ever 
present. 
- Students’ 
application is ever 
present. 
- Students’ 
understanding of 
fundamental 
concepts is 
improved. 
- Students become 
independent of their 
teacher and can 
work collaboratively 
with their peers/or 
independently to 
solve problems. 

Assessment 
- Technology lends 
itself to formative 
assessment as students 
are constantly assessed 
on various aspects of 
their work, not just the 
practical work but the 
level of theoretical 
understanding they 
have on certain areas 
of the syllabus is 
evident in their project 
work and projects act 
as a perfect feedback 
tool for both teacher 
and student.  
- Other elements of 
Formative assessment 
include homework 
activities, end of topic 
tests/quizzes.   
- Homework. 
- Oral feedback from 
teacher. 
- Self-evaluation of 
their own learning. 
- Peer critique and peer 
assessment. 
 
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

- Technology is based on scientific principles i.e. facts, this therefore means there is a large 
overlap with Junior Certificate Science.  
- Technology, as well as being made up of facts, is combined with techniques to give us 
Technology. These Techniques are also used in Graphics/Technical Graphics, Science and Art.  
- A large part of Technology involves communication – English.  
- Areas of Technology such as Technical Graphics and Numeracy have significant overlaps with 
Mathematics.  
- Technology involves designing something based on facts (Science), the numbers behind it 
(Mathematics) and the processes behind it (Technology Education). 

• Students will be able to understand technical information while also being able to 
communicate technical information using a variety of forms i.e. written, verbal, graphic and 
mathematical means.   

• Students subject terminology and literacy will be developed, and they will be able to 
understand, and use, the correct wording and terms associated with technology, which will 
include relevant symbols, units etc.   
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- Technology is intertwined with Design and Communication Graphics (DCG) in Transition Year, 
particularly during the six-week module. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of Subject 

Strengths in the subject of Technology include:  
- The subject is relatively new to the school and this enables the subject teachers to put their own 
stamp on the subject.  
- There is a huge appetite to study Technology within the student cohort.  
- Top class facilities available to both teacher and students. 
- Both subject teachers are enthusiastic, committed and experts in their field in terms of 
planning/organisational skills which contributes to successful teaching and learning. 
 
Areas for improvement in the subject of Technology include: 
- More emphasise is needed to be put on planning of the six-week module.  
- Advertise and expose the subject to students to give them a taste of what it entails. 
- Facility put in place for students who miss a lot of school to be able to catch up on their learning 
i.e. use of Microsoft Office. 
- Establish a partnership with a local company/business to organise an annual Technology TY trip 
to expose students to real world applications of the subject.  

 

1.8 Additional Needs/Differentiation           

- Technology involves a large element of practical work, it provides students with the opportunity 
of learning through experimentation and by doing. This also allows for various assessment 
methods in the subjects i.e. project work, design work etc.  
- Students of different levels can then learn in various ways, and ways which best suit their needs.  
- Technology also provides the teacher with a lot of scope in terms of introducing difficult content 
as it can be introduced using concrete practical examples/analogies/demonstrations and then 
brought into the abstract where the higher order thinking occurs.   
- Groupwork and collaborative learning is encouraged. 
- Higher order elements of project work are implemented to cater for more able students. 
- Differentiated project work is implemented to cater for students who with learning 
difficulties/special educational needs. 
- Differentiation is taken into account when designing seating plans, allocating students to groups 
for tasks and also during normal class time i.e. questioning, assessment, feedback etc.  
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Appendix 3  Module Subject Plans  

2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.4 Title of subject or module 
Auto Cad 
 

 

1.5 Duration of module 

5 week (2 x single periods a week) 

 

1.6 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

• To help students understand the importance of communicating information 
graphically.  
 
• To encourage the development of the cognitive and practical manipulative skills 
associated with graphicacy.   
 
• To stimulate the creative imagination by encouraging pupils to reason in two and 
three-dimensions and by applying these abilities to the solution of graphical and 
spatial problems of an abstract and practical nature.  

 

• To develop basic competency in computer graphics in the context of graphical 
problem- solving and computer aided design.   

 
• Interpret drawings and diagrams including freehand sketches, plans, numerical 
data (expressed graphically), flow charts and formal working drawings.   

   
• Produce neat and accurate drawings according to recognised standards, 
conventions and illustration techniques.   

 
• Produce freehand drawings in two and three-dimensions as graphical 
communication and as an aid to spatial reasoning and refinement.   

 

• Display an understanding of the projection systems associated with descriptive 
geometry.   

 
• Select appropriate methods of graphic representation in expressing spatial ideas 
and concepts.   

 
• Show a basic understanding of input, processing and output systems associated 
with computers.  
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1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 

Resources Success 
Criteria 
 
 

Assessment 

Students will be 
able to use 
graphics in the 
development of 
ideas in 
designing.  
 

Teacher 
demonstration.  
Students actively 
practicing it through 
drawing exercises. 
Students working in 
pairs helping each 
other.  
Group work.  

Drawing board 
equipment.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
YouTube videos. 

Presentation of 
portfolio work.  
Demonstration 
of design skills 
using graphics.  

Weekly grading 
of student 
portfolio work.  
 

Students will 
understand the 
projection 
systems 
associated with 
descriptive 
geometry.   
 

Teacher 
demonstration. 
Students using a 
planes board and 3d 
models to help 
understand the 
concept.  
Students actively 
practicing it through 
drawing board 
exercises. 

Planes board & 
3d models. 
Drawing board 
equipment.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
YouTube videos. 

Appearance of 
3d models in 
their correct 
place on a 
planes board.  
Demonstration 
of ability to 
visualise in 3d 
but solve in 2d.  
 

Students will 
draw conclusions 
from their own 
practicing of 
using a planes 
board and 3d 
models.  
Peer assessment 
in pairs while 
doing exercises.  
 

Students will 
learn the 
importance of 
making 3d 
solutions in card 
or other 
materials as 
prototypes to 
aid the 
development of 
designs.   
 

Students actively 
making 3d prototype 
models from card 
and or other 
materials.  
Students working in 
pairs helping each 
other.  
Group work. 
Teacher 
demonstration.  
Evaluation & 
reflection.  
 

Arts & crafts 
supply of 
materials.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
YouTube videos. 

Presentation of 
3d models to 
the class. 
Demonstration 
of making skills 
and assembly 
skills.     
 

Peer assessment 
with reflection of 
the task.  
Teacher will 
assess the work 
on a weekly 
basis.  

Students will 
learn the basic 
understanding 
of input, 
processing and 

Teacher 
demonstration.  
Students actively 
using the software to 

PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Solidworks. 
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  

Demonstration 
of adherence 
to the brief 
Presentation.  
 

Support from 
teacher on task.  
Oral feedback 
from peers.  

 
• Recognise the importance of graphics in the process of designing and produce 
graphical solutions to appropriate design problems.   
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output systems 
associated with 
computers.  
 

understand the 
systems.  
 

 Students will 
draw conclusions 
from the 
feedback that 
they get to 
choose a project 
suitable to their 
abilities.  

Students will be 
able to model, 
in 2 and 3d, 
graphic design 
problems and 
solutions using 
CAD. 

Teacher instruction.  
Group work.  
Active student 
participation.  
Evaluation & 
reflection.  

Solidworks. 
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
 

Demonstration 
of adherence 
to the brief 
Presentation.  
 

Students will 
complete three  
3D objects to 
model on 
computer 
including 
advance 
preparation, 
research and 
organisation, 
implementation 
and evaluation of 
the tasks 
  
Students will fill 

out an evaluation 

form at the end 

of the module to 

help establish its 

SWOT.  

Project will be 
assessed at the 
end of the 
module. (100%) 
for their folder of 
work.  
 
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

 
Sketching & Technical drafting- student’s attention to detail skills will be enhanced greatly and are 
useful skills for design portfolio work in other subjects like Art, Geography and Home Economics.  
 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

 
Teacher self-evaluation-  Teacher evaluates how effectively the learning intentions were achieved 

when he completes each 5-week block of the module.  
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At the end of the 5 weeks, the Department will meet, and review the subject plan to suit student’s 

abilities.  

 

Student evaluation- students carry out an evaluation of their experience of Auto Cad. Student 
feedback is very important for future planning as well as making the module more suitable to the 
students own abilities.  
  
Peer evaluation- students judge the performance of their peers during portfolio work. Peer 
assessment helps the students to improve by supporting one another.  
 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

 
Flexible pace learning- Lessons are paced at a level that allows weaker students enough time to 
understand the essential elements. Extra work can then be allocated to those who find the work 
easier.    
 
Lower order questioning/ Higher order questioning- Vary questioning techniques. Ask higher and 
lower ordered questions allowing the appropriate wait time for an answer.     
  
Individual work- students get an ample opportunity to work at their own pace building on their 
own drawing portfolio.  
  

2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Design & Communication Graphics (DCG) 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

5 weeks (2 x single periods a week) 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

• To help students understand the importance of communicating information 
graphically.  

• To encourage the development of the cognitive and practical manipulative skills 
associated with graphicacy.   

• To stimulate the creative imagination by encouraging pupils to reason in two and 
three-dimensions and by applying these abilities to the solution of graphical and 
spatial problems of an abstract and practical nature.  

• Demonstrate dexterity in the use of drawing instruments, templates etc. as 
reflected in neatness and accuracy. 

• Interpret drawings and diagrams including freehand sketches, plans, numerical 
data (expressed graphically), flow charts and formal working drawings.   
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1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 

Resources Success Criteria 
 

Assessment 

They develop a 
competent ability 
to draw basic 
constructions 
accurately.  
Students will 
demonstrate 
dexterity in the 
use of drawing 
instruments.  

Teacher 
demonstration.  
Students actively 
practicing it through 
drawing board 
exercises.  

Drawing board 
equipment.  
Visualiser 

Demonstration 
of adequate 
skills.  
Appearance of 
finished 
drawings.  

Attendance 
record.  
Grading on tasks. 
Peer assessment 
on using 
equipment 
effectively. 

Students will be 
able to use 
graphics in the 
development of 
ideas in 
designing.  
 

Teacher 
demonstration.  
Students actively 
practicing it through 
drawing exercises. 
Students working in 
pairs helping each 
other.  
Group work.  

Drawing board 
equipment.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
YouTube videos. 

Presentation of 
portfolio work.  
Demonstration 
of design skills 
using graphics.  

Weekly grading of 
student portfolio 
work.  
 

Students will 
learn to produce 
freehand 
drawings in two 
and three-
dimensions as 
graphical 
communication.  
 

Students actively 
practicing freehand 
work.  
Teacher 
demonstration.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Loop videos.  
 

Visualiser 
demonstrations. 
YouTube videos. 
Drawing board 
equipment.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
 

Appearance of 
finished 
drawings.  
Students 
graphical 
posters.  

Production of 
student’s posters.  
 
Students will peer 
assess and self-
evaluate their 
own 
development.  
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Sketching & Technical drafting- student’s attention to detail skills will be enhanced greatly and are 
useful skills for design portfolio work in other subjects like Art, Geography and Home Economics.  
 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation- Teacher evaluates how effectively the learning intentions were achieved 

when he completes each 6-week block of the module.  

• Produce neat and accurate drawings according to recognised standards, 
conventions and illustration techniques.  
• Produce freehand drawings in two and three-dimensions as graphical 
communication and as an aid to spatial reasoning and refinement.   
• Recognise the importance of graphics in the process of designing and produce 
graphical solutions to appropriate design problems.   
• Use shade and colour with discretion and model appropriate solutions in card or 
other materials.   
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At the end of the 6 weeks, the Department will meet, and review the subject plan to suit student’s 

abilities.  

 

Student evaluation- students carry out an evaluation of their experience of DCG. Student feedback 
is very important for future planning as well as making the module more suitable to the students’ 
own abilities.   
 
Peer evaluation- students judge the performance of their peers during portfolio work. Peer 
assessment helps the students to improve by supporting one another.  
 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Flexible pace learning- Lessons are paced at a level that allows weaker students enough time to 
understand the essential elements. Extra work can then be allocated to those who find the work 
easier.    
 
Lower order questioning/ Higher order questioning- Vary questioning techniques. Ask higher and 
lower ordered questions allowing the appropriate wait time for an answer.     
  
Individual work- students get an ample opportunity to work at their own pace building on their 
own drawing portfolio.  
  

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Learning will build on the experience of Junior Certificate studies in: C.S.P.E.; English and Media 
studies; Geography; Science; Business Studies. 
  
Learning will also build a good foundation for Leaving Certificate studies in English; Religion; 
Geography; Biology; Economics; Home Economics—Social and Scientific. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

1. Likert Scales can be compiled into a self-assessment tool.  
 
2. Evaluation Wheel is also a worthwhile tool for assessing how particular objectives were met 
and this activity can be done individually or as a group exercise. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork 
Group projects 
Higher order questioning  
Differentiated handouts/worksheets 
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2020/2021 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of Module 
Programming 

 

 

1.2 Duration of Module 

Five-Week Module  

 

1.3 Aims 

 
1.4 Learner Outcomes 

• To create a learning environment in which students can revel in the significance of past, 
present and future technologies, while appreciating the impact of these on the economy, 
society and the environment.  

• To foster a developmental approach to creativity, design and communication. This will 
enable students to express their thoughts and ideas using a variety of media: tasks, 
graphics, text etc. and ultimately developing their communication skills.  

• To enable students to integrate such knowledge and skills, together with qualities of co-
operative enquiry and reflective thought, in developing solutions to technological 
problems, with due regard for issues of health and safety. 

• To add various significant elements to a multi-faceted educational experience, which 
focusses on developing students’ cognitive, psychomotor and affective skills which allows 
them to enter the world as autonomous and creative individuals.  

• Broadening students’ experience of today’s technologies through their experience of its 
practical uses to solve everyday problems that are encountered in the real world.  

• To enable students to become critical thinkers i.e. pause, reflect, critically examine and 
evaluate various aspects of their technological learning experience while keeping the 
fundamentals of technology at the forefront of their thoughts – technicality, functionality, 
aesthetics and ethics.  

• Students will appreciate that the world’s resources need to be carefully managed and 
that developed societies have a very important role in this, and this must be kept in mind 
when designing, creating and experimenting.  

• Students will be able to participate in a collaborative working environment where design 
challenges and problems will be solved both independently and as part of collaborative 
groups depending on the nature of the learning.  

• Students will acknowledge the role technology plays in our everyday lives and the role it 
plays in closing the gap between personal, social and economic differences in today’s 
world.  

• Students will be able to understand technical information while also being able to 
communicate technical information using a variety of forms i.e. written, verbal, graphic, 
code and mathematical means.   

• Students’ technological terminology and literacy will be developed, and they will be able 
to understand, and use, the correct wording and terms associated with technology, which 
will include relevant symbols, units etc.   

• Students will be able to work both independently and cooperatively in evaluating existing 
solutions and in proposing novel/creative solutions to technological challenges.  
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1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
- Electricity and Electronics. 
- Technology and Society. 
- Computer-Aided Design 
(CAD). 
- Circuit & control system 
simulation. 
- Control systems. 
- Control system design. 
- Control system 
applications. 
- Control system key 
principles. 
- Analysing a problem, 
designing a solution and 
simulating that solution. 
- Use of CAD to model and 
present ideas. 
- Principles of operation 
and control of DC, Servos 
and Stepper motors. 
- Control using computers 
or other programmable 
devices (such as PLCs or 
PICs) 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 

- Clear, distinct 
demonstration during 
the introduction stage.  
- Peer/group work 
during the early stages 
to scaffold learning. 
- Jigsaw method when 
introducing difficult 
concepts. 
- Think, Pair, Share. 
- Learning intentions 
outlined in every 
lesson. 
- Focus on literacy and 
numeracy. 
- Investigative 
approaches to 
learning where a safe 
fail environment is 
established. 
- Cross-curricular links 
are drawn upon. 
- Effective 
differentiation 
methods i.e. seating 
plans, group 
allocations etc.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources 

- Wide variety 
of tools and 
equipment. 
- ICT  
- LC Technology 
syllabus 
- JC Applied 
Technology 
syllabus 
- PDST 
- T4 
- Worksheets 
- CAD Software 

 

Success Criteria 
- Students’ 
creativity is 
developed. 
- Students’ 
autonomy is 
developed in terms 
of design. 
- Students’ capacity 
to critically think is 
developed. 
- Students’ 
attention to detail 
improves. 
- Students’ work 
ethic, enthusiasm 
and drive are ever 
present. 
- Students’ 
application is ever 
present. 
- Students’ 
understanding of 
fundamental 
concepts is 
improved. 
- Students become 
independent of 
their teacher and 
can work 
collaboratively with 
their peers/or 
independently to 
solve problems. 

Assessment 

- Technology lends 
itself to formative 
assessment as 
students are 
constantly assessed on 
various aspects of 
their work, not just 
the simulation work 
but the level of 
theoretical 
understanding they 
have on certain areas 
of the syllabus is 
evident in their project 
work and projects act 
as a perfect feedback 
tool for both teacher 
and student.  
- Other elements of 
Formative assessment 
include homework 
activities, end of topic 
tests/quizzes.   
- Oral feedback from 
teacher. 
- Self-evaluation of 
their own learning. 
- Peer critique and 
peer assessment. 
 

 

• Students will be able to recognise, appreciate and apply the fundamental principles of 
electromechanical control to real-world problems. 

• Students will be able to understand the key principles behind control systems and how 
they function. 

• Students will analyse, breakdown and evaluate electromechanically controlled real-world 
technologies to see how they function. 

• Students will design, formulate and simulate electromechanical control systems. 

• Students will be able to design, formulate and simulate solutions to real-world problems 
using relevant computer-aided design (CAD) software. 

• Students will be able to explain the basic operation of many real-world control systems 
and simulate electromechanically controlled versions of these systems. 
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1.6 Cross-Curricular links 

- Technology education, programming included, is based on scientific principles i.e. facts, this 
therefore means there is a large overlap with Junior Certificate Science.  
- Technology education, programming included, as well as being made up of facts, is combined 
with techniques to give us Technology, under which the module of programming falls. These 
Techniques are also used in Graphics/Technical Graphics, Science and Art.  
- A large part of Technology education, programming included, involves communication – English.  
- Areas of Technology education, programming included, such as Technical Graphics and 
Numeracy have significant overlaps with Mathematics.  
- Technology education, programming included, involves designing something based on facts 
(Science), the numbers behind it (Mathematics) and the processes behind it (Technology 
Education). 
- Technology education, programming included, is intertwined with Design and Communication 
Graphics (DCG) & CAD in Transition Year, particularly during the six-week module. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of Module 

Strengths in the module of Programming include:  
- The subject area is relatively new to the school and this enables the subject teachers to put their 
own stamp on the subject.  
- There is a huge appetite to study Technology education within the student cohort.  
- Top class facilities available to both teacher and students. 
- Both subject teachers are enthusiastic, committed and experts in their field in terms of 
planning/organisational skills which contributes to successful teaching and learning. 
 
Areas for improvement in the module of Programming include: 
- More emphasise is needed to be put on planning of the five-week module.  
- Advertise and expose the module to students to give them a taste of what it entails. 
- Facility put in place for students who miss a lot of school to be able to catch up on their learning 
i.e. use of Microsoft Office. 
- Establish a partnership with a local company/business to organise an annual Technology & 
Programming TY trip to expose students to real world applications of the subject.  

 

1.8 Additional needs/Differentiation           

- Technology education involves a large element of coursework, it provides students with the 
opportunity of learning through experimentation and by doing. This also allows for various 
assessment methods in the subjects i.e. coursework, simulation, design work etc.  
- Students of different levels can then learn in various ways, and ways which best suit their needs.  
- Technology education also provides the teacher with a lot of scope in terms of introducing 
difficult content as it can be introduced using concrete practical 
examples/analogies/demonstrations and then brought into the abstract where the higher order 
thinking occurs.   
- Groupwork and collaborative learning is encouraged. 
- Higher order elements of coursework are implemented to cater for more able students. 
- Differentiated coursework is implemented to cater for students who with learning 
difficulties/special educational needs. 
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- Differentiation is taken into account when designing seating plans, allocating students to groups 
for tasks and also during normal class time i.e. questioning, assessment, feedback etc.  

2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of Module 

Technology 
 

1.2 Duration of Module 

Five-Week Module  

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

• To create a learning environment in which students can revel in the significance of past, 
present and future technologies, while appreciating the impact of these on the economy, 
society and the environment.  

• To foster a developmental approach to creativity, design and communication. This will 
enable students to express their thoughts and ideas using a variety of media: tasks, 
graphics, text etc. and ultimately developing their communication skills.  

• To enable students to integrate such knowledge and skills, together with qualities of co-
operative enquiry and reflective thought, in developing solutions to technological 
problems, with due regard for issues of health and safety. 

• To add various significant elements to a multi-faceted educational experience, which 
focusses on developing students’ cognitive, psychomotor and affective skills which allows 
them to enter the world as autonomous and creative individuals.  

• Broadening students’ experience of today’s technologies through their experience of its 
practical uses to solve everyday problems that are encountered in the real world.  

• To enable students to become critical thinkers i.e. pause, reflect, critically examine and 
evaluate various aspects of their technological learning experience while keeping the 
fundamentals of technology at the forefront of their thoughts – technicality, functionality, 
aesthetics and ethics.  

• Students will develop a range of skills in relation to the processing of materials.  
• Students will appreciate that the world’s resources need to be carefully managed and that 

developed societies have a very important role in this, and this must be kept in mind 
when designing, creating and experimenting.  

• Students will be able to participate in a collaborative working environment where design 
challenges and problems will be solved both independently and as part of collaborative 
groups depending on the nature of the learning.  

• Students will appreciate and respect the importance of health and safety within a 
practical working environment and adhere to all guidelines when designing, creating or 
experimenting.  

• Students will acknowledge the role technology plays in our everyday lives and the role it 
plays in closing the gap between personal, social and economic differences in today’s 
world.  
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1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
- Basic benchwork i.e. filing, 
marking out etc.  
- Introduction to drilling  
- Introduction to soldering 
and basic electronic 
circuitry. 
- Electricity and Electronics. 
- Technology and Society 
- Materials Technology 
 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 

- Clear, distinct 
demonstration during 
the introduction stage.  
- Peer/group work 
during the early stages 
to scaffold learning. 
- Jigsaw method when 
introducing difficult 
concepts. 
- Think, Pair, Share. 
- Learning intentions 
outlined in every 
lesson. 
- Focus on literacy and 
numeracy. 
- Investigative 
approaches to learning 
where a safe fail 
environment is 
established. 
- Cross-curricular links 
are drawn upon. 
- Effective 
differentiation methods 
i.e. seating plans, group 
allocations etc.  
 
 
 
 

Resources 
- Wide variety of 
tools and 
equipment. 
- ICT  
- LC Technology 
syllabus 
- JC Applied 
Technology 
syllabus 
- PDST 
- T4 
- Worksheets 
 

Success Criteria 
- Students’ creativity 
is developed. 
- Students’ 
autonomy is 
developed in terms 
of design. 
- Students’ capacity 
to critically think is 
developed. 
- Students’ accuracy, 
attention to detail 
improves. 
- Students’ work 
ethic, enthusiasm 
and drive are ever 
present. 
- Students’ 
application is ever 
present. 
- Students’ 
understanding of 
fundamental 
concepts is 
improved. 
- Students become 
independent of their 
teacher and can 
work collaboratively 
with their peers/or 
independently to 
solve problems. 

Assessment 
- Technology lends 
itself to formative 
assessment as students 
are constantly assessed 
on various aspects of 
their work, not just the 
practical work but the 
level of theoretical 
understanding they 
have on certain areas 
of the syllabus is 
evident in their project 
work and projects act 
as a perfect feedback 
tool for both teacher 
and student.  
- Other elements of 
Formative assessment 
include homework 
activities, end of topic 
tests/quizzes.   
- Oral feedback from 
teacher. 
- Self-evaluation of 
their own learning. 
- Peer critique and peer 
assessment. 
 
 

 

1.6 Cross-Curricular links 

- Technology is based on scientific principles i.e. facts, this therefore means there is a large 
overlap with Junior Certificate Science.  
- Technology, as well as being made up of facts, is combined with techniques to give us 
Technology. These Techniques are also used in Graphics/Technical Graphics, Science and Art.  
- A large part of Technology involves communication – English.  
- Areas of Technology such as Technical Graphics and Numeracy have significant overlaps with 
Mathematics.  
- Technology involves designing something based on facts (Science), the numbers behind it 
(Mathematics) and the processes behind it (Technology Education). 

• Students will be able to understand technical information while also being able to 
communicate technical information using a variety of forms i.e. written, verbal, graphic 
and mathematical means.   

• Students subject terminology and literacy will be developed, and they will be able to 
understand, and use, the correct wording and terms associated with technology, which 
will include relevant symbols, units etc.   
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- Technology is intertwined with Design and Communication Graphics (DCG) in Transition Year, 
particularly during the six-week module. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of Module 

Strengths in the module of Technology include:  
- The subject is relatively new to the school and this enables the subject teachers to put their own 
stamp on the subject.  
- There is a huge appetite to study Technology within the student cohort.  
- Top class facilities available to both teacher and students. 
- Both subject teachers are enthusiastic, committed and experts in their field in terms of 
planning/organisational skills which contributes to successful teaching and learning. 
 
Areas for improvement in the module of Technology include: 
- More emphasise is needed to be put on planning of the six-week module.  
- Advertise and expose the subject to students to give them a taste of what it entails. 
- Facility put in place for students who miss a lot of school to be able to catch up on their learning 
i.e. use of Microsoft Office. 
- Establish a partnership with a local company/business to organise an annual Technology TY trip 
to expose students to real world applications of the subject.  

 

1.8 Additional needs/Differentiation           

- Technology involves a large element of practical work, it provides students with the opportunity 
of learning through experimentation and by doing. This also allows for various assessment 
methods in the subjects i.e. project work, design work etc.  
- Students of different levels can then learn in various ways, and ways which best suit their needs.  
- Technology also provides the teacher with a lot of scope in terms of introducing difficult content 
as it can be introduced using concrete practical examples/analogies/demonstrations and then 
brought into the abstract where the higher order thinking occurs.   
- Groupwork and collaborative learning is encouraged. 
- Higher order elements of project work are implemented to cater for more able students. 
- Differentiated project work is implemented to cater for students who with learning 
difficulties/special educational needs. 
- Differentiation is taken into account when designing seating plans, allocating students to groups 
for tasks and also during normal class time i.e. questioning, assessment, feedback etc.  
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1.  Title of subject or module 

Development Education 

 

1.2 Duration of module 

5-week module. 2 classes per week. 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4  Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline 

Learning Intentions 
 
Strand 1: Poverty  
In this strand students 
 • define poverty and investigate 
the cyclical nature of poverty, 
locally and globally 
 • examine the concepts of relative 
poverty, absolute poverty and the 
poverty line  
• research how poverty is 
measured globally using concepts 
such as GNP and HDI 
 • familiarise themselves with the 
map of Africa and research a case 
study of an African country using 
positive images, culture, sport, 
music and geography  

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
 
Active learning 
methodologies: 
 
Generate 
discussions 
through 
various 
prompts. 
 
Use of 
drama/role-
play 
 

Resources 
 
 
Film 
 
Images 
 
Cartoons 
 
NGO 
Teaching 
Packs 
 
ICT 

Success Criteria 
 
Clear 
understanding 
of both 
strands. 
 
 
Ability to 
present their 
research to the 
class in a clear 
and concise 
manner. 

 

Assessment 
 
Presentations 
 
Portfolio of 
work 

 
 

 

• help students gain knowledge and understanding about the unequal development in our world  
• enable students to become more skilled and independent in researching, analysing and 
understanding our world. 
 • foster a positive attitude so that students feel empowered to act to make the world a more 
equal and just place.  

On completion of this unit students should be able to:  
• demonstrate knowledge of a range of global development issues  
• review different media/sources of information and be able to question the motives and validity 
behind different opinions  
• conduct research on a development issue of interest either individually or as part of a team  
• analyse and make sense of the findings  
• demonstrate effective communication and participation skills through teamwork, debating and 
presentations 
 • demonstrate attitudes of empathy and global solidarity  
• organise and participate in an action on an issue of concern  
• demonstrate appreciation for cultural diversity, respect for others and a commitment to fairness 
and justice. 
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• compare their researched 
positive image with the more 
common media and NGO portrayal  
• research responses to poverty 
such as micro-credit schemes and 
other antipoverty strategies.  
 
Strand 2: Human Rights  
In this strand students  
• explore the question “What Is a 
Human Right?”  
• use the internet to research the 
origins of the UN declaration of 
Human Rights and rank at least 5 
human rights which are most and 
least important to them  
• research one situation where a 
particular human right is abused 
and research an organisation that 
promotes and protects that right  
• research how media and popular 
culture portray human rights using 
the film and song lists in the 
resource guide  
• research and participate in a 
chosen campaign against a 
particular human rights abuse. 

Student 
participation in 
discussion, 
debates, 
project work 
etc. 
 
 
 
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Learning will build on the experience of Junior Certificate studies in: C.S.P.E.; English and Media 
studies; Geography; Science; Business Studies. 
 
Learning will also build a good foundation for Leaving Certificate studies in English; Religion; 
Geography; Biology; Economics; Home Economics—Social and Scientific. 
 
This unit will also link to Politics and Society. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & 
Student evaluation: 
Likert scale 
Evaluation wheel 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork 
Group projects 
Higher order questioning  
Differentiated handouts/worksheets 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

History 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

5-week module 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 
 
Students will be 
able to explain 
the role of their 
chosen Women 
in History in 
great detail. 
 

Teaching & Learning 
methodologies 
 
Enquiry based 
learning, 
Researching, 
Peer Teaching, 
Group Assignments, 
Student Research, 
Oral Presentations. 

Resources 
 
 
Surface Pros 
IPads 
History Books 
PowerPoint 
Videos 

Success Criteria 
 
A project based 
on a Woman in 
History will be 
created and 
presented to 
the teacher and 
to the class 
 

Assessment 
 
Grading based on 
the group project, 
presentation and 
participation.   

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

ICT, Technology, Art, English, Geography, 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher evaluation, self-evaluation & peer evaluation 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork, Group projects, Peer Assessment, Peer Learning, Verbal Support, Flexible-Pace 
learning. 

 

 

• To encourage students to make judgements based on the evidence provided  

• To develop student’s awareness about the strengths and weaknesses of sources  

• To introduce students to the issue of ethics in history 

• To encourage students to be independent learners 

• Students will be able to identify various women that have had an impact on world history. 

• Students will be able to briefly identify the role various women have played in changing 
world history.   

• Students will be able to identify various types of sources and evaluate their reliability  

• Students will be able to explain the role of their chosen Women in History in great detail. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Japanese 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

2 classes per week for 5 weeks 
 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes  

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
1. Greet people formally 
and informally 
 
2. Recognise the three 
scripts used in Japanese 
writing 
 
3. Write their names in 
Katakana 
 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
Direct 
instruction 
 
TRP 
 
Pair work 
 
Group work 
 

Resources 
 
Handouts 
 
PPT 
 
You tube 
 
Handouts 
 
Authentic 
video & audio 
clips 

Success Criteria 
 
Deliver a short self-
introduction 
including a 
greeting, their 
name, age and 
nationality. 
 
Write some 
example characters 
in Hiragana, 
Katakana and Kanji 

Assessment 
 
Teacher lower 
and higher 
order 
questioning.  
 
Role-play 
 
 
 
 

• To enjoy learning a non-European language and culture. 

• To help student gain an appreciation for the richness and uniqueness of Japanese 
traditional and popular culture 

• To help student gain an appreciation of the global importance of Japan and Asia  

• To enhance students’ knowledge of Japanese geography.  

• To help student develop a global outlook 

• To enable students to engage in basic Japanese conversation including greetings and 
self-introductions. 

• To introduce student to the Japanese ways of writing. 

• To give students a taste of the subject in order to make an informed choice for Senior 
Cycle. 

On completion of this course students will be able to 

• Conduct a basic conversation in Japanese with greetings, self-introductions. 

• Express likes and dislikes on a variety of topics 

• Demonstrate an understanding of how the Japanese writing system works. 

• Identify the scripts used in writing Japanese 

• Experience Japanese calligraphy writing a Kanji of their choice. 

• Read authentic text (signs, a menu) using a character chart. 

• Learn about the history of Origami & the paper crane. 

• Experience a day in the life of a Japanese high school student. 

• Research the necessary information to organise a trip to Japan, select appropriate 
accommodation, organise, and budget for an itinerary  
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3. Understand the 
importance of loan words 
in language development 
 
4. Appreciate the 
influence of Japan in their 
lives (popular and high 
culture) 
 
5. Appreciate Japanese 
music and express their 
likes and dislikes 
 
5. Learn how to count in 
order to ask/ understand 
prices  
 
6. Understand the history 
and significance of the 
paper crane 
 
7. Appreciate the day in 
the life of a high school 
student 
 
8. Write a Kanji using 
Japanese calligraphy tools 
 
9. Learn about popular 
tourist spots, transport, 
costs by planning a 10-day 
trip to Japan 

Discussion 
 
Research 
Presentation 
 
 
 
 
Roleplay 
 
 
Repetition/  
 
 
 
 
Use of ICT 
 
 
Video call with 
school in Japan 
 
Demonstration 
 
 
Group work 
 
 
Research 

 
Authentic 
materials (ads, 
magazines, 
etc.) 
 
 
Music 
 
 
Games 
 
(toy) money 
 
Calligraphy 
tools 
 
Origami paper 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ICT 

 
 
 
Research a topic 
and present 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode a menu & 
understand prices 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Use calligraphy 
tools correctly 
 
 
Include dates, 
flights, 
accommodation, 
itinerary 

Matching 
exercise 
 
Rank pop 
music in Japan 
a/c to likes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roleplay in 
McDonalds 
 
 
 
Origami display  
 
 
 
 
Calligraphy 
poster display 
 
P 
 
PT 
presentation 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Link with Art department with calligraphy; music department, Geography department  

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Student reflections/ evaluations at end of topic. 
Student survey at Christmas and end of year. 
Christmas and end-of year report 
Parent teacher meeting 
Teacher self-evaluation 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork 
Group projects 
Higher order questioning etc 
Differentiated tasks 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

The Manuela Programme 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

5-week module 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
Pupils will know what 
constitutes sexual 
violence and its impact. 
 
Pupils will understand 
what consent is and that 
it must be negotiated. 
 
Pupils will understand 
what healthy and 
unhealthy relationships 
look like. 
 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
Group work 
 
Pair work/Think Pair 
Share 
 
Brainstorming 
Group Work 
Q+A 
Use of ICT- you tube 
clips 
 
Class discussion 
 
Walking debates 

Resources 
 
Teacher 
workbook 
 
 
 
Teacher book 
ICT-
internet/Youtube 
 
 
 
Printed Materials 
 
 

Success Criteria 
 
Level of pupil 
engagement 
 
Feedback from 
the class 
 
Staff and student 
evaluation 

Assessment 
 
Project 

This programme is a comprehensive, evidence informed education programme targeted 
at 15-17-year olds in the area of sexual violence prevention. The programme sets out to 
pave the way to an ongoing dialogue about sexual violence, which will challenge 
prevailing attitudes tolerant of sexual violence and contribute towards the reduction of 
sexual violence in Ireland.  
The aims of this programme are to reduce levels of sexual violence in Ireland by the 
engagement of young people 15 years in a dialogue that challenges attitudes, knowledge 
and skills in relation to sexual violence and harassment and consent. 

Students will be able to: 

• Students will be able to define the term consent.  They will know that consent must be 
communicated before sexual activity. They will experience scenarios dealing with sexual 
consent and they will be able to identify if consent was clearly given. 

• Students will be able to define and explain key terms dealing with sexual violence. They will 
explore the reasons sexual violence exists and they will identify characteristics of the 
perpetrators. Students will also explore the impact of sexual violence on victims, short term 
and long term.  Students will also know the procedures/options if they have been sexually 
exploited and who are the services to contact. 

• Students will be able to identify the characteristics of a healthy and unhealthy relationships.  
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Pupils will know how to 
access support services if 
needed. 
 

Pupils will have the 
knowledge to make 
healthy choices in 
relation to relationships 
(sexual) and the world 
around them.  

 
 
 
Teacher led work 
 
 
 

Online Resources 
 
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

The Manuela Programme links in with SPHE in the friendships/relationships section in 1st and 2nd 
Year. It also compliments the RSE programme in senior cycle. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

The programme will be evaluated by both teacher and students. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

There is small group work in lessons. Pupils generally work with their friendship groups where 
they feel most comfortable. This is important as they are asked to discuss some delicate topics.  
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1  Title of subject or module 

Public Speaking 
 

1.2  Duration of module 

5-week module 

 

1.3  Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
To understand 
overview and module 
aim. To set personal 
target for module 
and understand 
value of doing same 
 
Draft an informative 
speech on ‘Myself’ in 
full and transfer to 
flashcards using 
bullet points 
 
Deliver a speech 
about yourself for 30 
seconds at the top of 
the room 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
-Presentation 
 
- Target-setting 
 
-Think, Pair, 
Share 
 
- Effective use of 
questioning 
 
- Descriptive 
feedback 
 
- Development of 
self-assessment 

Resources 
 
YouTube: Oprah 
Winfrey’s 
acceptance 
speech for 
lifetime 
achievement 
award at the 
Golden Globes, 
Obama 
inauguration 
speech 2009, 
film clip from 
‘Darkest Hour’ 
depicting 
Churchill’s ‘We 
will fight on the 
beaches’ speech  

Success Criteria 
-Students can set 
a specific target 
relating to Public 
Speaking that 
reflects a 
personal 
challenge that is 
achievable for 
them over the 6 
weeks 
-Students move 
away from 
reading speeches 
by using bullet 
points on 
flashcards rather 
than the 
paragraphs used 

Assessment 
 
-Submit folder to 
teacher by 
agreed deadline. 
Penalties will 
apply if deadline 
is missed. 
- Reach set target 
time for each 
speech 
- Take 
constructive 
feedback on 
board to improve 
on speech 
delivery after 
each speech 

 
• To develop skills in speech writing focusing on the language of information  

• To develop skills in speech delivery, i.e. eye contact, voice modulation, pace, tone, body 
language.   

• To encourage confidence in presenting work in front of peers   

• To critically analyse the speeches of famous public speakers  

• To develop target-setting and evaluation skills  

Students will be able to:  
1. To draft and deliver three speeches: one on ‘Myself’ (30 seconds), one review (1 minute) 
and a final speech on a topic of the student’s choice (2minutes 30 secs – 3 minutes)  
2. Students identify a personal target at the start of the module and assess their own 
progress at the end  
3. To complete at least one worksheet analysing the speech of a famous public speaker, e.g. 
Barrack Obama, Winston Churchill, Oprah Winfrey  
4. To speak at the top of the class for at least 2 minutes and 30 seconds by the end of the 
module  
5. To critically evaluate a recording of final speech  
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Deliver a speech 
reviewing a 
book/film/concert/ 
TV series for one 
minute using draft & 
flashcards as used for 
Speech 1. 
 
Analyse the speeches 
of Famous Public 
Speakers 
 
List features of 
effective public 
speaking and explore 
contribution of IT to 
speeches. 
 
Deliver final speech 
for 2 minutes & 30 
seconds in front of a 
camera. PowerPoint 
may be used 
 
Watch final speech & 
fill in an evaluation of 
same providing at 
least one piece of 
advice and one piece 
of praise 
 

and reflection, 
e.g. by drafting 
and re-drafting 
work & 
evaluating final 
speech 
 
 
 
 
 

- Each student 
must have 
flashcards, A4 
paper, document 
wallet   
- Surface Pro 
video function & 
student 
earphones / 
camera phone 
-Use of props for 
speeches, e.g. 
copy of the book 
for the review, 
photos etc. 
  
 
 

in first draft of 
speech.  
- Having analysed 
famous public 
speakers and 
taken on board 
constructive 
feedback, 
students use 
regular eye 
contact, voice 
modulation, 
appropriate pace 
and volume and 
relate to their 
audience in the 
final speech 
-Students show 
awareness of 
progress made 
and areas for 
improvement in 
final speech 
evaluation 
process 

- Re-visit 
personal target 
set by student at 
start and 
consider whether 
it was reached 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

 
- Close ties with English Department. Speechwriting is studied in Leaving Cert English 
- Further development of skills from the Oral Presentation CBA1 in Junior Cycle English & MFL 
- Students may use speeches written in English class and perfect them for Public Speaking as the 

focus is very much on speech delivery 
- Students are given to opportunity to take part in the local Soroptimist Girls Public Speaking 

Competition and represent their school at local level 
- For the final speech, students are free to speak about any topic of their choice and areas such 

as mini-company, work experience and sports often feature. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

- Students are surveyed at the end of the module in written and/or verbal format. Teacher takes 
comments on board for planning next module. 
- Students submit their folders to the teacher at the end of the module. Folders should contain all 
work completed, i.e. course content list, course aim & personal target, three speeches written out 
in full and transferred onto flashcards, worksheets analysing the speeches of famous public 
speakers and final evaluation sheet.  
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- Teacher records target time for each speech. Pass/Merit/ Distinction etc. is awarded by 
combining work on folder with target time reached by each student and whether personal target 
was reached. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Groupwork: Pupils listen to each other’s speeches in pairs and in the whole class setting and 
provide supportive feedback as well as teacher. Increased proximity to students with additional 
needs by teacher as teacher moves about the room during groupwork. 
  
Higher order questioning: Teacher is aware of students with additional needs and addresses 
questions accordingly 
 
Anxiety: It is acknowledged from the outset that many people have a real fear of public speaking. 
While every effort is made to overcome fears in the safe and secure environment of the classroom 
if the module is causing undue anxiety students and/or parents are invited to discuss this with the 
teacher. Accommodations can be provided, e.g. reduced target times, speaking at the back of the 
class instead of the top and in extreme cases completing and submitting folder but not delivering 
speeches. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of Module 

Technology 
 

1.2 Duration of Module 

5-Week Module  

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

• To create a learning environment in which students can revel in the significance of past, 
present and future technologies, while appreciating the impact of these on the economy, 
society and the environment.  

• To foster a developmental approach to creativity, design and communication. This will 
enable students to express their thoughts and ideas using a variety of media: tasks, 
graphics, text etc. and ultimately developing their communication skills.  

• To enable students to integrate such knowledge and skills, together with qualities of co-
operative enquiry and reflective thought, in developing solutions to technological 
problems, with due regard for issues of health and safety. 

• To add various significant elements to a multi-faceted educational experience, which 
focusses on developing students’ cognitive, psychomotor and affective skills which allows 
them to enter the world as autonomous and creative individuals.  

• Broadening students’ experience of today’s technologies through their experience of its 
practical uses to solve everyday problems that are encountered in the real world.  

• To enable students to become critical thinkers i.e. pause, reflect, critically examine and 
evaluate various aspects of their technological learning experience while keeping the 
fundamentals of technology at the forefront of their thoughts – technicality, functionality, 
aesthetics and ethics.  

• Students will develop a range of skills in relation to the processing of materials.  
• Students will appreciate that the world’s resources need to be carefully managed and that 

developed societies have a very important role in this, and this must be kept in mind 
when designing, creating and experimenting.  

• Students will be able to participate in a collaborative working environment where design 
challenges and problems will be solved both independently and as part of collaborative 
groups depending on the nature of the learning.  

• Students will appreciate and respect the importance of health and safety within a 
practical working environment and adhere to all guidelines when designing, creating or 
experimenting.  

• Students will acknowledge the role technology plays in our everyday lives and the role it 
plays in closing the gap between personal, social and economic differences in today’s 
world.  

• Students will be able to understand technical information while also being able to 
communicate technical information using a variety of forms i.e. written, verbal, graphic 
and mathematical means.   

• Students subject terminology and literacy will be developed, and they will be able to 
understand, and use, the correct wording and terms associated with technology, which 
will include relevant symbols, units etc.   
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1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
- Basic benchwork i.e. filing, 
marking out etc.  
- Introduction to drilling  
- Introduction to soldering 
and basic electronic 
circuitry. 
- Electricity and Electronics. 
- Technology and Society 
- Materials Technology 
 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 

- Clear, distinct 
demonstration during 
the introduction stage.  
- Peer/group work 
during the early stages 
to scaffold learning. 
- Jigsaw method when 
introducing difficult 
concepts. 
- Think, Pair, Share. 
- Learning intentions 
outlined in every 
lesson. 
- Focus on literacy and 
numeracy. 
- Investigative 
approaches to learning 
where a safe fail 
environment is 
established. 
- Cross-curricular links 
are drawn upon. 
- Effective 
differentiation methods 
i.e. seating plans, group 
allocations etc.  
 
 
 
 

Resources 
- Wide variety of 
tools and 
equipment. 
- ICT  
- LC Technology 
syllabus 
- JC Applied 
Technology 
syllabus 
- PDST 
- T4 
- Worksheets 
 

Success Criteria 
- Students’ creativity 
is developed. 
- Students’ 
autonomy is 
developed in terms 
of design. 
- Students’ capacity 
to critically think is 
developed. 
- Students’ accuracy, 
attention to detail 
improves. 
- Students’ work 
ethic, enthusiasm 
and drive are ever 
present. 
- Students’ 
application is ever 
present. 
- Students’ 
understanding of 
fundamental 
concepts is 
improved. 
- Students become 
independent of their 
teacher and can 
work collaboratively 
with their peers/or 
independently to 
solve problems. 

Assessment 
- Technology lends 
itself to formative 
assessment as students 
are constantly assessed 
on various aspects of 
their work, not just the 
practical work but the 
level of theoretical 
understanding they 
have on certain areas 
of the syllabus is 
evident in their project 
work and projects act 
as a perfect feedback 
tool for both teacher 
and student.  
- Other elements of 
Formative assessment 
include homework 
activities, end of topic 
tests/quizzes.   
- Oral feedback from 
teacher. 
- Self-evaluation of 
their own learning. 
- Peer critique and peer 
assessment. 
 
 

 

1.6 Cross-Curricular links 

- Technology is based on scientific principles i.e. facts, this therefore means there is a large 
overlap with Junior Certificate Science.  
- Technology, as well as being made up of facts, is combined with techniques to give us 
Technology. These Techniques are also used in Graphics/Technical Graphics, Science and Art.  
- A large part of Technology involves communication – English.  
- Areas of Technology such as Technical Graphics and Numeracy have significant overlaps with 
Mathematics.  
- Technology involves designing something based on facts (Science), the numbers behind it 
(Mathematics) and the processes behind it (Technology Education). 
- Technology is intertwined with Design and Communication Graphics (DCG) in Transition Year, 
particularly during the six-week module. 
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1.7 Evaluation of Module 

Strengths in the module of Technology include:  
- The subject is relatively new to the school and this enables the subject teachers to put their own 
stamp on the subject.  
- There is a huge appetite to study Technology within the student cohort.  
- Top class facilities available to both teacher and students. 
- Both subject teachers are enthusiastic, committed and experts in their field in terms of 
planning/organisational skills which contributes to successful teaching and learning. 
 
Areas for improvement in the module of Technology include: 
- More emphasise is needed to be put on planning of the six-week module.  
- Advertise and expose the subject to students to give them a taste of what it entails. 
- Facility put in place for students who miss a lot of school to be able to catch up on their learning 
i.e. use of Microsoft Office. 
- Establish a partnership with a local company/business to organise an annual Technology TY trip 
to expose students to real world applications of the subject.  

 

1.8 Additional needs/Differentiation           

- Technology involves a large element of practical work, it provides students with the opportunity 
of learning through experimentation and by doing. This also allows for various assessment 
methods in the subjects i.e. project work, design work etc.  
- Students of different levels can then learn in various ways, and ways which best suit their needs.  
- Technology also provides the teacher with a lot of scope in terms of introducing difficult content 
as it can be introduced using concrete practical examples/analogies/demonstrations and then 
brought into the abstract where the higher order thinking occurs.   
- Groupwork and collaborative learning is encouraged. 
- Higher order elements of project work are implemented to cater for more able students. 
- Differentiated project work is implemented to cater for students who with learning 
difficulties/special educational needs. 
- Differentiation is taken into account when designing seating plans, allocating students to groups 
for tasks and also during normal class time i.e. questioning, assessment, feedback etc.  
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Design & Communication Graphics (DCG) 

 

1.2 Duration of module 
5 weeks (2 x single periods a week) 

 

a. Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 

Teaching& Learning 
methodologies 
 

Resources Success Criteria 
 
 

Assessment 

They develop a 
competent ability 
to draw basic 
constructions 
accurately.  
Students will 
demonstrate 
dexterity in the 
use of drawing 
instruments.  

Teacher 
demonstration.  
Students actively 
practicing it through 
drawing board 
exercises.  

Drawing board 
equipment.  
Visualiser 

Demonstration 
of adequate 
skills.  
Appearance of 
finished 
drawings.  

Attendance 
record.  
Grading on tasks. 
Peer assessment 
on using 
equipment 
effectively. 

• To help students understand the importance of communicating information 
graphically.  

• To encourage the development of the cognitive and practical manipulative skills 
associated with graphicacy.   

• To stimulate the creative imagination by encouraging pupils to reason in two and 
three-dimensions and by applying these abilities to the solution of graphical and 
spatial problems of an abstract and practical nature.  

• Demonstrate dexterity in the use of drawing instruments, templates etc. as 
reflected in neatness and accuracy. 

• Interpret drawings and diagrams including freehand sketches, plans, numerical 
data (expressed graphically), flow charts and formal working drawings.   

• Produce neat and accurate drawings according to recognised standards, 
conventions and illustration techniques.   

• Produce freehand drawings in two and three-dimensions as graphical 
communication and as an aid to spatial reasoning and refinement.   

• Recognise the importance of graphics in the process of designing and produce 
graphical solutions to appropriate design problems.   

• Use shade and colour with discretion and model appropriate solutions in card or 
other materials.   
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Students will be 
able to use 
graphics in the 
development of 
ideas in 
designing.  
 

Teacher 
demonstration.  
Students actively 
practicing it through 
drawing exercises. 
Students working in 
pairs helping each 
other.  
Group work.  

Drawing board 
equipment.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Visualiser 
demonstrations.  
YouTube videos. 

Presentation of 
portfolio work.  
Demonstration 
of design skills 
using graphics.  

Weekly grading of 
student portfolio 
work.  
 

Students will 
learn to produce 
freehand 
drawings in two 
and three-
dimensions as 
graphical 
communication.  

Students actively 
practicing freehand 
work.  
Teacher 
demonstration.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
Loop videos.  

Visualiser 
demonstrations. 
YouTube videos. 
Drawing board 
equipment.  
PowerPoint 
presentations.  
 

Appearance of 
finished 
drawings.  
Students 
graphical 
posters.  

Production of 
student’s posters.  
 
Students will peer 
assess and self-
evaluate their 
own 
development.  

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Sketching & Technical drafting- student’s attention to detail skills will be enhanced greatly and are 
useful skills for design portfolio work in other subjects like Art, Geography and Home Economics.  
 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation- Teacher evaluates how effectively the learning intentions were achieved 

when he completes each 6-week block of the module.  

At the end of the 6 weeks, the Department will meet, and review the subject plan to suit student’s 

abilities.  

Student evaluation- students carry out an evaluation of their experience of DCG. Student feedback 
is very important for future planning as well as making the module more suitable to the students’ 
own abilities.  
 Peer evaluation- students judge the performance of their peers during portfolio work. Peer 
assessment helps the students to improve by supporting one another.  

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Flexible pace learning- Lessons are paced at a level that allows weaker students enough time to 
understand the essential elements. Extra work can then be allocated to those who find the work 
easier.    
Lower order questioning/ Higher order questioning- Vary questioning techniques. Ask higher and 
lower ordered questions allowing the appropriate wait time for an answer.     
 Individual work- students get an ample opportunity to work at their own pace building on their 
own drawing portfolio.  
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Driver Theory  
 

1.2 Duration of module 

5-week module 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning 
Intentions 
To inform 
students of the 
various road 
signs, hand 
signals, 
components in a 
car, etc. relating 
to best practice 
of safe driving. 
To inform 
students of best 
practices of safe 
driver etiquette 
to promote 
further road 
safety. 
To inform 
students to 
evaluate the 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
Informative 
Powerpoint 
presentations that 
focus on driver 
safety 
Dashcam footage 
and group/class 
discussions 
Group/class 
discussions on RSA 
ads 
Higher/Lower 
Order questioning 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources 
RSA.ie 
Powerpoint 
Documentaries 
Irish mock 
theory test 
Internet 
YouTube 
Computer 
SurfaceGo 
Projector 
Markers 

Success Criteria 
To identify road signs. 
To identify the essential 
components in a car for a 
driving test (i.e. Engine, 
windscreen wash cap, 
dipstick, etc.). 
To identify hand signals from 
road traffic corps, cyclists and 
other road users. 
To assess positive road 
etiquette to practice safe 
road use.   
To identify and repair a flat 
tyre on a car. 
To identify some common 
issues that occur when 
driving (e.g. Engine failure, 
loss of oil pressure, driving on 
a slick surface, etc.) And 

Assessment 
Irish mock 
theory test 

• To inform students of the various road signs, hand signals, components in a car, etc. relating to 
best practice of safe driving. 

• To inform students of best practices of safe driver etiquette to promote further road safety. 

• To inform students to evaluate the consequences of unsafe driving practices. 

• Students will be able to identify road signs. 

• Students will be able to identify the essential components in a car for a Driving Test (i.e. 
engine, windscreen wash cap, dipstick, etc.). 

• Students will be able to identify hand signals from Road Traffic Corps, cyclists and other road 
users. 

• Students will be able to assess positive road etiquette to practice safe road use.   

• Students will be able to identify and repair a flat tyre on a car. 

• Students will be able to identify some common issues that occur when driving (e.g. engine 
failure, loss of oil pressure, driving on a slick surface, etc.) and evaluate how to proceed during 
such occurrences. 

• Students will be able to evaluate errors made by other drivers via ‘Dashcam footage’. 
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consequences of 
unsafe driving 
practices. 
 

 
 

evaluate how to proceed 
during such occurrences. 
To evaluate errors made by 
other drivers via ‘dashcam 
footage’. 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Wellbeing 
Science (Physics) 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Very useful for students as it is relevant to them in the near future of their lives. 
Also relevant to anyone who does not intend to learn to drive as they will be able to identify safe 
practices as a passenger, cyclist and/or pedestrian as well as their responsibilities as a road user. 
The module also informs students on what is important to know for both the driver theory test 
and in practice. 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

ICT (projector, computer, etc.) to provide visuals and audio to make illustrating and learning 
theory more effective and relevant, 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Geography- TROPICAL RAIN FORESTS AND THE SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
THEY CAUSE BOTH LOCALLY AND GLOBALLY 
 

 

1.2 Duration of module 

5 Week module 
 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
 
Know the location of 
equatorial climatic 
areas. 
 Be able to describe the 
climate. 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
Photograph 
activities. 
Questioning 
activities. 
Brainstorming. 

Resources 
 
 
 
Photographs 
 
Maps 
 
Information 
Sheets 

Success Criteria 
 
To be able to use 
geographical skills 
and analyse data 
 
To be able to 
describe and explain 
in their answers 

Assessment 
 
 
THE WAY FORWARD FOR 
THE FOREST · Pupils are 
to write a piece of 
discursive writing. The 
teacher will need to 
discuss this particular 
writing style with them in 

• For students to develop a Geographical awareness of tropical rainforests.  

• For students to become aware of the links and adaptations between climate, vegetation, soil 
and animal life. 

• For students to develop an awareness of the human inhabitants of rainforests and the many 
issues that they face. 

• For students to become aware of deforestation and other human influences on the rainforest 
and how they negatively influence the environment. 

• For students to be able to identify and discuss solutions to these problems 

• For students to investigate and learn about current affairs i.e. geography in the news 
 

Students will be able to: 

• Students will be able to identify and locate rainforest locations worldwide. 

• Students will be able to identify and explain the climatic characteristics of a rainforest and 
provide links between this and plant and animal adaptations to living in this environment. 

• Students will develop graphing and mapping skills. 

• Students will be able to distinguish between sustainable and unsustainable human activity. 

• Students will be able to explain the reasons for the destruction of the rainforest. 

• Students will be able to debate the impacts of destruction of the rainforest on individual 
groups. 

• Students will be able to investigate, research and understand the implications of the 
destruction of the rainforest and understand how to sustainably use the forest. 
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Understanding of the 
complex structure of 
the forest. 
 
 Understanding of all 
the terms and types of 
vegetation. 
Understanding of how 
people have adapted to 
living in this ecosystem. 
To understand the 
different causes of 
deforestation. 
Identify and 
understand different 
groups likely to be 
involved in decision 
making at a national 
scale. 
To improve IT skills  
To understand the 
different causes of 
deforestation. 
 To understand that 
impacts could be social, 
economic and 
environmental.  
To understand this 
impacts local and global 
scale 

Working with 
climate graphs. 
 
Drawing diagrams. 
 
Model making 
 
Watching and 
analysing video on 
the rainforest way 
of life. 
 
Investigation of a 
mystery using 
cards and 
information 
sheets. 
 
Report Writing. 
 
Group work. 
 
Debating. 
 
Geography in the 
news assessment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
DVD clips. 
 
Worksheets 
 
Ipads 
 
Assessment 
sheets 
 
 
Newspaper 
articles 

using relevant 
terminology 
 
To understand that 
aspects of climate, 
soil, plant life and 
animal life are 
interconnected.  
 
To demonstrate 
logical sequences 
 
To be able to 
identify positive and 
negative impacts of 
using the rainforests 
 
To demonstrate an 
understanding of 
local, national and 
global impact. 

as simple a format as is 
possible. The approach 
will need modelling. · It 
will present the views 
expressed at the previous 
meetings. The title is to 
be e.g. “What is the Way 
forward for the 
Rainforest?” Feedback/ 
assessment feedback  
 
Or 
 
Geography in the news 
assessment. 
Investigating the cause of 
the 2020 forest fires in 
the Amazon.  
Students will need to use 
a number of different 
skills in this assessment 
to demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
cause and effect at local, 
national and 
international level.  

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

 

• This module links in with many topics covered in Biology.  

• The analysis of climate data uses many of the skills developed in Maths. 
• Links to Geoecology at geography leaving certificate level. 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Some activities throughout the module are student evaluated. i.e. Model making 
Students are awarded a feature of quality for their end of module assessment task along 
with positive, constructive feedback.  

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork (teacher allocation of students to make sure that the less able students have 
support), Group projects, mini white boards, Traffic lights, Higher order questioning, 
differentiation by outcome. 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Media Studies: 

• Fake News & Advertising 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

5-week module/ 2 classes per week 

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
Strand One: 
Fake News 
In this strand students 
will: 
Consider real and fake 
news sources. 
Examine a variety of news 
sources. 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
 
Class 
discussion 
 
Oral 
presentations 

Resources 
 
 
 
ICT 
 
YouTube 
 
BBC 
Resources 

Success Criteria 
 
Successful 
production of 
the 
advertisements 

Assessment  
 
Evaluation through 
class discussion and 
personal reflection 
sheets. This will 
include reflection on 
the individual role of 
each person and their 

This module aims to: 

• create and awareness of real and fake news online and on social media. 

• encourage students to consider various information sources. 

• foster awareness of the principles of Communications  

• promote visual literacy  

• provide cultural enrichment 

• develop ICT skills  

• develop key skills 

Students will be able to: 

• analyse and critique advertisement layout and composition  

• design, create and print an Advert for a unique product using ICT  

• differentiate between and evaluate different newspaper media, using agreed criteria –such 
as format, layout and bias  

• demonstrate good teamwork skills, personal effectiveness, and ability to think critically and 
creatively. 

• will have more of an understanding of websites, providers and platforms. 

• increasingly question websites and social media feeds to see if they are genuine and true. 

• have a greater understanding of the dangers of sharing and forwarding items. 

• think more comprehensively about statements involving numbers or data to find the true 
meaning behind a story. 

• will be able to consider the viability and trustworthiness of a source. 

• question the origin of a source and analyse whether to believe it whole, in part or not at all. 

• will consider the authenticity of articles and consider their own unconscious bias. 
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Develop skills to 
distinguish between real 
and fake news. 

 
Strand Two: 
Advertising: 
Students will: 

Be introduced to 
advertising using taped 
and print adverts. 
Be introduced to 
concepts such as target 
audience and other 
concepts.  
Analyse and critique a 
selection of 
advertisements from 
various print media – 
magazines, newspapers, 
billboards.  
Create their own advert 
for print and television. 
 

 
Pair work 
 
Group work 
 
The use of ICT 
as a teaching 
and learning 
tool. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Newspapers- 
online and 
print 
versions. 

contribution to the 
production. 
Continuous evaluation 
of skills by teacher and 
student.  
 
Portfolio 
 

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Links to English, ICT, SPHE, Enterprise Education (LCVP) 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & Student evaluation 
Likert scale 
Evaluation wheel 

 

1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teamwork 
Group projects 
Higher order questioning  
Differentiated handouts/worksheets 
Visuals 
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Mindfulness 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

2 classes per week for 5 weeks 
 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes  

 

 

 

• To show how Mindfulness can reduce useless harmful repetitive thoughts and the 
continuous stream of thinking. 

• To show how using Mindfulness techniques on a regular basis enhances our mental 
health conditions (anxiety, sleep disorder, depression, obsessive compulsive disorder, 
etc) and our overall general mental wellbeing and self- confidence. 

• To introduce the four basic Mindfulness practices for wellbeing. 

• Abdominal Breathing – Focusing on letting go of tension accumulating in the body. 

• Guided Visualisation Meditation – Focusing on healing images to re-discover inner- 
strength and sense of self. To bring about physiological changes in body mind and 
spirit. 

• Chakra Tai - Chi Exercise – Focusing on empowerment and self-belief. 

• Walking Meditation – Focusing on balancing the energies in the body, bringing it back 
into wholeness. 

• Mindful Eating – Focusing on connecting to the food, what nourished its growth, the 
sunlight, the rain, the earth and the process of growth. 

On completion of this course students will be able to 

• Learn about the history and principles of Mindfulness and Meditation practices in the 
modern world. 

• Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of Breathwork techniques in their 
daily lives through continuous repetitive practice of 5minutes followed by 10-15 min 
practices, (synchronized deep breath). Drop shoulders, relax muscles, let go and feel 
tension melt away. Learn to use it when needed. 

        Relax more and focus on the present moment. Wow, I am feeling overwhelmed right 
now. I need to walk away and take a few deep breaths…. when ok now I feel calmer and 
more focused. 

• Observe and appreciate all that our bodies are capable of and do for us. 

• Think more positively and make better judgements. 

• Observe eating food through the senses. Enjoy the first few bites with careful 
attention to appearance, scent, feel and taste.  

• Take a Mindful nature walk. Experience the sense of curiously and adventure while 
walking at a slow consistent pace. 
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1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
 
 
1. Understand the 
principles and practices 
of Mindfulness. 
 
 
2. Share breathwork 
exercises of 5-minute 
practices, leading to 
20-minute practices. 
Count the breaths each 
time. 
 
 
3. Move stretch and 
notice body sensations 
in Tai- Chi. 
 
 
3. Stop be aware of 
surroundings through 
walking Meditation. 
 
 
4. Describe your own 
process of noticing, 
naming and using the 
breath to calm 
yourself… 
 
 
5. Eat a Mindful 
snack…. 
 
 
 
6. Count the breaths. 
 
 
7. Enlist a guide – Thich 
Nhat Hanh – Planting 
seeds: (Practicing 
Mindfulness with 
children). 
Easy steps to 
Mindfulness: 
Walking Meditation. 
 
 
CDs – Capacitar Ireland 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
Direct instruction 
 
 
Pair work 
 
Group work 
 
Discussion 
 
Research 
Presentation 
 
 
 
 
Use of ICT 
 
 
 
Demonstration 
 
 
Group work 
 
 
Research 

Resources 
 
 
 
 
Handouts 
 
You tube 
 
Worksheets 
 
Comfortable 
seating 
 
 
 
 
 
Soft Music 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Safe space 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Incense 
  
Candles 
 
 
Cushions 
Blankets 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Success 
Criteria 
 
 
Meditation 
practice 
10 minutes in 
the morning, 
10-minute 
exercise in the 
evening. 
 
Keep a journal 
and record 
experiences. 
 
 
 
Learn to record 
dreams and 
interpret them. 
 
 
 
Use their senses 
to record and 
describe the 
present 
moment, 
including the 
things, details, 
people and place 
around them. 
 
 
 
Belly Breathing –  
Inhale full belly 
like a balloon 
and exhale 
allowing the 
balloon to 
deflate, turning 
on the relaxation 
response in the 
body. 
 
 
 
Go for a Mindful 
walk. Relaxes the 
body and 

Assessment 
 
 
 
Continuous repetitive 
practice of 
Breathwork 
techniques. 
 
 
 
Throughout the day, 
take a few moments 
to bring your 
attention to your 
breathing. 
 
 
 
Focus attention on 
your daily activities 
such as brushing your 
teeth, your hair, 
taking a shower, 
getting dressed, 
doing jobs around 
the house. 
 
 
Throughout the day, 
take a few moments 
to bring your 
attention to your 
breathing. 
 
 
Bring awareness for a 
few moments each 
day to the five 
senses, Sight, Smell, 
Taste, Touch and 
Hearing. 
 
When eating, try to 
take a moment and 
connect with your 
food. Look at the 
food and realise how 
this was connected 
to something that 
nourished its growth. 
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1.6 Cross-curricular links 

Link with Art department and Religion department  

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Student reflections/worksheets/journals evaluations at end of topic. 
Parent teacher meeting 
Teacher self-evaluation 

 

 

  

Enhancing your Mind 
Body Spirit elements. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

improves sleep 
patterns. 
 
 
 
Use Chakra Tai – 
Chi movements 
in a peaceful and 
safe 
environment to 
relieve physical 
stress and pain. 
 
 
 
Be able to 
journey into and 
connect into the 
core centre of 
self (Island 
 of Self) through 
guided 
visualisation 
practice 
enhancing self- 
esteem and 
awareness of 
self. 

When out walking be 
aware of points of 
tightness and tension 
in your body. 
 
Do body movement 
Chakra Tai-Chi 
exercises linked to 
the seven Chakras of 
the body. Complete 
all seven movements.  
 
Before going to bed 
at night, take a 
couple of minutes 
and bring attention 
to the breath.  
 
Worksheets  
 
Individual and group 
discussion.  
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2021/2022 TY Subject Plan 

1.1 Title of subject or module 

Philosophy 
 

1.2 Duration of module 

5-week module, 2 classes per week  

 

1.3 Aims 

 

1.4 Learner Outcomes 

 

1.5 Course Outline: 

Learning Intentions 
 
What is Philosophy?  
Students will trace the 
development of 
philosophy from 
ancient Greece and 
examine some 
of the early Greek 
philosophers, Socrates, 
Plato and Aristotle. 
 
‘Know Thyself’ 

Teaching& 
Learning 
methodologies 
 
 
Shared praxis 
 
Working with 
others  
 
Teacher exposition  
 
Use of ICT 
 

Resources 
 
Projector  
 
YouTube  
 
Philosophy for 
Children Through 
the Secondary 
Curriculum 
Lewis Chandley 
(2012) 
 
I-pads  

Success Criteria 
At the end of 
week 1 students 
will be able to 
describe why 
philosophy 
began and 
explain some of 
the key ideas 
held by the early 
Greek 
philosophers.  
 
 

Assessment 
 
Self-Assessment 
and Peer 
Assessment using 
iPads 
 
Questioning  
 
Create a timeline  
 
Learning log 
 
 

• Stimulate the pupils’ curiosity about the subject pf philosophy.  

• Engage students in philosophical enquiry and dialogue about life’s big questions. 

• Encourage students, in everyday life, to look below the surface for deeper meanings for 
various phenomena. 

• Develop a healthy respect for the power of unaided natural reason and a skill in the 
process of reasoned argument. 

• Develop critical, creative, collaborative, caring thinkers who can participate in informed 
discourse and act in the world in a more reflective manner. 

 

At the end of this module students will be able to: 

• Trace the origins of philosophy and name some of its big thinkers from classical times to 
the modern day. 

• Identify questions that are common (shared by everybody), central (help us understand 
ourselves and our world) and contestable (the subject of argument and competing 
understandings) 

• Reflect on the practical application of philosophy in relation to ones’ own life. 

• Analyse the concepts of perception and reality through an exploration of the philosophy 
of knowledge 

• Critically assess theories relating to the mind-body problem 

• Evaluate what is morally good and bad, right and wrong, according to natural reason. 

• Demonstrate how feminism and existentialism has shaped our current culture and 
conception of the human being 
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Students will examine 
the central 
philosophical question, 
‘who am I? This is 
coupled 
with reference to 
recent psychological 
and sociological 
research into the 
nature of 
human identity. 
Human Freedom 
Students will discuss 
the questions ‘are we 
really free? What is the 
nature of human 
freedom and to what 
extent are we 
controlled by outside 
forces? How important 
is freedom and, do we 
want 
to be free?’ Students 
will explore this in the 
context of the 
pressure of social 
media. 
The Purpose of Life 
Students will attempt 
to answer the 
questions “Is there a 
purpose to your life or 
are you a random and 
inconsequential 
manifestation of 
‘Being?” “What are the 
implications for the 
human person if there 
is a purpose to life? If 
one does exist, where 
does it exist and can it 
ever be found? If you 
achieve the purpose of 
your life, does it then 
cease to exist?” 
 
Does Life Have 
Meaning? 
Students will be 
introduced to 
existentialism and the 
existential themes of 
identity, freedom, 
meaning and 
meaninglessness. This 
includes an 
examination of the 

 
 
Journaling and 
reflection  
 
Shared Praxis  
 
Teacher exposition  
 
Use of ICT 
 
Interpretation of 
data 
 
Teacher exposition  
 
Use of ICT 
 
Interpretation of 
data 
 
Role play  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Debate  
 
Group work  
 
Teacher exposition  
 
Research 
 
Journaling and 
reflection  
 
Visualisation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Debate  
 

 
 
Projector  
 
YouTube  
 
I-pads 
 
Social Psychology 
Network  
 
 
 
 
‘The Four 
Agreements’ 
Don Miguel Ruiz 
 
Projector  
 
YouTube  
 
I-pads 
 
Posters  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“The Search for 
Meaning and 
Values” (veritas) 
 
“Man’s Search for 
Meaning” Victor 
Frankl 
 
YouTube  
 
I-pads  
 
Projector  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Students will be 
able to describe 
the concept of 
identity and 
identify three 
theories on 
human identify. 
 
 
 
 
Students will be 
able to 
demonstrate 
how social media 
and advertising 
has influenced 
them and their 
peers through a 
group 
presentation and 
role play. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will be 
able to present 
their findings on 
people who 
believe they 
found their 
purpose in life in 
addition to 
journaling their 
reflections on 
their own sense 
of purpose.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will be 
able to define 
existentialism 
and meaningless 
and will identify 
4 causes of the 
sense of 
meaningless and 

 
Self-Assessment 
and Peer 
Assessment using 
iPads 
 
Journaling 
 
Teacher 
questioning  
 
Learning log 
 
 
 
Presentation  
 
Teacher 
questioning  
 
Learning log 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Journaling 
 
Oral Presentation  
 
Teacher 
questioning  
 
Learning log 
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modern phenomenon 
of anxiety and the 
‘existential vacuum’. 
Space and Time 
Students will define 
quantum theory and 
discuss its relationship 
to postmodern 
theory? What are the 
implications of the 
‘uncertainty principle?’ 
Do the findings at the 
level of quantum 
mechanics have 
implications for human 
identity? 
 
 
 
Ethics 
Students will examine 
the difference 
between right and 
wrong? An 
examination of several 
ethical dilemmas to 
unravel the processes 
that are involved in 
moral decision making.  
 
 

Group work  
 
Teacher exposition  
 
Research 
 
Journaling and 
reflection  
 
Visualisation 
 
 
 
 
Teacher exposition  
 
Shared Praxis 
 
 
Concept learning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decision making  
 
Shared Praxis  
 
Active learning 
 
Role play 

“The Search for 
Meaning and 
Values” (veritas) 
 
“Man’s Search for 
Meaning” Victor 
Frankl 
 
YouTube  
 
I-pads  
 
Projector  
 
 
 
 
Stanford 
Encyclopaedia of 
Philosophy  
 
Projector  
i-pads 
YouTube  
Philosophy for 
Children Through 
the Secondary 
Curriculum 
Lewis Chandley 
(2012) 
 
Pbs.org 
Philosophy for 
Children Through 
the Secondary 
Curriculum 
Lewis Chandley 
(2012) 
YouTube 

the ‘existential 
vacuum’. 
 
 
 
 
Students will be 
able to define 
quantum theory 
and postmodern 
theory. They will 
discuss their 
relationship and 
explain its effect 
on the human 
identity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will 
complete a role 
play 
demonstrating 
their 
understanding of 
moral decision 
making. They will 
know the 6 steps 
involved in moral 
decision making. 

 
Teacher 
questioning  
 
Written 
presentation of 
research findings. 
 
Learning log 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teacher 
questioning  
 
Learning log 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Learning log  
 
Role play  
 
Teacher 
questioning  

 

1.6 Cross-curricular links 

History: the development of philosophical theory from the Greek philosophers to post-modern 
philosophy.  
Science: the exploration of matter and energy based on quantum of mechanics. This will be 
examined with regards to the question of perception Vs reality and Plato’s Theory of Ideas. 
Wellbeing: students will be reflecting on their own identify and human nature, which links to 
positive self-talk in wellbeing. They will also explore freedom in the context of social media.  
Religion: students will explore moral decision making and moral codes of behaviour, such as the 
Decalogue.  
ICT: students will use the i-pads and surface pros to research and create presentations. 
 

 

1.7 Evaluation of subject/Module 

Teacher self-evaluation & Student evaluation 
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1.8 Additional needs/ Differentiation           

Teacher questioning can be adapted to suit individual student abilities – a combination of lower 
and higher order questioning to suitably challenge and assess student’s knowledge and 
understanding.  
Consultation with the learning support department. 
Students are allowed to pick their own topics for project and presentations to suit their ability.  
Peer-tutoring and group work suitable for mixed ability classes. 
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Appendix 4   Student Timetable 
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Appendix 5 

Contract for Learning Transition Year 2021-2022 

Transition Year will help you make the transfer from Junior to Senior Cycle.    

The aims of Transition Year are to allow you:  

• The time and space to develop and mature without the pressure of examinations 

• To aid your social, personal, physical and academic development through taking part in a broad 

range of activities  

•To become involved in subjects and activities that you may not experience otherwise 

• To experience the world of work and to examine possible future careers.  

  

The school has high expectations of you in Transition Year.  Here we outline our requirements about 

work and behaviour.  To receive Certification for Transition Year you must contract with the school 

to fulfil these requirements throughout the year:   

(a) Develop work and study habits as directed by subject teachers. 

(b) Establish positive and respectful relationships with both fellow students and staff. 

(c) Participate in classwork, complete homework and assignments on time and to the required 

standard. 

(d) Meet with organisational deadlines e.g. closing date for Work Experience applications, return of 

signed Consent Forms as required etc. 

(e) Observe the rules and regulations of the school. 

(f) Endeavour to participate fully in Transition Year by maintaining a satisfactory attendance record. 

 (g) Participate fully in the complete range of Transition Year activities. 

(h) Inform the school in advance by email or phone if unable to attend a trip. 

(h) Have a reading book in their bag at all times. 

____________________________________________________________________  

I have read and accept the terms of this contract.   

Signed:  _________________ (Student)  

  

Signed:  _________________ (Parent/Guardian)  

 

Signed:  _________________ (Transition Year Co-ordinator)  

I understand that details of all trips will be provided to parents in advance. I give my general 

consent that my daughter may travel to, or take part in, all activities organised by the school 

during her Transition Year.  If I withdraw my consent for a particular event, I will inform the school 

in writing.  
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Signed: ______________________ (Parent/Guardian) 

Appendix 6 
  Work Experience Dates: 28th March 2020- 8th April 2021 

                  

                                                                                         

                                                                                              Loreto Secondary School Wexford 

 
To whom it may concern, 
 

This school actively participates in a Work Placement programme for our students. As part of 
this programme, each student is encouraged to gain Work Experience during the school term.  
 
The school’s insurance policy has been extended to cover each pupil during this period of 
Work Experience.  
 

The Pupils understand that they must comply with any conditions you lay down regarding 
activities, safety, and confidentiality. They are also given instructions beforehand about 
attendance, punctuality, and codes of behaviour in the workplace. 
 

The school appreciates your assistance in accommodating one of our Pupils. I would be most 
grateful if on completion of the work experience you could complete the enclosed evaluation 
form. Your evaluation is part of their end of year grade and provides valuable feedback for 
the student. If you require any further details, please do not hesitate to contact me at 
0539146162. 
 

Thank you for your cooperation and time. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ursula Zimmermann 
Transition Year Co-ordinator 
 
Loreto Secondary School 
Pembroke Hill 
Ballynagee 
Wexford 
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Appendix 7 

Work Experience Placement Form 2021-2022 

This form is to be completed by the student when the employer has 

confirmed that she /he is accepting the student. It should not be sent to the employer. It 

should then be returned to your Co-ordinating teacher on or before   

______________________ 

TY Student’s Name                ________________________________ 

Class:                                        ________________________________ 

Name of Employer:               _________________________________ 

 

Address of Employer:           _________________________________ 

 

Tel/Mobile of Employer:      _________________________________ 

 

Employer’s relationship to student (e.g Parent, friend, uncle, none…) 

________________________________________________________ 

 

What will the T.Y. student be doing?  __________________________ 

Contact Person (full name)   _________________________________ 

Work begins and ends at (times) _____________________________ 

Date of placement:              __________________________________                         
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Appendix 8 

                 ATTENDANCE Work Experience 2021-2022 

Week 1: 

Day  Hours 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

  

 

Student_______________________________ 

Employer ______________________________ 

 

 

Week 2: 

Day  Hours 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

  

 

Student_______________________________ 

Employer ______________________________ 
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Appendix 9 

LORETO SECONDARY SCHOOL Wexford                                                       

 2021-2022 Work Experience/Shadowing Diary     

 

Student’s Name:                 __________________________ 

 (1) Employer Name &No:   __________________________ 

Dates of Work Experience:    __________________________ 

(2) Employer Name& No:    __________________________ 

Dates of work experience:    __________________________ 

                       Introduction 

Week 1 

Name of Employer/Organisation:  _____________________________________________ 

Address:____________________________________________________________________ 

Description of Business/Organisation: 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Reason for choice of placement (e.g. choice of L.C subjects, interests/hobbies, 

skills/experience you hope to obtain, etc) 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Week 2   

Name of Employer/Organisation:  ____________________________________________ 

Address:___________________________________________________________________ 

Description of Business/Organisation: 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Reason for choice of placement (e.g. choice of L.C subjects, interests/hobbies, 

skills/experience you hope to obtain, etc) 

___________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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DAY 1: WEEK 1/ WEEK 2 

1.Outline the tasks/duties you were given to do today: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2.What skills and qualities did you learn/develop today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3.Identify some things you did well today: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

4.What did you find difficult or challenging today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

5.How well did you respond to the challenges presented to you today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

6.Describe how well you related to: 

• Supervisors_________________________________________________________ 

 

• Fellow workers_____________________________________________________ 

• Customers/clients___________________________________________________ 
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DAY 2: WEEK 1/ WEEK 2 

1.Outline the tasks/duties you were given to do today: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2.What skills and qualities did you learn/develop today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3.Identify some things you did well today: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

4.What did you find difficult or challenging today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

5.How well did you respond to the challenges presented to you today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

6.Describe how well you related to: 

• Supervisors_________________________________________________________ 

 

• Fellow workers_____________________________________________________ 

• Customers/clients___________________________________________________ 
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DAY 3: WEEK 1/ WEEK 2 

1.Outline the tasks/duties you were given to do today: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2.What skills and qualities did you learn/develop today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3.Identify some things you did well today: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

4.What did you find difficult or challenging today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

5.How well did you respond to the challenges presented to you today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

6.Describe how well you related to: 

• Supervisors_________________________________________________________ 

 

• Fellow workers_____________________________________________________ 

• Customers/clients___________________________________________________ 
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DAY 4: WEEK 1/ WEEK 2 

1.Outline the tasks/duties you were given to do today: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2.What skills and qualities did you learn/develop today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3.Identify some things you did well today: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

4.What did you find difficult or challenging today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

5.How well did you respond to the challenges presented to you today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

6.Describe how well you related to: 

• Supervisors_________________________________________________________ 

 

• Fellow workers_____________________________________________________ 

• Customers/clients___________________________________________________ 
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DAY 5: WEEK 1/ WEEK 2 

1.Outline the tasks/duties you were given to do today: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2.What skills and qualities did you learn/develop today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3.Identify some things you did well today: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

4.What did you find difficult or challenging today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

5.How well did you respond to the challenges presented to you today? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

6.Describe how well you related to: 

• Supervisors_________________________________________________________ 

 

• Fellow workers_____________________________________________________ 

• Customers/clients___________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 10 

        
 Employer Evaluation Form 2021-2022 

Student Name: 

  
 

Employer Name:   
Employer Address:  

  

  

  
Employer Phone No:   

 
At the end of the placement please rate the student by placing a tick in the appropriate 
boxes. Many thanks for taking the time to fill out this evaluation. We would be grateful if 
you could return it to the student as soon as possible. 
Rating     Excellent  Good  Fair        Poor 
 
1. Attendance     
 
2. Time Keeping 
 
3. Ability to follow Instructions  
   and learn new skills and  
   procedures 
 

 
 

Date of Call/Email: Contact Name if different to above: 
 

How is the student getting on? 
 
 
 
 

What duties are they engaged in? 

Any further comments: 
 
 

Please tick here if you could NOT make contact with the employer □    Give reason why 

not: 
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4. Level of competence in    
   completion of tasks given 
 
5. Initiative 
 
6. Overall attitude towards 
   the job  
 
7. Ability to communicate with 
   staff, supervisors and the public 
 
8. Suitability for this type of work  
 
Any additional comments you would like to make 
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Appendix 11 

REFLECTION AFTER WORK PLACEMENT 2021-2022 

1.Does this type of career appeal to you?    Yes/ No. Why?       

________________________________________________________________ 

2.What are the main differences between the world of work as you experienced it and work 

in school? 

________________________________________________________________
3. . In the light of your work placement, what do you consider to be the most important 

factors employers look for in their employees? 

________________________________________________________________
4.How can this work experience/shadowing help your future studies/career aspirations? Are 

there any extra skills you now feel you need to develop while you are still at school? 

________________________________________________________________
5.How can what you have learnt from your work placement be used? 

(a) In the home 

________________________________________________________________ 

(b) At school 

________________________________________________________________ 

(c ) In the local community 

________________________________________________________________
6.What skills and personal qualities did you develop as a result of your experience? 

          Skills        Qualities 

  

  

  

  
 

7.How well do you think you performed during your work placement? 

 Excellent Very good fair poor 

Attendance     

Punctuality     
Initiative     
Ability to relate to staff/supervisors     
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Teamwork     

Student signature _______________________________________________ 

Work Experience Co-operating Teacher______________________________ 

Appendix 12 
 

Work Experience Check Form:  TY 2021-2022 
This form should be completed and signed by the TY Co-operating Teacher 
For the attention of the TY Teacher: 
Suggestions: 

➢ Have a quick/brief conversation with your assigned student during the week, 
immediately before Work Experience  

➢ Complete the check form during Work Experience Week  
➢ A phone call or email enquiring on how the student is getting on is sufficient 
➢ Return this form to TY Coordinator when completed 

To be completed during the week immediately before TY Work Experience 

To be completed during Work Experience week  
 
 
 
Signature:_____________________________________________ 

 
 

Student Name:    

Work Experience Details:        
 

Have you checked in with this student prior to going on Work Experience?  Yes □    No □ 

Please tick which statement applies to the student  
□ Looking forward to Work Experience 

□ Work Experience Employer details are correct 

□ Knows what clothes are appropriate for Work Experience  

□ Knows where, when and how often to go to work 

□ Travel arrangements put in place for the week 

□ Work Experience Paperwork has been given to Employer 

□ Needs help prior to Work Experience 

 

Any concerns? 
Please ask student to speak 
with work experience 
Coordinator if needed 
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Appendix 13 
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Appendix 14 
 

Class lists 
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Appendix 15 

Guidelines for Awarding of Student Grades 

 Distinction Higher Merit Merit  Pass 

Attendance  
(Please consider 
school activities 
as being in class) 

Students HAD 
between 81-100% 
attendance rate in 
class. 

Students had 
between 61-80% 
attendance rate in 
class. 

Students had 
between 41-60% 
attendance rate in 
class. 

Students had 
between 0-40% 
attendance rate in 
class. 
 

Participation Students always 
participated in all 
activities in the 
classroom or school 
trips. 

Students regularly 
got involved when 
asked by the 
teacher or other 
students in a 
teamwork activity.  

Students got 
involved 
sometimes but 
had to be asked to 
join in.  

Students argued 
and were very 
reluctant to be 
involved in class.  

Attitude Students were 
always be on time, 
with correct 
homework and had a 
good attitude in class 
and on activities. 

Students were 
regularly on time, 
had correct work 
and had a good 
attitude in class. 

Occasionally late 
to class.  
They only did the 
bare minimum of 
work to get by.  
Occasionally 
disrupting class.  

They regularly 
turned up without 
homework and 
were not be willing 
to participate in 
class. 

Effort Students always 
tried their best.  
They did as much as 
they could. 
Always wanted to be 
involved. 
They went the extra 
mile. 

Students regularly 
put in a high effort 
level. They tried to 
do what they 
could but left 
areas for 
improvement.  
They were not 
reaching their full 
potential.  

Tried to do what is 
asked of the class 
but did not 
challenge 
themselves to do 
better.  

Students did not 
put effort into 
classes and only did 
the very bare 
minimum.  

Work Ethic Students had all 
homework and 
classwork done on 
time. Assessments 
were done to the 
best of the 
students/teacher’s 
expectation. 

Regularly had their 
homework and 
classwork 
completed on time 
but not always.  
They put a good 
level of effort into 
assessments but 
did not reach 
potential.  

Students rarely 
did what is 
required. 
They occasionally 
had homework 
and class work 
done successfully.  
Assessments did 
not meet 
expectations.  

Students very 
rarely worked hard 
in class.  
They never came 
with homework.  
They did not put 
any effort into the 
assessment.  
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Appendix 16 

Record of Achievement for 

      Name 

Subject Distinction/Higher Merit/ Merit/Pass 

English  
Irish  

Maths  

German/French  

Science  

Home Economics  
Art  

Computers  

Physical Education  

Religion  

Mini Company/Business  
Music  

Wellbeing  

Preparation for Work/Guidance  

Distinction/Higher Merit/ Merit/Pass grade is awarded under the following criteria: 

attendance, participation, attitude, effort and work ethic. 

 

Transition year students participated in one of the following: 

Music and Performance  

Technology  
DCG  

Politics and Society  

Astrophysics  
Photography and Video  

 

 

All transition year students took part in the following modules throughout the year. 

History Media Studies 

Japanese Driver Theory 

Development Education Geography 
Public Speaking DCG 

Manuela Mindfulness 
Technology Philosophy 
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Activities/Trips Attendance 
English – The Bord Gais Theatre ✓  

Irish/PE - Surfing ✓  

Science / Geography – Fota Wildlife Park ✓  

History – Dublin, GPO ✓  

 ✓  
Musical ✓  

French/German – Cinema ✓  
Glendalough ✓  

Raven Walk ✓  

Rugby Match ✓  
Carne Orientation ✓  

 

TY Co-ordinator: _________________________________U. Zimmermann 

Principal: _______________________________________Mr Billy O’Shea 

Date: _____________________ 

 

Appendix 17 Sample -End of Year Certificate 
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Appendix 18 

                       Loreto, Wexford - Transition Year 2021/2022 

1. Fixed cost per student:  TBC  *Please note that due to public health 
guidelines, alternative arrangements will be made for some trips and 

activities.   
This fixed cost per student covers all of the following: 

Digital Portfolio  

Art * Art trip  

Guidance CAT testing  
IGC Subject Minimum Entry Requirements Booklet 
Reach + Programme – Careers Portal (book and Licence) – will 
also be used in 5th and 6th years  

Computers Microsoft Office Specialist Course – training, materials and 
exam fee  

English Dublin theatre trip  
Play in Presentation, Wexford  

Events Trip to rugby match  
Provision for another trip/s  

First Aid Course with certifications  

French/German Film  

Gaisce Award Registration and outdoor event/overnight in Glendalough 

Geography and Science Fota trip  

Health Education Workshop  

History Fieldtrip to Dublin  

Home Economics Craft project materials  
Trip 

Irish and P.E. Adventure Day Trip  

Japanese Bento & Film 

Manuela programme Course materials 

Mindfulness Workbook provided by school  

Music Music trip   

Photography and 
Videography* 

Entry fee and trip to Fresh Film Festival  

Physical Education Self-defence and yoga courses  

Politics and Society Course materials 

Religion Book hire  

Road Safety Trip 

* one of these modules per 
student 
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2. Materials to be provided by students 

All subjects Copies and folders as advised by teachers  

Computers 
 
 
 
Design and Communication Graphics                           

USB Key for Computers and Transition Year 
projects, minimum 16 GB 
60-page pocket folder 
 
USB Key 
2H pencil x 2 
2B pencil x 2 
Sketchpad A3 
A3 drawing folder (cardboard) 
 

French 
 
 
 
German                                                                     

On Decouvre! Transition Year French 
Kate Cary-O’Regan and Sandrine Levesque 
Mentor Books                                        €15.95 
                                                                  
Los Geht’s           C.J. Fallon                  €24.50 

Health Education A4 plastic envelope wallet  

Home Economics Ingredients as required 
 

Maths 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Technology 

Higher level: 
Active Maths 4 - new book 1 
Ref: ML6386 
Folens                                                      €22.00                                
 
Ordinary level: 
‘Active Maths 3 – new book, 2nd edition  
Ref: ML7017              
Folens                                                       €29.50 
 
For all levels: 
Casio calculator FX-83GT Plus 
Formulae & Tables 
A4 Project Maths copy 
Geometry Set 
 
USB Key 
A4 zip wallet 
A4 hardback 
 

Optional events for students              TY school tour   

                 German exchange                                                                                                     
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